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SPENCER TAKES

PEACE TERMS HAVE BEE

OP

10

AGREED

HIS

IARILYNN AND JACK
MARRIED AT MARY'S
BEVERLY HILLS HOME

Lost With All Hands

DUTIES

I,os Angeles. Calif., July 30.
Marilynn Miller, of the stage,
became the bride of Jack Pick-forof the screen, today at
the residence of the groom's
sister.
Mary
Plrkford, and
brother-in-laDouglas
at Beverly Hills, a
suburb.
A brief Kpiscopnl ceremony
was performed by the Rev.
rector
Xeal Dndo
of
of St. Mary of the
Is
the "little
Angels, which
church around the corner," to
tho people of the motion picture industry.
Mary Plckford acted as matron of honor.
The ceremony wns witnessed
by 10 Invited guests and a
small army of newspaper reporters and photographers and
motion picture camera men.
The official guests wero members of tjie Plckford, Fairbanks
and Miller families, and Charles Chaplin.
The bride and groom declined
to say where they would pass
their honeymoon.

ABOUT SETTLEMENT FRUITFUL

Fair-bonk-

OF GOAL TODAY
Government, With the Cooperation of the States,
Will Assume - Duties of
Gigantic Middleman,

an adequaTFstaff
is being mobilized
All That Now Remains Before the Walkout
Passes Into History is Formal Endorsement Executive Offices Will Be
of the Terms of Settlement By the Railway Located in One of the
War' Time
Temporary
Executives and Union Leaders.
Buildings at Washington.

(By The Agftncluied Press.)
Chicago, July 30, (By the Associated Press.) Peace
Washington, July, 30, (By the
terms already have been agreed to in the country-wid- e
Associated Tress.) The governrailway strike and formal ratification has been assured ment,
of
with the
:
was
asserted
it
effort
.wl'..,gfe
tonight
President
Harding's
through
the states will assume tomorro
situation.'
with
the
tho duties of a gigantic
by a man in close official touch
British steamer "Blue Sky," snapped Just before it sank in the
All that now remains before the strike, which, has
passing on the coal from
Disabled, the British steamer they "carried on." Battered by
cost the workers upwards of $40,000,000 in wages passes the producing mines to the In&nd localities,
Sky"
which In "Blue
fought its way wind and waves, tho vessel Blow
into history, it was asserted, was the formal indorsement dustries
the eyes of: the government, need through the raging. North sea for ly filled with water despite the
meetof the terms of settlement by the railway executives
it most.
hours. Captain and crew, alike de- herculean efforts of the crew at
The organization of the governbut the pump. Suddenly and without
of reaching pWt,
ing in New fork and the strike leaders who will "convene ment's
spaired
emergency .coal distribu
in Chicago at the same hour.
lion agency was pronounced tomiddlo-inan-

-

er

declared.
Jliillrondg to Yield.
"The rail executives will finally
decide to yield for the good of the
country, sweeping aside the seniority issue," he continued, "but their
gesture 'Vill give little consolation
to the men who walked out on July
1. for besides their loss in pay they
will lose Borne of their seniority
lights to the men who remained at
work, see their original grievances
returned to the United States railroad labor board for rehearing and
the- question of a national, adjustment board and certain other
points taken up by congress.
Seniority Issue.
,"The exact terms probably wilt
not be known until after Tuesday's
meetings, but whatever they are
the objections of a minority, on
either side will not be sufficiently
strong to obstruct or prevent their
ratification by both sides. Tho
seniority issue has ot been raised
the strike. It
since, the beginning
must be remembered, and it Is not
as great a stumbling block as it
has seemed at tims. When the
time comes it will be disposed sat-of
with justice to all and to the
isfaction of the great majority of
the workers.
-

HOPE THIS WKKK WIT.Tj
SUE KXD OF WALKOUT
Chicago, July 30 (by the Associated Press.)' With leaders of the
striking railway shopmen hurrying
of
to Chicago from all sections
the country for Tuesday's conference on President Harding's peace
plan, union heads tonight expressed strong hopes t'.at the"Wm-ln- g
week would see thn'tend of the
walkout which began on July 1.
Bert M. Jewell, head of the six
striking shop craft unUns, refused
to comment on statements mnde
by various railway executives that
the question of restoration of seniority f rights to tho shopmen
might prevent a settlement. Other
strike leaders, however, emphatically declared that 'when the men
went back to work they would reProm
gain their former status.
the first the union leaders have
maintained that the seniority questioned had been dragged into the
dispute by the carriers purely as
an argumentary issue to delay negotiations on the original grievances wages, working rules and
outside contracting by the carriers.
They have maintained that no settlement Is possible which does not
recognize and restore to the strikers their former seniority privileges- and pension rights.
"Not only Justice, but the public
Interest demands that In any settlement of the strike, the seniority"
lights of all men who are now
shall be recognized,"
a
statement issued by the western
on
committee
railway presidents',
relations today declared.
publics
"If those men who have struck
against the decisions of the United States railroad labor board and
' tried
to Interrupt transportation
are favored in any settlement that
may. be made, tho incentive of men
to stay at work in caso of future
strikes will be destroyed and the
difficulty of maintaining transppr- -

'

The new night to be nearly complete and
men In many cases left other em tomorrow Henry U, Spencer, the
ployment with the understanding federal fuel distributor, his comARE
that if competent they would be mittee and advisory
as designated by order of
retained in their present posi
President Harding will begin acttions.
R. S. Parsons, vice president of ive functioning.
DON
teleJust how much coal the
out
a
the Erie railroad, sent
can count on renm.r.3 a
gram directed to Chicago officials
of the road, denouncing as "un matter of speculation. "Thero ",s
true" reports that the "strike on no indication of increased producTOGA
the Erie railroad will be settled by tion in response to President
some governmental authority."
Harding's invitation to the mite
"There is no strike settling pow owners to reopen mines in any
er vested in any branch of the gov- of the strongly organized
the geological survey co
Voters Are to Decide on
ernment," the telegram said. "Its
t
function is to keep order, not to
Week's
Production,
Sept. 12 Whether Incumsettle strikes. The Erie railroad
The total production for the
will settle with its employes whenShall Be Retired
bent
of
week
tons
3,900.000
of bK
ever they are ready, .without any past
and 27,000 tons of an30 Years.
After
outside Interference, and that is tuminous was
Serving
thracite
compared by the surthe only way."
a
with
normal
vey
nt
production
Ansncltited
Trent.)
The Illinois- Manufacturers' as
(By rh
season, Including anthracite
sociation Itsday sent a circular to this
BoHton. July 30, (By the. Assofrom .fl.500,00
to 12.000,000
an its memuers urging mat they of
tons.
Normal consumption
at ciated Press.) Five Massachutelegraph to President Harding, this tl..
setts citizens have declared their
of
the
would
be
year
asking him not to insist that the ,000.000 tons of coal a week.
willingness to wear the senatorial!
rnllroad presidents
recede
from
Executive offices for the col toga in Washington, In the belief
their position regarding seniority.
control organization are to be o- that thlrty years' service there is
ci.tcil in one of tho government a enough for Senator Henry Cabot
to be
temporary war time huildings Lodgo and that he ought
But they
and an adequate staff is being retired next March.
mobilized to handle the rush of have different ideas as to how
matter
reports and orders which are ex this ought to be done. Thevirtei-of
pected to flow through Washing will bo submitted to the
ton.
this state at tho primaries on
deFair Trice Levels.
OF
September 12, and they will
Covered by priority orders from cide whether Senator Iodge sMill
the interstate commerce commis make a sixth appearance as thn
sion, ail conl now belnir nrodoni'il republican nominee In the Nois to be bought under the fair vember election and which one
OF
prlcj levels to bo maintained by of four democrats shall represent
ine leaerai
tuel
distributor, the opposition.'
Joseph Walker, former speaker i
being withhold from
flight cars
dealers
who sell at" advanced nf thi. Iiniise of representatives,
Five Are On the Injured and prices.
contesting the republican nominu-- i
Railroads and Interstate utili tion with Senator Lodge. He was
One on the Suspended
ties are to be the concern of tho at pne time allied with the proThe
List; Must Battle With a lederal government as far as di gressive wing of the party.
rect contact with the consumeis candidates for the democratic
Patched Up Team.
William
goes while supervision of the dis- nomination are Colonel
tribution between states is de- A. Gaston, a banker and long
(Bj The Associated I'reu.)
signed to put all localities on an active in his party; Sherman U
St. Louis, Mo., July 30. Back in equal footing as regards bulk sup- Whipple, leading attorney;
Dallas Lore Sharp of Bosfirst place, due to their victory to- ply, after which control of nrn.
and allotments of fuel is ton University and 'John Jarksojn
day over Boston and New York's fiteerlng
ne made a state matter.
Walsh, a former Btate senator.
defeat by Chicago, the local Amer i Bunker
coal Is to be kept to a All are lioston men.
icans are, forced to defend the minimum
Walker's Argument.
and foreign ships reteam.
leadership with a patched-u- p
to fill their bunkers abroad
Mr. Walker bases his candidacy
Five men are on the. injured and quired
for
the
the
round
argument that Senator
trip while exports upon
one on the suspended list.
will only be permitted In ease of Lodge has "reactionary" tendenSaturday's game against J3oston shipments
cies and does iiot properly reprewas a costly victory, George Slsler, wno can destined for consumers sent
his nartv. Colonel Gaston in
not otherwise
supply a
star first baseman, and Hank
themselves.
.recent address laid particular
the Browns' main backstop,
stiless on opposition to the tariff
being put on the Injured list for at
bl(l which he said was "Being
least a week, according to the club TILDEN AND RICHARDS
forced through an unwilling conr,
Boston's
physician.
DEFEATED AT TENNIS gress under the leadership ofin SenBurns, was responsible for both
anator Lodge." Mr. Whipple
casualties.
nouncing his candidacy asserted
(lir he AMflrlntrd Prrm.)
Frank Ellerbe, third baseman,
from
senator
the senior
New York. Julv 30. R. Nnrrls
Hubert PrOett, the young
"the
Massachusetts
reprcsentcR
whose favorite Williams II., and Watson M. Wash power of organized money Interpitcher,
burn
defeated
T.
William
easily
is
out
Babe Ruth,
pastime
striking
ests" and had been "leading dilast year's iome run king, and Tilden II., 5 and Vincent Richards, rectly against the great swing of
in
the second match
Frank Davis, another pitcher, are
Professor
progressive principles.".
the other three Browns suffering of the test today to determine which Sharp
includes in his platform
from Injuries, Dave Danforth has team Will represent the United abolition of war, industrial peace,
been on the suspended list since States In Its defense of the Davis prohibition, low tariff, the indecombin
last Thursday, when he was ban- cup. The
pendence of the Philippines and
ished b Umpire OwenB for pitch- ation won yesterday, taking three of opposition
to the soldiers' bonus.
sets.
four
an
ing
illegal ball. TJiese injuries
Mr. Walsh has described himself
Williams and Washburn, who as
have forced Fohl to send Jacobson
idealist who bea
from center-fielto first base, leav paired to form the American dou lieves political
all things can be betthat
team
bles
last
year, had the ag- ter than they are. Ho has urged
ing the center field to the veteran
Shorten, while Herman Bronkle, gressive throughout today's match "liberal individual financial suphas been playtng third base. Only and made the pace so warm that port" to the democratic party
five pitchers are available for duty. Tilden was thrown off form and which he said must become
Richards became unsteadv though
both frequently made brilliant reAs nominations' for tho priturns. The victors concentrated maries
do not close until next
attack on Richards.
E their
in. the various
In many of the rallies Tilden was month the lineup
congressional districts is not yet
inclined to poach on balls that were pdefined
in iticnarns territory, wnn me conH. Cox, re
Governor
sequence that Richards rarely got publican, Is Channlng
OF
opposed for renoml-natio- n
straight drives over the net and was
General J.
Attorney
unable to gauge his low ground Weston by
Allen. It has been the
strokes. Williams set the pace and usual custorrt in this state to acsimply outgeneraled Tilden In ad cord a governor a nomination f r
dition to
and out-vn. second term, but Mr. Allen has
leying the champton.
pointed out that Governor Cox is
the first Massachusetts executive
'
term
to
be chosen for a two-ye.
(By The Amoclatea Fmn.)
RELIABILITY RACE IS
and
asserts for this reason the
Indianapolis, Ind., July 30. Gov
WON BY THE CRESCEUS precedent does not hold. The aternor Small, of Illinois, was urged
torney- general was awarded an
today In a letter sent by the board
it
i
honorary degree by Harvard
of directors of the National Coal asHy Th AmncinrpB
last month in recognition
Cleveland, July 30. The cabin
sociation, to have state forces make
of two district
a thorough Investigation
of the cruising power boat Cresclus, own- of his prosecution
which resulted In their
Herrin massacre, "so that the con- ed by Commodore A. R. McLeod, attprnejs from
office for malremoval
spirators and assassins will be of Algonac, Mich., and flying' the feasance.
;
promptly brought to Justice." The Detroit Yacht club pennant, today
On tho Democratic: Ticket.
letter declared that no arrests have won the fourth annual long
On the democratic ticket John
been made In connection wltji the
race from Rocky
Fitzgerald, a former congressmassacre, and adds that "the Im- River," Cleveland, to Put In Bay F.
man
mayor of Bospression also seem to be gaining and return for the Commodore ton, and former
B. Ely of Springfield,
ground that the state authorities William E. Scripps' 16.000 trophy. ai.d Joseph
Mayor Petor F. Sullivan of
are; failing to show that determinaThe Cresceus made the 112 stat
candidates for the
tion necessary to discover and pun- ute miles in 11 hours, 8 minutes Worcester are
for governor. nomination
ish those responsible for the out and 52 necorids elapsed lime.
for lieuFor
nomination
the
The Kekoose, of the Cleveland tenant' governor on the
rage."
republiA. M. Ogle, president of the as Yacht club, was second,
making cs 'ticket the incumbent, Alvan
sociation, said a repprt of an In- the distance In 11 hours, 38 min- T. Fuller, is opposed by Joseph
vestigation made by the associa utes and 4 seconds..
K. Warner a former speaker of
tion into the Horrin disorders was
Sixteen boats started on the race
state house of representative
sent to Governor Small with the last night and finished at Rocky the
Two years ago both were candl- '
K'ucr.
UoU'S
Kiver. tms morning.
for (lis same nomination
('

tation service Increased.

5

,

;

WEATHER

I.

I

-

FORECAST.
Denver, Colo.. July ?0. New
Mexico: Monday and Tuesday,
local showers;
warmer
slightly
Tuesday.
Arizona: Monday, local showers,
partly cloudy; somewhat warmer
Tuesday.

'

LOCAL HEPOItT.

.'"

Conditions

for the

hours ended at

twenty-fou- r

m. yesterday,
recorded by the university:
8S
Highest temperature

........ i;.....'..

Lowest',
Ttange
Mean

i

60
22

!,'

.........
...

Humidity at 6 a. m.
Humidity at 6 p. m. ..... i
Precipitation
Wind veloeity
Direction o wind
Character of day.

.

77

68
38

.Trace

'....South

... Partly

cloudy

LODGE'S

-

i

BREGULARSARE

LINEUP

THE

611

rro-fess-

Sev-erei- d,

first-sacke-

--

t

i

8,

Tilden-RIchar-

d

1106

PHQB

110 EAT

ol

Unt-vers-

rri-m.-

distan-

ce-reliability

6 p.

WILLING

IN SENATE

HEROIN FAV00E0

1

TO

nt

OUT

s,

FOUND SLAIN'
HEAR

2 BULLET HOLES ARE
i

and as a result of the campaign
Mr. Warner brought suit for
slander against Mr. Fuller, being
a warded a verdict ot
1
damage i.
Two aspirants for The republican nomination for state auditor
and at least six for nomination
of that for attorney general will
swell the primary ballot to probably the largest proportions since
the system was instituted In this
state.

1. II

COX AND

PARTY RECEIVED

(CIAL

SUFFER IN

S

THE VATICAN

$8,500 MATRON STAKE

TROTTERS WILL BE Pope Pius Grants an Audience to Former Governor
COMPETED FORTUESDAY
of Ohio;, Elaborate Cere(By Tne Araoclatr J rrrn.)
30.
monies Attend Reception.
Toledo, Ohio, TJuly
Jlorses

FOR

began arriving hero tonight for
the second week of racing in the
Grand Circuit oyr tho Fort
track. Five, days of Vompe-tltlo- n
Is scheduled with Saturday
reserved for postponements.
What is considered the biggest
day of the week is Tuesday when
the second renewal of the Mat
ion stake for three, year old trot
ters with an estimated valuo of
I S.nOO is on the program.
Members of the Toledo Driving
ciuo said today the entries for
the entire program are greater In
number and of more uniform

i

(By The Auorlatcd

rr

.)

home, July 30 (by the Associated Press,)
Pope Plus today received in audience James M. Cox,
former governor of Ohio and democratic candidate for president of
the United Srates in the last campaign. The visit was of such a duration that the Vatican officials
interview."
called it "a private
Mr. Cox was accompanied by his
eon, James M., Jr., Judge Timothy
Anaberry or Washington, and
Rice of Dayton,
quality, than have been recelvtd
Tho Americans were received at
at any previous race meeting noon.
All of them wore evening
since Toledo was admitted to the
dress and white ties, according to
Grand Circuit.
Tho elaborate
Vatican etiquette.
Monday's program consists of
rethe 2:07 trot, the 2:10 pace, the papal ceremonial attended thestood
gem'.armes
trot and the 2:04 pace. With ception. Papal
the exception of . the 2:10 pace at attention and Swiss guards prewhich is to be run under the sented arms as the Americans wero
three heat system all of Monday's taken to the throne room, where
events are on the two. in threoJ tho noble and Palatine guards wero
In attendance.
Monsignor Vignale,
iieai pian.
one of tho pope's chamberlains,
introduced tho party into tho papal "secret
PonUrf Clad in White.
Here tho pontiff, who was dressed entirely in white, the only color
shown being his gold chain holding
cross.
the pectoral
advanced,
TO
stretched out his arms and bade
He
his kneeling visitors to rise.
then took them into his private
study.
LATE
Pope Pius expressed pleasure at
receiving Mr. Cox and his party.
He said he regretted that he had
bpen unable to satisfy his cherishMany Relieve That the Dif- ed desire to visit the United States.
Ho certainly would have crossed
ference Cannot Be Ironed tho
seas to America had it not been
Out Before Congress Goes for his election to the pontificate.
Now he must be satisfied with
Home Next Fall.
studying "that noble, beloved nation at a distance."
Mr. Cox told tho pontiff that on
(Bt lha ,9oclntet Prn.)
Washington, July 30. Whether the occasion of his election as pope
the administration tariff bill will many persons In America had rebe enacted before
the November marked, when they, Raw his portrait printed in the papers, that
of h
elections become the subject
looked like an American, this
at
the
discussion
capitol.
private
being the highest compliment, in
There is more or less general be- the minds of the Americans, they
Pope Pius
lief now In the senate that the could pay a foreigner.
tremeasure cannot be brought to a laughed at this and seemed
pleased.
final voto in that body before Sep- mendouslyM)Htollc
Benedict Inn.
tember ji, and .there are those who
Later on In the Interview Pope
Plus Inquired of, Mr. Cpx concernbelieve the Ironing out of differences
between the senate and tho ing the situation in the United
States. He expressed himself as
house In conference will be such
Interested In the wela slow" and tedious process that it profoundly
fare and progress of the Americannot be completed beforo con- can
who, ho said, constigress goes home for the fall cam- tuted people,
such an Important factor in
paign."
the
of the world.
The move from the democratic The development
Interview ended' by the pope
side yesterday tor an investigation
the
benedicapostolic
of charges that some senators are Imparting
tion. He
presented Mr.
financially interested in the wool Cox with apreviously
medal
and other duties voted into tho bill on one 'side commemorative
of which is a bust of
may operate to delay senate action. the pope and on the other
a shepThe democrats say they will prefS3 herd. Tho
medal was enclosed In
their resolution for an Inquiry and a red morocco
caso
bearing the
further heated discussion of the
arms.
matter on the floor appears to be papal
After the Interview Mr. Cox said
in prospect.
he had been greatly impressed by
The fight over the woot sched- the
extraordinary modesty and
ule is about over, other committee
of the pontiff. Ho advo-tlo- n
amendments will cause sharp con- simplicity
to
his office and his keen introversies.
The outstanding sub- terest In affairs
In America.
jects of dispute remaining are tho
proposed duty on hides and the
BLAKE
RKACHES
LAHORE.
flexible tariff provisions. After
Lahore. India, July 80. Major
the 2,087 committee amendments W, T.
Blake, British aviator, who
are disposed of the sonate will go left
England on May 24 on an atback over yie bill,' paragraph by tempted
"around the world" flight,
paragraph, with rows looked for arrived here yesterday from Quetta,
over duties on suga and a numb- Beluchistan
Tho next stage of the
er-of
other commodities.
is across China to Japan
As the fight over rates goes for- Journey
and thence to Alaska, following the
ward in the senate, sentiment in line of the Aleutian
archipelago.
favor of a ''scientific" tariff to be
built around recommendations of
NOBTHCIiIFFE VERY IIX.
the tariff commission apparently
London, July 30 (by the
continues
to increase. Senators
Press.) The physicians in at
Keyes, republican, New Hampshire, tendance upon
Lord Northcllffe
and Wills, republican, Ohio, an- say the condition of their
nounced their support of this, plan still is causing them anxiety.patient
The
today In statements issued through endocarditis, they assert, is showscion-tifti- c
the American
ing no noticeable sisna of Improve
tariff league. .
ment.
Mi-ar-

Er-ne- nt

FORTlm

TARIFF BILL'

FROM

RECENTSTRIKES
Curtailment of the Country's
Is
Not
Business
Yet
AccorHowever,
Large,
ding to Weekly Survey.

FORECAST

'

'

'.

:.

'

'

(lly The Ainoclatcd Prca.)
New York, July 30 (by tho Assothe
ciated
Although
Press.)
check to tho country's business recently imposed by the strikes, grew
during the past week the curtailment is not yet large and a definite setback to the Industrial reThe
vival is not a probability.
steel industry appears to be the
Here tho loss of
chief sufferer.
production Is something like 10
This .Industry, too, has
percent.
been considerably upset over 'the
d
pof sible effects of priority
with regard to coal distribution.
Cnr loading figures have been
reassuring, the total number for
the week ended July IB Is within
17,000 of the high record for the
year. Exclusive of' coal, loadings
were close to the high record for
nil time. Tt may be seen, therefore, that general business so far
hns suffered
relatively slightly.
on the other
Coal production,
remains
hand,
poor.
In the commodity markets good
export buying barely held wheat
prices against hedge and short
selling.' Weather "conditions continued favorable, nnd there was no
appreciable change in crop prospects.
With the reserve ratio of the
combined federal reserve system at
a new high record of 79.2 per cent,
well Informed observers anticipate
no early change in monetary
estah-llKhe-

IRINE

S

IN

THE

BREAST

DISPATCH

TO MONNIN4

JOURNAL)

GnVnts, N. M., July 30. The return of a riderless saddle horse led

'

AT

FOUND

Valencia County Sheriff Arrives on the Scene to
Take Up Trail of Assassin
With Bloodhounds.
,

STEEL INDUSTRY
North sea with all hands.
warning to the members of the
crew the ship plunged beneath
the waves stern foremost. None
of the crew were rescued. Ships
answering wireless calls found no
trace of ship or crew.

GRANTS

Return of His Horse, Rider-- !
less and Saddled, Leads
to the Discovery of His
'
Body in a Canyon.

"

'

"The acceptance- of President
Harding's proposal was a foregone
conclusion before T. De Witt Cuy-lIssued, tho call for the meeting
of the rail executives In New York
and Bert Jewell, head of the striking shop men, summoned a similar
meeting of union chiefs for tho
nams dale," this man who has been
in closest touch with the entire

JUAN BARELA

d,

ASfllSTOIBUTOO

HARDING'S EFFORTS TO BRING

EDITION

Dally bj Carrier or Mull. 85c a Month
Single l.'oplc So

III RAILROAD

STRIKE, SAYS GHICAGOAN

CITY

CORPS

to the finding of the body of Jesus
son of
Barela, the
Elisio Barela, merchant and stockman ot San Rafael, N. r.
Jesus Barela and his younger
brother left their father's home on
Friday to receive some cattle at
of their
Quemazon, the ranch
father, about four miles east of
Grants and not far from the Santa
Fe railway.
The younger son stayed at tho
ranch branding cattle, but the
older boy set out for the forest
ranger's cabin In Mount Taylor to
bring back some of their drifted
cattle. A few hours later Jesus
horse, saddled and bridled returned home.
Tho father and mother and the
re.it of tho family then went to the
ranch where the caretaker of the
ranch said he had seen the riderless horse pass the ranch at a distance and had followed the tracks
of the horse and had found the
body of the boy where he whotigl-tho Lors9 ;hov. thrown acd Silled
him.
mother
When the father and
reached the body they say the boy
Ice
t
been
shot
had
through tho
instantly
breast and probably
' killed.
of
Examination
the ground
seemed to Indicate that someone on
foot had traveled along with him
about a mile and a half from the
ranch, and not far from the creek
where he was murdered in a lonely
canyon.
Sheriff Joseph Tondre of Valencia county has arrived and has sent
for the bloodhounds belonging to
the state penitentiary at Santa Fe
to take up the trail of the assassin.
A herd of sheep owned by Indians from the Acoma pueblo had
been grazing- - within Mr. Parela's
leased land and had been watering
at his watering places and many
nre of the opinion that the murder
was committed by an Indian who
had been reprimanded by young
llarela for trespassing. The Barela
ranch and the Acoma Indian reservation adjoin each other.
P.arela was unarmed. He was a
well educated young man of fine
and
reputation and deportment
was the owner, with his father, of
a herd of sheep and some cattle.
announced
Sheriff Tondre
that there were no developments in connection with the crime.
Ho was out today with one posse
and announced that he would have
; ;
two posses ouj tomorrow.
t

,

to-nl-

MEN

MAY

1ST

OIL 'SQUATTERS'

;

BROTHER JOHNNY TO
MAKE PREPARATIONS
Forcibly
FOR JACK'S TRAINING

Have Orders to
Eject, If Necessary, Rep(By The Aoeocintcd 1'reM.)
resentatives of Mutual Michigan
City, Ind., July 30.
Johnny Dempsey, brother of Jack
Co., From Teapot Dome. Dempsey,
arrived here today from
New York to make preparation for
Associated
The
(By
I're.)
the
champion's trainWashington, July 30.Carrying ing heavyweight
ramp where Jack will set In
if neces-

orders to forcibly eject
sary representatives of the
tual Oil company from the

on

condition to box Bill Drennan

Mu-

.

,

Tea- Labor day.
Dempsey
reserve In

pot Dome naval oil
Wyoming, Captain George Shuler
o
nnd four enlisted men of the
corps left Washington today
for a point forty miles from Casper, where the company is drilling a well.
The orders borne by Captain
Shuler and his men were Issued
by Major General Lejeune on
given yesterday by ActRoosevelt of tho
ing Secretary
navy department aftor the Interior department had reported
that the Mutual Oil company wos
trespassing on the naval reserve.
Interior department officials reported that warning had been
given the company to vacate but
no attention was given and drilling started. Officials of the
in Denver said yesterday
after it had become known that
the government had decided to
act that the company was operating under a contract with Individuals who have a clear title to
the land.
Officials f here indicated today
that they did not look for any
trouble. Secretary Roosevelt's instructions to General Lejeune
called for the sending of an officer "of discretion" and H. K.
Keoughan, vice president of the
Mutual Oil company said that If
the marines appeared on the property and ordere
company rep.
resentatives to leave, the orders
would be obeyed but under 'protma-rln-

corn-pan-

;-

est.

Dispatches .from Casper have
asserted that the controversy between the government and the
Mutual Oil company were an outgrowth of a dispute between thit
company and tho Sinclair interests, who recently were given a
lease to develop the Teapot Dome

and his manager. Jack
Kearns, will wind up their theatrical tour this week and are expected
to bo in Chicago August 7 to post
forfeits. Brennan is expected hero
next Saturday, when he will be introduced In the ring when Benny
Leonard meets Ever" Hammer In a
d
bout here on thaj, date.
FALL IN THE CROWN IN

BUDAPESTjCONTINUING
(Hy The Anointed I'KH.l.
Budapest, July ot) Uy the Associated Press.) The fall in tlw
crown is continuing.' The value of
the dollar is now nearing ii.OOU
crowns. Bread is at 250 crowns a
loaf. Hungarian money has lost
sixty per cent in valuo during the
last fortn Kht. This is generally at
tributed to the collapse of the Ger
man mark.

TWO ESCAPE FROM JAIU
El Paso, Texas, July 30. JorgoV
Garcia, held for investigation tiv.
arid Luis Ochoa Irigoyen. army pay- master, accused of appropriating
15,000 pesos, have escaped from'
the Juarez Jail... it became known
V
are members
today. Both
j
prominent Mexican families.

y

.

holt? punucirr man'. I
' Las Cruces,
N. M,., July 39.,,'
Owen P. White, newspaper and
publicity man, formerly of Neifr
York, has been retained by the
Holt campaign committee to han- - .
die the publicity work of that or-- s
Mr. White has made
ganization.
his headquarters In the RousuK
building in the offices formerly
Catth
occupied by the Corralltos
v.

--

I
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STENOGRAPHER SUES SOCIETY MATRON
FOR $25,000 ON SLANDER COMPLAINT

CiSITES

Stop a minute and think
about this.
You can ask our Washington
Information Bureau any' question of fact and get the

ARMY OF MASONS

'

Were the

fun of

Ask for Accommodations

route.

En

,

Lage
"stolen table"
or
"bought
marten"?

j

j

al

!

1

t'cal communities,
and small, are learning

I
k

!
n,
s

't

both laRe
that auto-- I
mobile tourists of the better class,
demand In a camp site some of tho
afforded
accommodations
by a

hangi
damage tuit
for $25,000

hotel.
A vacant lot wlth-- a stream of
water running near by Is not a site
that will satisfy the average tour- -

against
tociety

1st.

.When tie second motor caravan
leaves OaTUand. Calif.. May 1, 1923.
. for
Washington, I). C, to attend
'
the imperial council of the Shrine.
the caravaners will demand of
local communities that adequate
camp sites be provided, else they
.
will step on the gas and drive on
to the next town.
iThe caravaner.- will demand n
elte where there Is running water,
furnaces for cooking, either by gas
or 'wood; comfort stations for men
and women; green grass for an
children who may be In the party;
a nearby gas filling station; a serv-- i
ice station that remains open after
6 o'clock In the evening and a gro-- J
eery and supply store where artlclas needed by the tourists may
be obtained at any hour,
In many towns along the route.
the first caravan found it impos-(- j
Bible to have repairs made after
nightfall; they could not purchase
a. tctutiu nuur ana in
u
some cases local shop keepers were
insolent and independent when re-. quests were made that some sort

5

1

r?
i
)

J
;

j

jj

'.

,

; i
j :

j

il
J

ij
!

'

s

.

it

U

after the usual "closing time."

11

t-

i.

matron.

'

!'!

J

i:l

Irflnnm n a

.

vim

v.
U

I'tti

1T:

avail
t-

van," since, it la estimated,
$1,000,000 will be spent

Will

Uti

at leant
by the

tourists between Oakland, Calif.,
the starting point, and Washington. D. C, the ultimate destination.

Detroit, Mich., July 30 (by Con- tral Press). "Stolen sable"' or
"bought marten"? On the answer
to that question probably hinges
the outcome of the $25,000 slander
suit of Hiss Agnes Lage against
Mrs.

Smith-Bourk-

Miss

o.

Lage is a

stenographer.

Is ono of the
most distinguished society matrons
here. Miss Lage Is 22 and decidedly good looking. Mrs. Smlth- Bourke is slightly older? and fair
also.
Women are supposed to have an
inalienable right to be curious, but
her curiosity is just what made
Mrs. SmithjBourke the defendant
in this damage suit.
"How does she do it? Where did
she get them?"
Familiar questions as throngs of
business girls, crowd the streets to
and from work.
But they are dangerous ones
also, especially when one goes so
far as to take a "closeup of the
garments and actually touch them.
e
Miss . Lege says Mrs.
accosted her on the street,
seized the furs and demanded,
Where did you get those?"
Then the matron is alleged to
Mrs.

Smith-Bourk-

e

Few Good Camps.
The first caravan traveled 5,117
miles before they found a camp
site that met all requirements.
That is a site In Oakland, owned
and managed by a private corporation. There are 360 wooden bungalows In the place that rent at 60
cents per day up to Jl
day.
This ee Includes shower bath, gas writing "The Song of the Caravan"
for cooking, electrio lights and that the Shrlncrs hope to make the
new national anthem.
Copies of
running water.
'Several of the houses have been the song will be forwarded to all
tented for a year because of their Shrine temples and Shrine clubs to
accommodations.
The site Is five be visited by the caravan, ana a
minutes' drive from the business grand chorus will be forced to join
uimnui. vi ine cuy ana is lacanyi in singing the refrain from coast
loeaiea ior campers desiring to to coast.
visit the bay cities or San Fran-clseIt Is not generally known that
The owners have Invested more
than S60.000 in the Plant and are all Dutch liners are equipped with
plyjng their personal attention to special safes for the conveyance of
The
Its management and upkeep, thus malls and othy valuables.
Affording the city a camp site that safe is in oval shape and Is carried
th city itself vould be unable to on the deck In a cradle. Should the
'duplicate. a
vessel meet with disaster and sink,
stone's throw of the the safe remains afloat. On Its top
jWithin-camp site is a grocery and general is an Ingenious automatic signalopply store, open at all hours, and ling apparatus. After the safe has
..Service station that never closes. beealn tho water half an hour this.
site along these lines in
Korhe of the southern and eastern Is set In operation and a bright
fourth minwould
be certain to attract light Is shown every
cities
Every ninth minute a signal
thousands of tourists annually ute.
minute, while
and mean that thousands of do- horn sounds for one
hours after the safe
llars' would be brought there that for twelve
otherwise
be spent else- - leaves tho ship a rocket is Isset off
' vould
fitted
every half hour. The safe
wjtere.
The second caravan will leave with an Inside over, so that it can
secret
a
be
opened only by using
from Oakland. Calif., May 1, 1923,
June 4. code known to the Dutch postal
arriving at Washington
There will be 200 cars leaving authorities. Finally, every ife Is
Trom Oakland representing the provided With a separate compartfive Shrine temples of California. ment, which automatically deThe local Shrine temple, Aahmes, stroys the whole of Its contents
will send a fleet of white cars and should nn unauthorized person atcm one of them will be mounted a tempt to Open It.
steam calliope that will make the
welkin ring as the caravan moves
Recent scientific tests have failed to show that electricity makes
across the continent.
Musicians on the coast are busy seeds' sprout any faster.
Smitn-Bourk-

pr
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A court will
decide, and on
decision

tly

W:

WASH"

'

You .Wbuldn't Scour the
Piano Keys

ICE.
There Is no charge except
two cents in stamps for return
postage.
Get the habit, of asking
questions of Frederick J. Has-kl- '
director, the Albuqijbrque
Journal Information 'Bureau,
Washington, D. C.

Mitt Agnct

(SpcUI Csrreapondence to Tbe Jonrnnl.)
skland, Calif., July 30. When
is a camp site not a camp site?
.Ask any of the Shrtners, mem- bars of the first
motor caravan that moved last
month from Washington, D. C, to
will tell
Ban Francisco and

i

July" 31, 1922

Bpgr, '(.((((((((

er

a personal letter.
It
great educational Idea
introduced Into the lives of
the most Intelligent people in
the world.
It is a part of that best purpose of a newspaper SERVIn
Is a

Shriqers Who Will Travel
jn Million Dollar Caravan
"

i

DID YOU EVER
WRITE A LETTER TO
FREDERIC
JQASKIN?

DEMANDED BYAN

'

-

.

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL'

Pass Two

v

;'

mp

OU would not use a grit cleaner on ybur.ivory
piano keys. You know
what ft would do to thcri, you also know how
readily they give up
their dirt to gentle washing treatment. . Ivory and teeth are
firs; cousins
made of the same basic substance.
;

case upon the proofs taken, both
before himself and the referee,
and the court found that the
plaintiff had acquired no interest
in the premises involved, and
that the defendant was Seized of a
fee simple title in and to the
.whole of the land grant. The
case before us is upon appeal
from this Judgment.
Judgment of the court ' below
reversed.
Syllabus By the Court.
1.
Section 4240, code 1915,
held to authorize the district
court to review the findings of a
referee upon proper exceptions
thereto, and that such findings are
not unassailable, notwithstanding
they may be supported by substantial "evidence.

'

Every time you scratch your teeth, yoii remote
part of the surface. You
can use Colgate's Ribbon Dental Cream during a
long lifetime without
'
the slightest injury to the delicate enamel of
your teeth.
-

mAsyS

"Washes' and Polishes -- Doesn't Scratch or Scour

' l.x Loosens

Clinging Particles
The most effective and trustworthy tooth clea'ruv
er fori habitual use is one that offers the com-

.

have followed up the question
with:
"You couldn't buy them, you
know. CThey are sables worth thouNo girl Jn your position
sands.
could afford such furs."
All of which caused Miss Lage
considerable
embarrassment and
mental anguish as a crowd gathered on the thronged thoroughfare.
Perhaps it might be well to say
that Mrs.
shortly
before, hnd lost a set of sable furs
from hor home and suspected that
they might have been stolen. V
Miss Lage charges that the society woman continued to annoy
her about the furs until she was
driven to file her slander suit.
"I always dress. as my taste and
dictate," Miss Lage
pocketbook
said, "and I always expect to, ree
or
Mrs.
of
gardless
considerations of social standing.
I intend to find out if an American
girl must stand for such actions
and resulting damage to her reputation. The furs are only marten,
anyway."
e
is a sister of
Mrs.
Daniel Fmith, who ran for mayor
She is
In the last election here.
heiress to a vast fortune and noted
in charitable activities here.
Smith-Bourk-

e,

Smlth-Iiourk-

In the ' absence of

2.

objec-

tions to the reference of a cause
to a referee consent thereof will
be presumes.
3.
Section 424C, code 1915, is
also authority for this court to
review tBe findings of the district
court upon disputed questions of
ract where the district court hasJ
noi seen ana neara the witness.
4.
The evidence in, regard to
the geneaology
of appellant's
grantor examined, and held to
show that the district court committed error in holding) that appellant's grantor had no title.
6. A question not presented to

bined action of fine, non-grittprecipitated chalk
and pure soap. Thus, in Colgate's you get what
modern science finds best.?
Moredentists prescribeColgate's than anyother
,
dentifrice. They rely solely on the merit of that
article guaranteed by a reputation of 1 15
years for
y

niAtoAdvertifiiiHonestylhManufacture."

the district court wllL. not ordinarily be considered here.
6.
In ordor to show ouster
of one
by another there
must ordinarily be express denial

-

of the title and rinfett to possession -- on the following
tenant
broughChome to the latter openly,
and unequivocally.
(
7.
The
evidence 'of actual
ouster of appellants' grantor by
his
examined, and held
to be sufficient to show ouster
and to start the running ofthe
statute of limitations in behalf of
in possession.
the
8.
The evidence in , regard to
continuous adverse possession by
a
examined and held to
be of the same character as at
the time of the ouster of the
from that time to the
k this suit.
bringing
9.
A tax deed issued under the
provisions of chapter 62, laws
the pertinent' provisions
J. L. Bradford, appellant,' No. 1882,
2 3 0 ; vs. Pollcarplo
Armtjo, ap- whereof appear as sections 2892
and 2893, Comp. laws 1884 and
pellee, Sandoval county.
This is a suit by plaintiff, for as sections 4100 and 4101, Comp.
of
the
Agua laws 1&97, is hold to be color of
a suit In partition
Salada, or Luis Jaramlllo Land title.
10. The evidence In behalf of
grant, alleging that he was the
owner in fee simple, as tenant in appellee in" regard, to his holding under color of title 'for the
common, of an undivided
TO
interest in and to the tract of required statutory period of ten
ordinis
the
years examined, and held to be
land. The complaint
and
sufficient
to
in
entitle
to
partition
ary complaint
appellee
contains no unusual features. The claim the title under section J364,
defendant, Policarpio Armijo an- code 1915.
11. The evidence in behalf of
swered the complaint alleging that
he was the sole aid absolute appellee as to his holding of the
owner in fee simple of all the premises in question in adVersew
premises involved. He further al- possession for the required statBLAME
leged for more than twenty utory period examined, and held
years before tho commencement that it fails to establish any right
of the action he had been in pos- ia appellee under the provisions
session of tho lands and premises oi section 8365, code 19J6.
Bjr Tbe Associated Vrett.)
Opinion by Parker, J., "Hollo- Involved and had had full use and
Chicago, July 30 (by the' Associ
occupancy and possession theroof man, u, j concurring.
ated Press.) Railroad executives
during all said period, and had
W. O. Oldham,
been ' holding and claiming the
No. and striking shop employes must
appellant,
same by virtue of deeds ol con 2047; vs. Ophelia B. Oldham, bd- - either accept tho proposal to end
the strike suggested by President
veyance thereof, purporting to con irellee, Hoosevelt county.
A final decree of divorce was Harding, 'of faco full responsibility
vey an estate in fee simple, ana
for continuance of the walkout, A.
that during all of said period Ol rendered in favor of the appel- O.
Wharton, taoor member of tho
time in which he had bo held ;the lant on January 11, 1921. Jae
and gave a United States railroad labor board,
possession and occupancy of ald appellee appealed
eciarea lonignc. air. wnarton,
land, neither the plaintiff nor ny cost bond. Prior to the filing of who
was formerly head at trie railperson from, through or under cost bond, the appellee filed a way employes!
department of the
whom the plaintiff claimed, nor motion to require appellant to American
any person whomsoever, had made pay a reasonable sum to cover the ono of thoFederation of Labor, was
dissenting minority in
claim to the said lands ana mat costs of such appeal. An opinion
recent wnge cut decisions hand
no suit whether at law or in was rendered by the trial court the
ed
down
by the labor board.
had been holding that it had power to grant
equity or otherwise
on.
mu
or
muuon
filed
sucn
or
ior
ailowance.4
by
mads, begun
Porty-sl- x
year ago there was
or his exceptions to the findings were
behalf of the plaintiff,
but one telephone In the world.
assignors, or any person whom- filed by appellant and overruled, Today
theroyira 14,000,000 Instrusoever claiming or purporting to and an order requiring payment ment In
tho United States alone.
claim any right, title or interest of such costs was entered on
in or to the said property, down March 14, 1921. The appellant appeals from that order.
to the time of the commencement
Judgment of the court below,
of this action. The defendant further answered that, for more than affirmed.
' Tho most tsconomlcal, cleansing and
unSyllabus By the Court.,
twenty years he had been in
germicidal ol all antiseptics
Section 2778, code 1916, is sufdisputed possession of the said
land. It is to be noted that in ficiently broad to authorize the
neither of hese two last de aisinci court, upon an appeal by
fenses does the defendant make the wife to this court from a decree against her. to award in
any reference to the payment of
suit money sufficient to enable
taxes on the property.
Powder
Defendant further answered her to propare and present her A solubles-Antiseptthat he had paid out divers sums case" on appeal, and this power
in
be
to
dissolved
of money for taxes and for the of the district court is a contin
Water, as Needed.
survey of the grant and for " at- uing power until at least, the
Aa a medicinal
fees and expenses in case has been fully placed before
antiseptic for
torneys'
securing the confirmation of the this court by the filing of a tran- douches la treating catarrh, Inflamon
ot " nose,
or
mation
ulceration
comHo
appeal.
script
grant.
prayed that the
Opinion by Parker, .J., Ray. throat t.nd that caused by feminine
plaint be dismissed with costs.
HIS It Vfljs no equal.
For ten years
The ease came on for trial be- nolds, C. J. and Davis, J.,
the Lydla 1, Pinkham Medicine Co
fore tho district court and a porrecommended
tine In their
Pax
has
tion of the testimony for the
correspondence with wtom-eplaintiff was heard by the district in Addison's "Cato" was performed private
which prove its superiority.
Philadelphia in 1739.
Judge. Thereupon on February 2M
Women who have been cured eay It
1917, the coutt referred the case
Its weight In gold." At
"worth
Is
to a referee in the following
drugvlsts, 6O0, large box, or by mall.
Is therefore ordered
language
The Paxton Toilet Co Boston, Maes.
that John Baron Burg be, and he
u
is hereby appointed referee in the
above entitled cause for the purpose of taking all proof that may
Wind Shield Glass-Lumb- er
be necessary, and find facts and
"V O. BALDR1DG8 LOMBRB CO.
conclusions of law based on the
411 Booth Flnt
lhot) 401.
evidence already taken before the
court and such evidence as such
referee may take, and report all
such testimony, findings of fact,
and conclusions of law to the
court at as early a date as possible.
SPECIALIST IN OCULAR
The order does not show wheth.
, REFRACTION
er the reference was with the
i
consent of the parties or was
Phone 1057-107 6. Fourth.
upon tho courts' own motion, but
no objection appears in the record by either party to the 'reference and both parties proceeded
before the referee. The proofs
having been taken the referee
toasted. This
filed his report in which he made
findings of fact and conclusions
extra
one
PAINT
GLASS
of law, finding that the plalntif
was entitled to an undivided
and
gives
CEMENT
PLASTER
interest in the property as
delightful
tenant in common.
Impossible- to
Exceptions to the report were
filed by the defendant Involving
duplicate.
nearly all of the findings. The
report and the exceptions of the
defendant were sustained by the
court and the report of the set
eree set aside in toto. The dlS'
423 North First Street
trict court thereupon took up the

v,

2. "Washes' Away
Oritty.soapless pastes may show "quick results.";

If you scoured away your skin nature could
replace that Silverware scoured with grit or
harsh chemicals can also be restored if dam.
aged. But even nature will not replace tooth
enamel if once it is worn away. Decide on the
safe and sane method of
cleansing teeth. Better
it Is tojuse a safe dental cream now than suffer
yeara of regret later on. '

Colgate's cleans teeth thoroughly-X- o
safe dentifrice does more. A LARGE
tube costs 25 cents why pay more?

;

nt

Smtth-Bourk-

SUPREME COURT
DECISIONS

TEETH THE RIGHT WAY

.co-tena- nt

"

U

one-ha-

lf

ACCEPT PLAN

Gasoline Engines

Wl THE

INTERNATIONAL

and

STOVER

All

7

Sizes and for All Purposes; Economical,

.

Dependable," Powerful.

RAABE & MAUGER

.

FIRST and COPPER
"IF IT'S HARDWARE,

WE HAVE IT"

-

PHONE 305

.

liana.

'

Si

5
--

TV Women

Special

You Still Have a Chance to
-

1

I

I

Buick.

first

'
--

1

ll

Ym
.

hr

Slr.

sSwrt town

yy

Cigarette
It's

one-thi- rd

V?

.

'

'

-

1

ic

:'It

rnjfy

Get Your

C

H. CARNES

L.U

M B E R

process
a rare
quality

Albuquerque

At Your Own Price
This Is Positively Your Last
Chance, as the Store Closes
TONIGHT.
,

MANUFACTURERS'
SALES SHOE STORE
Phone 327

301 North First

Lumber, Co.

THE JOURNAL WANT ADS BRING

QUICK?

SURE RESULTS
'
'

.

v. r

r

,
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NEBRASKA HARD
BY

WATEH5HEGEDE

I

:

uamaqe Is Estimated at a
Million

Dollars;

Farm

Lands Swept Clear of
Crops; Livestock Dead.
(By The Associated l'tn.)
30. With tha
Omaha, Neb.,

July
flood waters ot Saturday receding,
reports tonight presented a picture
ot devastation to thousands of
acres of Nebraska farm lands,
swept clear of all crops, thousands
ot head of livestock lying dead and
property loss conservatively estimated at Jl. 000, 000.
Small streams, flooded by the
cloudburst of Friday night, spread
over Pierce, Wayne, Stanton and
Ceda counties,
inundating towns
with from several inches to several
feet of water and forced citizens to
flee to higher ground.
More than half the inhabitants

I

!:

'

i

'

,

of Pilger. Neb., were forced to flee
from their homes, reports saying
that not a house in the town
escaped being flooded. Randolph,
Walthill and Pierce, Neb., had similar experiences.
Flood waters of the North Fork
river reached Norfolk, Neb., early
today but were held back by sandup by laborers
bag levees piled
who worked all of Saturday and tonight.
Highway traffic in the vicinity of
Norfolk and north of there has
been suspended.
Bridges are gone
and roads are hardly more than
mires. A number of towns in the
Inundated counties are without
train service, thousands of feet of
track having been washed out.

GERMANY MUST REPAIR
DAMAGE DONE BY WAR
DECLARES
P0INCARE

"lowestiCQskwilcageicver

REPORT THAT STRIKES
ARE TO BE SETTLED

PLEASES

,L00T

IS RECOVERED

liiLiriti
vvnciv

iiiTnilnDil r nc
ur
Huiumuoitc

BANDITS

f

IS WRECKED

4

It

(By The Associated Press.)

Salt Lake City, July 80.
forced the crew of a
street car here tonight to
hold up their hands while they
took the fare box from the car
platform at the country end of the
'. run. The robbers placed the box,
iwhlch contained only a few dol- -.
lars, in their automobile and atart- ed off.
The driver ran into a telegraph
pole, overturning the machine and
the loot that had been taken from
the street car. The robbers dis-- i
and
appeared and the motorman
conductor, on their return trip,
Into
towed the bandits' machine
'
"
town.
':

vFEW TRIAL TURNS ARE
TAKEN BY YACHTSMEN
(By The Associated Press.)

White Bear, Minn., July 30. A
few trial turns around White Bear
the yachtsmen here competing for
lake marked the program today of
the Duggan tnternational class B
held by the
vachting trophy, now
White Bear Yacht club
The White Bear defenders, tho
Kawa and the Canvasback. will ena four-poiter tomorrow's event with Canadiover the
advantage
u
a T7at.i TT.. find the
Anaetis. The Americans have seven
points and the visitors nave inieo.
the final race win De on
nt

SAM

GOMPERS

(By The AsMidnled

"

nu

5WC UPTDPIGf
"STRIKES
EXPRESSIONS
OF
FUNDAMENTAL
D I S PITES
BETWEEN
INDUSTRY
AM)
CAPITAL," SAYS GOMPEUS.
"The present conflict is an expression of a fundamental dispute
11
between industry and finance.
is a conflict between service and
profit,"
rays Samuel Gompers,
president of the American Feder-ation of Labor, In an open letter.
Finance rules
today.
industry
In tho case of

Wall

railroads

Street

railroad
in the

makes

policy
interest

of profits.

Rail-

road
is
policy
not made in tho
kintere?t of trans

portation.

"Control of production policies
properly belongs to those actively
Interested and engaged in produc
tion, to those who are competent
to judgo production policies, to
those engaged in the business of
giving service.
"If the public can secure recognition of its rights In connection
with production it can afford to
forget about the control of money.
It must concern itself today with
the control ot money only because
money is an instrument through
which an improper power
is
wielded.
"The Federal Trade Commission, carrying out an order of
Congress, sought facts nbout coal
production.
It could get these
facts, only from the books of employers., The employers refused to
niiow access to those facts in

illfl COIlrtS Rust!) Innd
tol!S!,pJ5employers, saying these facts

competent
and

fix
manage
Leiong to the mine owners.
the policy for
"Financial control makes this
The prime secrecy
necessary.
requirement 1 s
"Financial thievery is possible
industry largely because industrial facts
serve the public. ore
private property and protected
This cannot he
such. Private ownership of
If the useful men and women aro as
facts
must ttop.
denied all chance to express them"Corporations, trying to reduce
selves.
"The purpose of coal mines wages, ask tho public to sympashould be to furnish coal for heat, thize with the corporations.
They
a
the dark
light and power. Today the pur- expect the verdict inknows
public
nothing
pose of coal mines is to make pro- about the
production costs, the
fits for th03e who own coal mines.
of production methods
Even where profit Is not made efficiency
the purpose is profit and it is or tho market need for the comwith that view that policies are modity.
".Money is invested to produce
made.
profits, not to produce commod"Those who invest capital de- ities.
mand labor policies that will help
"Production Is primarily
make profits.
They necessarily
That is the basis of the
oppose labor policies that are de- real issue
today. That is why min
signed primarily to bring about owners.
nationally
coal production.
their
secrets and organized,
guard
refuse tu
"Control of production policies
agree
terms
upon
with the workdoes not properly belong to those ers.
That is why railroad manwho merely control money.
agements managing in the name
of Wall Street refuse to come together with the workers and agree
upon terms. Management is servHUEllTA SMOOTHS
profit, not production need3
WAY FOR OBREGON ing
not the requirements
of the people. This is the biggest fact in
the whole situation. It is the fact
that is at the bottom of every-thinand until people consider
and understand that
fact they are
dealing with superficialities.
"The first step toward righting what is wrong is the establishment in industry of a uniform
cost accounting
system. That will
make possible the scientific gathof
essential
ering
facts. Industry
Itself does not know the
fact's
about itself. It Is to a large degree blind so far as management
is concerned.
It is like a blind
man playing with
earthquakes
"Second, public access to tho
facts is required. The public cannot judge rightly until it knows
the facts not part ot the facts
but all of them.
- "Those
are the first steps. No
more steps can be taken
those have been taken. On until
tho
basis ot scientific
and public ownership organization
of facts the
next steps will be determined by
the people themselves.
No one
ran mresee witn accuracy nor
uues any one need to foresee."
it-- a-

that

1
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.
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Tress.)

30. Samuel
New york,
July
Gompers. president of the American Federation of Labor, declared
today that he viewed "with a great
dial of pleasure" news that the
mine and rail workers strikes are
Hearing "what would seem to bo a
mutually satisfactory settlement.
Mr.
knowledge,"
"From my
Gompers added, "I am convinced
of
organithat never in tho history
zed labor and capital has there
been such an effort on both sides
to view things from a really human
standpoint."

QNR HOT SUMMER'S EVE, WHEN TH'L ON6 SHADOWS STRETCH
AN' TH' BULL RR06S' CHORUS RR0MTH' REEDY SHORE,
THEIR COOL GREEN MANTLE O'ER TH' SHMMERIN'LAKE'.
WITH THEIR CROJKIN'S -- LOUD RN' HARSH.
BUT TH' THRILLIN'IST SOUND THHT STIRS MY BLOOD.
1TIS THEN I'D 60 TROLLIN' IN TH' OL' JOHNBORT,
RN' THRILL TO TH' SOUND! THAT TH' WILD THINGS MAKE
HN' SETS flY NERVES
FROM TH' TAMARACK SWAMP, WHERE TH'SUMAC GROWS) IS TH' 7D-7-7-- 7
lVC-MHf- ca
I
U
C
'r-VHEAR TH'HOOTOWLS WHIMPER AN' CROON',
'
I
OR TH' OL JOHN REEL
AN' TH' MUSKRATS JRLRSH IN TH' SHADOWY POOLS
AN' TH' WHIPPOORWILL f WHISTLE RT TH'RISIN'MOON.
HYr
WHENfLB
UC f?7Cr .
HEAR TH' CRAZY LOONS LAUGH AT TH' SANDHILL CRRNE
vPQUI
GUARD IN TH' DISMAL MARSH'
(g)
0Ush"eV-2-

PRESIDENT OBREGON'S
CONDITION
REPORTED
BETTER J3Y PHYSICIAN
(Br The Associated Frew.)
Mexico City, July 30. A bulletin
issued by the physician in attendance upon President Obregon says
the condition of the chief executive
was better today. The president
and his family expect to leave the
latter part of the week for some
place of lower altitude where Gen
eral Obregon will remain until he
has recovered.
Now that the president apparently is out of danger his intimate
friends are revealing how close to
death he seemingly was a week ago.
At one time his life was despaired
of and prayers for the dying were
So certain
said at his bedside.
were some quarters that the president would die that arrangements
were started to form a provisional
government.

OEQ

MAN SLASH ESCHEST
IN NEW YORK CHURCH
(By The Assuelutcd

n

FALLS TO EARTH
(By The Associated Tress.)

I.os Angeles, Calif., July SO.
Walter Warner, aviator, and Elliott
Barrett, attorney, flying with him,
were seriously Injured today when
their plane developed motor trouble over Hyde Park, a suburb, and

Tress.)

approached.

at such base line prices as these:
30x31 CI.

30x3S.B.

AND VIERRA
SIGNED FOR FIGHTS
(By The Associated

I'ro.)
30.

Dundalk, July 31 (by the Associated Press.) Cardinal Logue, primate of Ireland, in a letter to the
of
Pundalk diocese, complained
the state of affairs of the past two
weeks and said he was deliberating
as to whether he should go to
Dundalk and place the whole place
under excommunication, according
made by
to an announcement
Father McKeon today.
During the night the population
was disturbed by heavy firing from
free state troops, provoked by an
attack of an unknown number of
irregulars. Firing continued inter-

San Francisco, July
Jaclc
Munro, boxing promoter of
has signed Eddie ".Speck"
Ramies and Benny Vierr.i, two
well known four round California
fighters, for a series of five fights
each in Australian stadiums. This
is'tho first definite result of Mun-ro'- s
visit here. Ho and W. B.
Jamleson, secretary of the Stadiums Company, Ltd., expect to
leave for Los Angeles tomorrow,
after which they will visit Salt mittently, the irregulars extending
Lake City. , Denver, Milwaukee, It later over an apparently wider
.
Chicago and New York.
area,
Syd-re-

y,

Announcement!

"
"

32x3
31x4
32x4
33x4

22.95
26.45
29.15
30.05

"
"

B"

SIZE

34x4 S.B. $30.85
37.70
32x4 "

$13.50
15.95
15.95

31x3.85 CI.

33x41

II

34x4
35x4
33x5
35x5

"

38.55
39.50
40.70
46.95
49.30

"

"
"

"

New base line prices are also effective
on (joodrich Fabric Tires
SIZE

1

30x3 "55"
30x3 "55"
32x3

OF IRELAND
COMPLAINS OF AFFAIRS

RAMIES

BA'ENE

SIZE

po-lic-

No

See

$9.65
I

SIZE

BAPS'F

32x4,ssA)

$21.20

BAprice1E II

10.65
16.30

atra chan for fcitt

II

--

33x4 "
34x4 "

tax. Tha

2235

22.85

ttxk paid by Goodrich

your dealer, and place your order NOW

for your Goodrich tire requirements.
x HE B. F. GOODRICH RUBBER
SILVERTOWN CORDS
FABRICS

COMPANY, Akron, Ohio
TUBES

ACCESSORIES

America Leads in Home
Comforts
THE

average American home has more comforts
conveniences than the palaces of Europe. Home

for home, the American household has a well-kelook, an atmosphere of prosperity and contentment you
cannot find in the homes of any other country in the
world.
In foreign lands, the modernized dwelling, as we know
it, is found only in limited numbers and then only in the
larger cities. '
In America, even in remote rural districts, you find
pianos, vacuum cleaners, washing machines,
heating systems, telephones and numberless appliances
that go far to make life easier, happier and more worth
while.
.You may not realize it, but America's high" standard of.
home life is due largely to advertising. For the development of advertising is distinctively American. It has
taken its place as a leading "force in bringing together
the interests and wants of a great, united people. And
a large share of the credit for this development is due
the newspapers.
Slop and think how many of the appliances you use, tlie
foods you eat, the clothes you wear, and other articles
entering into your every-'da- y
life, were popularized by
pt

xfrardinary

Bargain Sale of

FURNITURE

K

Tuesday, August
WaieEi for

Mh

1

Delivered at

Yoair Door

American Furniture Co.
223 South Second Street

up-to-da-

te

.

t..

'

ilveitown

crashed 1.500 feet.
Warner's Jaw and right ankle
were broken and he suffered manv
abrasions and contusions. Barrett
escaped with cuts and bruises.
"I could have rlehtefo the 'pldVie
If I had. had 100 feet more." said PRIMATE
,

known

The new base line tire prices established by Goodrit h, elective
July 20th, give motorists a definite guide to tire prices a3
Goodrich Tires are the definite standard of Tire quality. They
know now they can buy the very best tire the one quality
Silvertown the tire that has always hud its leadership because
it wears longer, looks better, and because, mileage considered, it costs less than any other tire at any price. Dealers
have been quick to point out to their customers the big advantage and economy of buying

New York. July 30. Hundreds
looked up from prayer during lowv
mass in St. Patrick's cathedral
to seo standing at the foot of
the altar a man. his clothing open
over his chest and a knife held as
saw
a swordsman F.alutes. Theywhich
his lips move as the hand
downward.
went
held the knife
Two slashes formed like a cross,
appeared on his chest.
He turned and moved toward
Father Patrick Daley, who only
glanced aside as the congregation
been
gasped. Sailors who had vaulted
kneeling near the altar,
tho rail and cauglft the fanatic,
The
still mumbling unintelligibly.
o
as
chant of the priest went on man
to
removed the wounded
an ambulance.
Taken to a hospital for observation for religious mania, he gave
his name r8 Frank Johannes
and said he had attended
the cathedral regularly for a year.

iucu).

CONVICT IlECAPTURED.
Canon City, Colo., July 30. H.
n. convict who escaped from a
road gang Thursday, has been
captured near Parkdale, according
J to news received
here. Lee was
tracked into 'an alfalfa field by W.
?H. Murray, 75 years old. The latter
had a gun, vut being unable to see
'well, turned the job of following
Lee overxto his son. Lee surrendered when the younger
Murray

Bees are very Jealous of their
queen: she Is to them the very soul
of the hive. She can stop any
squabbling among the bees by
means of a peculiar humming nolso
that she makes.

new ure v nces

,.

(By The Associated Tress.)

MINE

HAN FATALLY INJLKliU.
Yuma. Colo., July. 30. A ma;t
giving his name as J. V. Street
Alabama., was fatally
injured here yesterday when he felt
between cars on a freight train. He
die a rew hours after the accident.
A number of persons saw Street
climb between the cars and then
fall when tho train started. Masonic and Odd Fellows emblems
were tattooed on his arm.

non-unio-

Z?.

Paris, July 30 (by the Associat- ed Press.) America's share in the
to-,- 5
SArgonne fighting was recalled
day when a memorial to 150,000
was inaugu-- I
i killed in the forests
rated at Haute Chevauche near theS ruins of Vauquoise.
Premier Poincare delivered the unveiling ad- ,
:.; aress.
The monument bears the names
'of all the French, American and
Italian corps which partook In the
The names of the battles
' fighting.
also appear.
j!
The bishops of Chalons and Verdun officiated at the religious ser- vices. The former described the
sufferings and heroism of the 275
French regiments, the 32 American divisions and the 18 Italian
regiments who participated in the
,
fighting there.
Premier Polncare, who spoke
recounted the history of the
fighting and concluded:
for
"Germany was responsible
war.
the
She ought to repair the
evil she has done.
Willingly or
by force, she shall repair it."

i

HEAVY ICE CAUSE OF
CHANGING
AMUNDSEN
HOLMES
SCHOONER
TO

DYNAMITE BLAST

ipffettt& Milit

F LQODS

pole from Point Barrow until next
year, the advices said.
Lieutenant E. G. Fullerton, who
was to have piloted the airplane on
this flight, is expected to return
to the states, said the message.
Associated
The
Trets.)
(By
The Maud will proceed to Point
30
the
Nome, Alaska, July
(by
Hope, on the Arctic ocean, north
Associated Press.) Heavy Ice- was of Seward peninsula. The Holmes
tho cause of the transfer of Cap- will go to Point Barrow.
ONE
tain Amundsen, Arctic
explorer,
Portland, Ore., July 30. Three
0
from his ship Maud to the schoon- small boys, the children
of Mr.
er Holmes, reported. In meager and Mrs. Joseph AInx, ' were
aulate
drowned
when
the
(Of The Aswciotrd Press.)
today
radio advices last night, according
Chnltanootta. Term., July 30. A to further radio message.
tomobile In which they were pasfrom
Cartwright,
telephone message
weather was the cause of sengers with their parents, backed
a small mining village near Dtinlnp, theBad
postponement of Amundsen's off the St. John's ferry at the
Tenn., contained tonight the in- proposed airplane flight across tho east side of the Willamette river
formation that the drum and enhere.
gine house of the incline at tlio
mines had been completely de
rvwrn
stroyed by a charge of dynamite and
that more man fifty snots nao Decn
exchanged between guards and the
attackers. So far as could be
learned no one was injured.
For several weeks, the Cartwright
mines havo been operating witn
n
labor protected by armed
guards, the precaution being taken
after incline cables had been severed and coal cars allowed to
down the
plunge to destruction
mountainside.
Today at noon men believed by
company officials to have been
miners, escaped detection
by guards and planted a heavy
charge of dynamite under the hugw
drum and machinery which is used
to move cars to and from the
ft
mines. Guards who rushed to the
scene were fired on. They returned
the fire and the attackers fled.

THRILLS

R

Pasre Three.

A.

Adolf o de la Huerta.

nt A.'n" ifo
la Huerta recently, after an Interview with Secretary of State
Hughas, indicate that perhaps MexSmiles on tha fac

ican recognition is close

FUNERAL

at

Men Wanted

hand.

SERVICES
GRAIN MAN DROPS DEAD.
l,
WILL BE HELD TODAY
Chicago, July 30. Frank S. Cow-gilpresident of the Bartlett Fra-ziGrain company, dropped dead
'
(By Tho Assscintsil Press.)
from heart disease last night at the
Los Angeles, Calif., July 30.
forwas
He
club.
Country
Funeral services will be held here
merly president of the Cowglll Ele- tomorrow afternoon
for Ferdinand
vator company at Omaha.
L. Parr, retired Chicago
capitalist,
LEN1NE IS CONVALESCING.
formerly connected with a large
Moscow, July 30 (by the Asso- soda water bottling company, who
ciated Press.) Premier Lcnlne is died sfcldenly at his home here
The body will be cre
keepiflg in close touch with affairs yesterday.
of state and doing active work dur- mated. The widow. Mrs.' Caroline
to
F.
his
convalescence, according
Parr, plans to return to Chicago
ing
,
Leon Trotzky,
soon,
--
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KIM

SANTA FE

newspaper advertising.'
Then you will realize what a vital part advertising
played and is playing in your daily life.

Has'

RAILWAY

Machinists, Boilermakers, Sheet Metal Workers,
Electricians, Car Men and Helpers. For these
classes apply in person or by letter to nearest local
Santa Fe mechanical officer.
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BROWNS DEFEAT RED SOX AND REGAIN FIRST PLACE; CARDS BEAT DODGERS
SIGN

CARDINAL CLOUTER ABOUT TO SMASH
LEAGUE HOSIER RECORD

15 HELD

ST. LOUIS PUTa

'

p

5T. LOUIS y

&k$
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Williams Each Knock Out

a Circuit Clout.

(Br Th Aaiioclatfd PrMi.)

(By Tbe Auuclnttd PreM.)
SO.
The
St. Louis, Mo., July
Browns regained first place by de
feating Boston four to ono, thla

Brooklyn. Julv 30 St T.,,i.
evened up the series with Brooklyn
today by winning 3 to 2. The Cardinals bunched three hits off
with a pass and two errors In
tne nrst inning, scoring all their
runs. Haines pitched shutout ball
until the ninth, whnn flnhntantv
single and High's home run over
thn rffirht flpld wnll trntra fViA
ers their two tallies.
Hornsby
piayea a oniuant Holding game.
Score:

Ca-rio- re

afternoon, moving one-hagame
ahead of the Yankees, due to the
latter's defeat today by Chicago.
Wayne Wright
pitched excellent
hail, holding the visitors to five
run by Menosky.
a
one
home
lilts,
who batted for Russell in the eighth
Inning. Two home runs, one by
Jacobson and ono by Williams
for three of the Brown's
tallies, Tobln being on first when
Williams made hia circuit drive.
won
The Browns
today's game
minus the services of First Baseman Pisler, and Catcher fgevereld-botof whom were Injured In Saturday's game. Score:
llostou
AB. Ti. IT. PO. A.E.
0
3
0
0
0 3
Mitchell, M
0
3
0
2
0
Fewster, 3 b
n
n
n
o
o
i 0
Foster. 3b.
0
3
2 1.1
Bums, lb
lf

Pratt. 2 b
Harris, If

7

J.

Collins,
Miller, cf.
Ruel, c . .
Russell, p
Fullerton,

Karr,

p

4
4

rf...
p....

4
3

0

0
1

xMenosky

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
1

0
0
1

0

10

oo

'

4

Flack, rf
Stock, 3b
Smith. If
Hornsby, 2b
Mueuer, ir .
Fournicr. lb
Ainsmlth. c.
Lavan, ss
Haines, p

A.

I "

Totals

(I

0

1

0
0

1

0

Gerber, ss
Shorten, cf
Tobin, rf
Williams, If....
Jacobson, lb...
McManus, 2b...
Collins, c
Bronkie, 3b
Wrieht. D

3
2
4
4
4
3
3
3
2

0
0

II. PO.
3
1
2
2
7
4
6

1

0
1

1
1
1

1
2
0
1
2

0
0
0
1

0

1

00

0

1

n,

3.

Clilrago, 6; New York, 5.
Chicago, July 30. Close to
persons saw the Chicago White
Box defeat the New York Yankees
won the
today 6 to 5. The locals
game by bunching their hits and
coring four runs In the fourth,
when the defense of the visitors
cracked. Ted Blankenship pitched
a. steady game until the seventh
when he weakened and was replaced by Leverette In the ofeighth,
the
who checked the rush
Yanks. Score:
New York.
AB. R. H. TO. A. E
0
0
1
0
4
Witt, ct
0
0
Dugan, 3b
0
0
4
Meusel, rf
1
1
4
Ruth, If
2
0
3
Pchang, o
0
0
3
PIpp, lb
4
Ward, 2 b
3
Scott, ss
NxSklnner t ... 1 0 0 01 01
1
0
2
Hoyt, p
0
0
0
1
1
xSmith
0
0
0
0
Murray, p
0
0
0
1
xxxBaker
O

....
....

11

F

......

.....

35
Total
x Batted for II
xx Batted for r'

Rogers Ilornsby and his biff bludgeon.
(BY JACK HlttL.)
Gavvy Cravath once threatened
A home run record which has It, but ho fell by the wayside when
within striking distance.
Just
stood the test of time for thirty- Hornsby has nicked the opposing
eight years Is going by the boards huriers
for twenty-seve- n
round
one of these days when
Rogers trip blows so far this season, and It
r, isn't at al!
in
Hornsby, St. Louis Cardinal
addition
unlikely that
steps into some unsus- to breaking Williamson's
record
pecting Hurler's
offerine
and he'll set the pace for all the
smacks It for his twenty-eight- h
In both major leagues.
circuit blow of the season.
The Cardinal second sacker deIts the National league home cided early in the season that he'd
run record of twenty-seveestab- like to share a little of the spotlished by Kd Williamson of the old light usurped by Babe Ruth and
Chicago's 'way back in 1884, the one or two other players who were
same year that Pop Anson, his swatting 'em a mile and nonteammate almost caused two hurl-er- s chalantly remarked one day, Just
to have heart failure by soak- atter the opening game, that he being the old apple for five homers lieved he'd go out and annex the
In two consecutive games.
National league home run title for
National
league sharpshooters all time.
have been aiming at Williamson's
lie started. He's continuing and
mark for night onto two score from his present pace he'll top Wilyears without ever really seriously liamson's mark by a comfortable
endangering It.
margin.
swat-melste-

fence-buste-

GRAYS LOSE A 7

FORI

BAYARD

Fort Bayard, N. M., July 30. Albuquerque lost today's game to Fort
Bayard after having the game on
ice in the first three innings. The
Grays knocked out of tho box two'
Fort Baynrd pitchers in the first
three innings and knocked the
third pitcher out In the sixth in24 10 2 ning.
Fort Bayard made seven
seventh, rims in the fourth inning, tieing

....
....
....

....
...

013

YESTER

DAYS
SUITS

2-

rs

HOME RUNS IV
MAJOR LEAGUES

C

TO

1

1

1

.

,

..

4
4
4
4

Pfl.

A

2
0

0
0
n
6

11

0
u
0
0
0
0

S

"

1

2

V.

0
0
n
0
o
0
n

i0 l i
9
2
2
0

.

n
2
1

S

5
2

1

1

0

3
. .35
8 27 12
1
Brooklyn.
AB. K. H. PO. A. E.

.

.

2
0

zzNeis
zzzKuether

0
1

4
4
4
4

4
4
4

Griffith

4

...
....

1

1212
0
12
10
1212 10
16
10 11
0
0
0

2

0
0

2
3

0
0
0

1
0
0
0

3

0

2
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

8
2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

1

0
0
0

2
36
2 10 2T 10
Totals
Batted for Cadore in eighth.
Ran for DeBerry In ninth.
zzx Batted for Mammaux
In
'
ninth.
By Innings:
3
800 000 000
St. Louis
2
000 000 002
Brooklyn
e
Ainhits
Summary:
Three-bas- e
hit
smlth, Ward.
Hornsby. Home run High. Double
Four-nler.
play Lavan, Hornsby and
Bases on balls Off Cadore,
1.
Struck out By Haines, 1; Cadore, 2; Mammaux, 1. Hits Off
Cadore, 8 in 8; Mammaux, 0 in 1.
Time
Losing pitcher Cadore.
1:30.
Two-bas-

ninth.
tho score. Ervin was taken out
in ninth. and Roberto, who pitched yesterThe Grays
day, replaced him.
Chicago.
AB. R. H. PO. A.E. made somo costly errors behind
0
4
3
1
3
.TfVhnnnn
SS ...
him, causing them to lose the
game. After playing one inning
Mulligan, 3b .. 42 00 11
rain delayed tho game for an hour.
Collins. 2b
1
0
4
Parenti and Manuel Chavez each
Hooper, rf
0
0
4
knocked a home run over tho left
Strunk, cf
3
2
field fence, each time with a man
Falk, If
1
0
4
...
on
base. Only seven innings were
Sheeley, lb
0
0
1
1
4
Knhnlk. c
played.
2
1
3
Blankenship, p. 1 0 0
Score;
R. H. E.
234 004
15
Leverette, p
6
Grays
3
14 17
2
0 Fort Bayard ..011 720
6 12 27 10
33
Totals
Batteries:
Ervin, Roberto and
Ervin; Miller, Coryell, sturges,
010 000 220- -5 Amato
NY0nrk8::.
and Deck.
I"
Chicago
-- lU0l0nu7h
Summary:
'
Three-bas- e
hit
Schang 2. PlpP.
ralk.
Pipp. Stolen bases Schang,
Johnson.
Mulligan.
Sacrifices
Double plays Collins to Johnson
Base
to Sheely; Johnson to Sheely.
00 balls Off Blankenship, 3; Hoyt,
1
Struck out By Blunkensnip,1.
2; Leverette,
Hoyt, 1; Murray,
lilts Off Hoyt, 12 In 96; Murray,
in 7
0 In 2; Blankenship,
Winn ng
Leverette. 1 In 11-NATIOXA h I.KAGCK.
Losing
Blankenship.
pitcher
St. Louis, 3; Brooklyn, 2.
pitcher Hoyt. Time 1:40.
Pittsburgh, 7; New York, 0.
No others scheduled.
Detroit, 7: Philadelphia, 2.
held
Detroit. July 30. Oleson
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
'
Philadelphia to four hits today and
11; Washington, 3.
Detroit won. The Tigers hit Hom-me- ll Cleveland,
Chicago. G; New York, 5.
freely throughout and continSt.
Louis,
4;
Boston, 1.
ued the attack on Heilmach. Miller
Detroit. 7; Philadelphia, 2.
of the Athletics hit his fourteenth
home run of the season in the sixth
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION.
Inning, the ball clearing the left
Kansas City, 4: Toledo, 3.
field wall.
St. Paul, 1; Indianapolis, 6.
R. H. E.
Score:
Minneapolis, 7; Louisville, 3.
4 1
0002
Philadelphia .010 001 O1X
Milwaukee, 10-Columbus,
7 15 8
O20 031
Detroit
,
Batteries: Rommel), Helmach
COAST
LKAGLE.
and Bruggy; Oleson and Manion.
San Francisco,
Vernon,
Los Angeles,
Oakland,
Cleveland, 11; Washington, S.
3
Portland.
Seattle,
Cleveland, July 80. Cleveland
15-Salt Lake,
Sacramento,
defeated Washington 11 to 3 today,
In
sixth
the
" Erlckson blowing up
when the Indians scored six runs
SOUTHERN ASSOCIATION.
on four bases on balls and four
Little Rock. 0: Mobile, 2.
two-bahits. They scored three
on
two
Nashville, 0; Memohls. 5.
singles,
mora In the eighth
Chattanooga. 11; New Orleans, 5.
a double and triple off Turk.
O'Neill made a single and three
WESTERN LEAGUE.
doubles In a row.
B. H. E.
Denver, 3; Omaha, 2 (five InScore:
7
1
3
100
002
000
nings). Game forfeited to Denver.
Washington
Cleveland . .100 106 03x 11 15 2 9 to 0, after disputed decision by
Batteries: Erlckson, Turk and Omaha.
Denver, 4; Omaha, 8 (second
Plclnich, Torres; Uhle and O'Neill.
l
'

.

1

3
4
4

i
zz

fk

.

o

28
4 8 27 10 2
Totals
By innings:
OdO
000 010 1
Boston
010 000 03x 4
Bt. Louis
Home runs Jacob-soSummary:
Menosky and Williams. Stolen
Fewster.
liase Miller. Sacrifices
Double plays
Shorten, Gerber.
and JaMcManus
and
Ruel
Burns;
cobson; Fewster, Pratt and Burns;
Wright, Collins. Bronkle and McManus. Bases on balls Off Wright,
S; Fullerton. 1; Russell, 1. Struck
Hits
out By Wright, 4; Russell, 2.Fuller-ton,
Of f Russell, 6 In 7 Innings;
Hit
none In
Karr, 2 In
pitcher By Wright (Burns).
ty
Winning
Wild
pitch Wright.
pitcher
pitcher Wright. Losing
Fullerton. Time 1:52.
3;

'VsTTr?s! Jll

lii vis

is'

3

...

4

Olson, 2b
Myers, c
T. Griffith, rf..
Wheat, If
Schmandt, lb..
High, Sb
Ward, ss
DeBerry, o
Cudore, p
Slammaux p . .
zB.

A. E.
2

AB. R. H.

....

1
6 24 11
28
Totals
x Batted for Itussell In eighth.

St, IOlllS.
AH. H.

I cutis.

St,

1

1

WINS FROM BELEN

AID WINS

ON NEUTRAL

Pittsburgh, 7; New York, 0.
New York, July 30. The Pirates
took the Giants into camp for the
second time In a row, blanking them
7 to o.
Morrison let the champions
down with seven
hits.
Max Carey and Reb Russell again
featured with the bat. Carey getting
his fourth homer In two days, while
Russell got his second in two
games. Score:
Pittsburgh.
AB. it. H. PO.

Maranvllle, as..
Carey, cf
Blgbee, if
Russell, rf
Tlerney, 2 b
Traynor, 3b.,
Grimm, lb
Gooch, c. . .
Morrison, p.

5

.

6
4

4
2
3

C

1

5

2
0

4

12

A. E.

Bases on balls Off Ratllff, 1; off
Double plays Ratllff to
Dempscy to Hartline; A. Rivera to
Weiss to
Qulntana, Berardlnelll;
Qulntana to Berardlnelll; Weiss to
A. Rivera to Berafdinelli.

ST. MARY SHUTS OUT

0. T. STARS CLEAN

Santa Fe, July 30. Define. St.
Mary's pitching ace,, was In great
form today and shut out the Santa
Fe Juniors, striking out twelve and
allowing only two hits. Johnnie
Ortl was touched for eight singles
and two doubles, which, with three
errors, produced six runs. Santa

Fe won the two previous games,
one In Albuquerque,
the othei
here. Score: St. Mary's, 6; Santa
SANTA FE JUNIORS
0. Batteries: St. Mary's
Fe,
SCORING SIX RUNS
and M, Ortiz; Santa Fe
Johnnie Ortiz and Chino.
PtClAl
TO

Weiss, 1.

EOI

Cardinals Get a Trio of Hits, "Grasshopper" Takes Most
With a Pass and Two
of Credit for Santa Fe's
Errors: and Score Enough
Victory Here, 5 to 4 Yesto Defeat Dodgers.
terday.

Wayne Wright Pitches Excellent Ball; Jacobson and

V

II

3 RUNS OVER

TO 5 HITS

IG

WEISS

De-vi-

HONNIN4 JOUftNALJ

UP ON

DE M0LAYS
IN SHUTOUT GAME

Old Town" Stars shut out th De
Molays yesterday by a score of 8
to 0 in one of the snappiest games
played this year at the Fourteenth
and Gold grounds.
e
Summary of the game:
hits Tenorlo, Cotinola, Guevara;
three-buS- e
hits Gilliom. Struck
out By Smauldlng, 7; Lucero, 2.
Hits Oft Smauldlng, 10; Lucero, 2.
One of these was in the first inning,
the other in the seventh.
Batteries:
Old Town Stars Lucero and Guevara;
De Molays
Smauldlng and James.
Score by innings:
R. H. E.
De Molays . .000 000 000 0 2 4
Two-bas-

Clean. Char, znd

"Grasshopper" Weiss, with his
mighty arm and his veteran field
Fo to
generalship, enabled Santa
defeat Belen yesterday, 5 to 4, at
one
of
the
was
It
Barelas park.
best exhibitions of baseball given
here this summer. The crowd was
not as large as the game deserved,
and not so large as it would have O. T. Stars.. 610 100 OOx 8 10 1
been had it not been for a heavy
shower a half hour before starting GAMES SCHEDULED
time.
The double plays, timely hitting
FOR TODAY IN ALL
and a little bit better than an even
OF BOYS' LEAGUES
Fo
Santa
on
enabled
luck
break
to make Weiss' masterful pitching
win.
Games are scheduled In all of
With two out In the first Inning, the boys' leagues for this afterDesA. Rivera got on first when
noon. The bookings follow: Senior
mond erred. Qulntana scored him league, High School vs. Tlldillos:
with a hit. and Berardlnelll fol Junior league. White Box vs. S. A
lowed with a home run drive, scorT.'s; Pigmy league, Athletes vs
ing Qulntana ahead of him. In the Eagles. The games will be played
fourth, Belen got two runs on suc- at the usual times.
cessive home runs by Collins and
Alford. In the fifth and sixth
Belen got one each. Santa Fe
U
HE S
grabbed two In the seventh on a
base on balls and two errors. In
the last of the ninth, Belen used
two pinch hitters, but Weiss struck
IN
them out three lna row.
Ratllff ror Belen pitched a good
game, and if he had not been opposed by so formidable a rival,
probably would have won. He
TODAY
yielded less hits than Weiss.
Score:
Santa Fo.
AB. R. H. TO. A.E.
(By Tbe Aunriatert Press.)
1
4
0
0
0
0
London, July 20. Chess experts
Bauer, if
4
1
0
two
0
0
0
.
of
.
.
cf
hemispheres will compete
Martinez,
for the championship of the world
A. Rivera, ss . . 4
in tournament which will be open2
Qulntana,, 2b . . 4
ed tomorrow by Andrew
Bonar
11
Berardlnelll, lb 4
Law, former chancellor of the ex,T. Rivera. If . . . 4
0
now
of
leader
the
and
8
1
4
chequer
b
Davy,
unionists In the house of commons.
3
Muller, o
Play will continue for three weeks.
4 0
Weiss, p
More than 150 players will parThis
5
35
7 27 12
2 ticipate In thev tournament.
Totals
will be the first time In twenty-thre- e
Belen.
years that London will witAB. R. II. PO. A. E.
such an impressive gathering
Hartline, lb ... 4 0 1 11 0 0 ness
chess talent of the world, of
the
of
4
1
0
1
1
0
Lane,
of Cuba,
4
1
8
2
1
0 which Jose R. Capablanca
Collins, c
the world's title holder, is the
1
4
1
2
1
1
Alford, cf
leader.
Dempsey, 2b... 4 1 2 2 6 0
and eight forFour
Desmond, 3b .. 4 0 1 1 0 3 eigners Englishmen
will compete In the maJor
Townsman, rf 2 0 0 1 0 0 open tournament. No Americans
3
0 0
0
1
0
Lebrtin, If
are entered. Alexander Alechlne,
4
1
1
4
0
0
Ratllff, p
the Russian, and Aklba Ruben-stel1
0
0
0
0
0
xWhitman
Poland, are regarded as the
xx Holman ... 1 0 0 0 0 0 most dangerous
rivals or Capablanca for the championship, with
4
3D
4 which will
9 27 13
Totals
go a prize of more than
x Batted for Townsman
In $1,000.
ninth.
Other contestants include the
xx Batted for LeBrun In ninth. champions
of England, Canada,
By innings:
Australia and India ana masters
300 000 2005 from Italy. Austria, Holland. Rus
Santa Fe
000 021 1004 sia,
Belen
and Hungary.
Summary: Home runs BerarThree-base
In Queensland the arbitration
dlnelll, Collins, Alford.
e
court has ruled that colored labor
hit Muller.
hits
Is
not to be employed in the sugar
Struck
Ratllff.
Lane,
Qulntana,
out By Ratliff, !i( tiy Weiss, 9. fields If white labor Is available.

m

Full-bodi- ed

The clean, clear, golden
color of Texaco Motor Oil
proves its purity.
Better engine perform-anc- e
shows thatyourmotor
needs these full bodied
oils.
Four grades light, medium!
heavy and
extra-heav-

MOTOR OIL

BEGIN

VTH

Save

Ufi7itA

Jexaco Afotor.'

Fully Guaranteed By Standard
Companies Nothing Else. You
Cannot Choose a Bad One Here.

t

Fifth and Central.

la

39

7 13 27 12

Phone 823

Two-bas-

0

New York.
AB. R. H. PO. A. E.

Bancroft, ss.... 4 0 2 3 1 0
(Br Tim Annotfnted Pru.)
Rawlings, 2b... 2 0 0 1 2 0
Chicago, July 30. The home 5roh, 3b
0
0
0
0
0
0
run record in the American
and Frisch.
3
0
0
National leagues follows:
4
If
0
0
3
0
0
Meusel,
America n.
4
0
3
0
2
0
Young, rf
25
St.
Louis
,
Williams,
4
0
0 11
1
0
lb
C. Walker. Philadelphia
24 Kelly,
4
4
1
1
0
0
cf
'...18 Stengel,
U
Ruth, New York
1
c
3
0
0
1
Smith,
..16 Douglas, p
Heilmann, Detroit
1
0
2
0
1
0
9
Falk, Chicago
xCunnlngham .. 1 0 0 0 0 0
9
0
0
Meusel, New York
0
0
1
0
Jonnard, p
Nut'ionnl.
1
0
0
0
0
0
xxSnydcr
..27
Hornsby, St. Louis
16
32
7 27
0
1
Williams, Philadelphia
9
Totals
12
Lee, Philadelphia
x Batted for Douglas in seventh.
Wheat, Brooklyn
xx
for Rawlings
Batted
In
.......1110
Meusel, New York
eighth.
10
Alnsmllh, St. Louis
By innings:
. 9 Pittsburgh
000 200 500 7
Kelly, New York
000 000 000 0
New York
e
h4t MorSummary:
Three-bas- e
rison.
hit Grimm.
1
JOHN M'ORAW
Home runs Russell, Carey, 2.
Stolen bases Frisch,
Maranvllle,
Sacrifice Gooch. Double plays
Blgbee and Maranvllle; Tlerney,
Maranville and Grimm. Base on
balls Off Morrison. 2; Douglas, 1.
Struck out By Morrison, 2. Hits
Off Douglas, 10 in 7 Innings;
Jonnard, 3 in 2. Losing pitcher
Douglas. Time 1:45.

112

Two-bas-

TLII?'

Sure Gets Hot
With a Sands
It

Tank Heater

leiCIiib,'
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
L.
W.

New York
St. Louis

58
69
52

Chicago
Cincinnati
Pittsburgh
Brooklyn
Philadelphia
Boston

02

47
46
35

32

37
41
45
47
47
47
6fi

61

Pet

.611
.590
.536
.625
.500
.495
.385
.344

BOSTON

OH'

TWIRLING

THE SANDS NO. 20

THE SANDS NO. 26

$17.50

$22.50

STAR

1

INSTALLED

SOLD TO GIANTS

INSTALLED

3.

5.

se

)1;
.'III

Since the great railway strike In
Great Britain the membership of
th National Union of Rallwaymen has dropped from 457,830 to 380,-

game).

Wichita,
Tulsa,
Des Moines, 12-Sioux
8.

St. Joseph,

Oklahoma

MILL

I It

HUCfflNS

The

.

Club

U'i,i...

5tanc

n

MGR.

YANK

AMERICAN LEAGUE.
New York
Chicago
Detroit
Cleveland
Washington

Philadelphia

Boston

L.

Pet.

4

1

4

3

.577
.570
.531
.625
.505
.469
.415
.402

W.

St. Louis

.

56
57
52
52
61
45

39
39

4fi
47

50
51
55
58

DURANES BALL TEAM
WINS DOUBLEHEADER

Duranes won a double-headyesterday, defeating the Albuquerque, New Mexico, Yankees 6 to 4
and the Santa Barbara Yankees 7
to 4. In the game with the Albuquerque, New Mexico, Yankees, F.
i.ucero ana Uallegos, both of the
Duranes team, secured two three- baggers.
Duranes Anaya and
Batteries:
City, Oallegos: N. M. Yankees Gutierrez
and Campos.
City,

(By The Anodated
Boston. Mana .Tnlv Press.)
'in
u..v
McQuillan, pitching ace of the Boston Braves, has been sold to the
New York Giants, rsnnrira
ton Grant, owner of the Braves, an
nounced today. The price paid for
was not stated, but
McQuillan
President Grant said It
in
figures.
In addition to the money consideration. President, rtront ..tj v,
deal will bring to the Boston
club
three pitchers. Fred Tonev, Benton
of the Memphis club of the Southern association, and Ike Houlihan,
who pitched last spring for Mlddle- uury college.

Journal .Want Ads Bring Results,

DAYS
GAMES
NATIOXAIj IjEAGVE.
Cincinnati at Boston.
Pittsburgh at New York.
Chicago at Philadelphia.
St. Louis at Brooklyn.
AMERICAX LEAGUE.
Washington at Cleveland.
Philadelphia at Detroit.
New York at Chicago.
Boston at St. Louis.

Install a San'ds Tank' Heater and Have your worries of heating water over
,You'll have more hot water and burn less gas if you install a Sands.
Sands Double Coil Heaters have exclusive features which make them the
;t
pier of alf other heaters.
'Ask your neighbor who lias one. Just think' all you have to 'do is light tlie
burner and in 10 or 15 minutes you have all the hot water you want. . j
'

Install a Sands
""

ii

Albuquerque Gas
"At Your Service"

I"

Today
n

-

L BLISS

3
0

Totals

,

Ui.A

RES

n.

Czecho-Slovak-

fttum Product

Rutt itivith
Texaco Gasoline

!

....

TEXAS COMPANY.
Tuwca

BRITAIN

......

Returns of Sues canal trafflo
show that of the aggregate tonnage
of 18,118,999 which passed through
the waterway last year, no less
than 62.9 per cent was British.
The number of vessels was 3,975,
of which 2,418 were flying th
British flag.

hi-

,

.in,

,

1 Electric Company

Phone 98

si m
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FOUR DANCING FEET
nr jane
GEKTIK

REJOICES

LOVELY WRAPFOlf
SUMMER EVENINGS

MENU HINT.

Chapter 37
happy she wanted to sing,
Oertie hurried away to dress. Oh,
how good Kagln was! How hard
she would try to please him. She
had learned some new steps, im- queer kid.
provised a new dance, she would " Gertie had seen George Murphy
do it that night, surprise him with and nodded to him. But when he
it.
motioned her to come over to his
Now they could keep the flat, table when the had finished dancdress
new
Now she could have a
ing, she shook her head decidedly.
and hat, and perhaps a cape before He smiled coaxingly, but she reTom rame. Now Ma need never fused, and as soon, as she had finknow how near she came to losing ished for the night, rushed out so
her job. She never had kept any- quickly he missed her, and hurthing from Ma, but mirely it was ried home.
bettor to say nothing of what had
"Oh, Ma! I'm so excited! Wait
It would upset her, until I get my things oft and I'll
happened.
nmke her feel insecure in their tell you. You know that new dance
new home.
I've been "practicing? Well, I did
Never had Gertie danced as she it tonight and Fagin was so pleased
had
Never
danced that night!
he gave me $30 to buy a new dress
and shoes and stockings white
Fagin been so pleased with
"I would have been a big a full skirt so I can whirl it in the
Irish fool to let her go." he mut- dance! Isn't It wonderful!"
Instead of bad news she had
tered as he watched, "she couldn't
Funny little kid brought good news to her mother.
help the row!
she
I
said
me
because
"Indeed, it is, dearie!" Pride
thanking
was good. Funny little kid, not showed in every line of the mothmuch like the rest of them
er's face. "Indeed it is!" Now
drink your tea! Your eyes are
thanking me um!"
Aside from the dances she did shining like stars, and you checks
dozman
and
a
a
with the others,
is that red. Sure you ain't sick
en girls, Gertie always did a solo with all this, and you lookin' so
dance, in the middle of the "Re- peaked when you went. I've been
vue" as Fagin termed his enter- most sick myself just thlnkin' how
tainment.
Tonight she tried her you looked, and worryin .'
new dance. It was a hit at once,
"You musn't worry about me,
and Fagin beamed upon her as Ma! I'll be all right. My but this
hands clapped, and voices recalled tea tastes good."
hor to repeat her performance.
"Drink it all, honey, and eat the
When she had finished, and before bread and butter. You'll sleep betshe came on again with the Revue, ter for it. A drop of this tea is the
he sought her out saying:
right thing to sot anybody up I
"That's a dandy dance! But you say."
need to be dressed different for it.
"Who'll I get to make the dress,
Get yourself a dress, white stuff Ma? Fagin wants me to have It
of some kind and have the skirt right away."
made full. Get white slippers and
"Who'll you get! I like that
stockings, too. I'll stand the gaff. who but me, of course. You tell
If it is more than this lot me me how and I'll make it."
He handed her 130.
know."
"I wonder if you could! I tell
Scarcely believing her eyes, Gertie you 'what we'll do. Ma. I'll get up
took the money, assuring him it early, and we'll go way up on Fifth
was enough.
avenue and look in the windows.
"It will go much better if T Then if we see something we like,
change," she said quietly. "I knew we'll get a paper pattern and you
it needed a different dress, but I can make it but I'll find out how
couldn't afford it. I can do it much other people charge, and
much better in full skirts." In the give you the money. Fagin exTtevue the girls wore short, scanty pected me to get it made and
costumes, and Gerty had done her ho's willing to pay for it. Said if
own particular turn in the same the $30 wasn't enough I could have
So

hlm-sol-

Breakfast.

Musk Melon
Soft Boiled Kggs
Whole Wheat Muffins
Coffee
Jam
Luncheon.
Sardine Canapes
Lettuce with Thousand Island
Dressing
Milk or Tea
Rolls

Dinner.
Halibut Steaks
French Fried Potatoes or Chips

IF

Lemon Pie
Baked Oniona
Coffee

i

if

Today's Recipes.
Muffins Four
Whole Wheat
cups whole wheat flour, one teaspoon salt, one tablespoon sugar,
three cups milk, one tablespoon
lard, one yeast cake dissolved in
one cup of luke warm water. Heat
the milk, cool, and add the other
Form into muffins,
Ingredients.
let them rlBe for three hours and
bake. If you make and raise them
the night before, place them in the
ice box when they have risen and
bake them in the morning.
Sardine Canapes Mix the yolk
of hard boiled eggs with an equal
amount of sardines rubbed to a
paste, season with lemon juice and
spread on thin slicesof ofthedelicate
eggs,
The whites
toast.
rubbed through a sieve, may be
sprinkled on top.
Halibut Steaks One pound (two
cups) cracker crumbs, one tablespoon butter, one rind of a lemon,
three eggs, one red pepper, parsley, milk. Take three steaks, make
a dressing of the cracker crumbs,
the lemon,
the rind of one-haparsley, red pepper (all ground),
butter, pepper and salt to taste and
the eggs. Mix well, adding a little
milk to the eggs. Grease the pan

f.
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t
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GOOD BUSINESS
IN GOVERNMENT
WORK VALUABLE

Jly KliOIKK.
Late summer often demands a
light wrap particiularly for evening wear. This year capes are the
vogue and they are to be had in
canton crepes,
satins and soft
duvetyns. All of these materials,
however, are too heavy for a real
By I'HEDEHIC J. 1IASK1N.
summer night. A wrap which is at
July 30. The Unitonce a thing of ornamentation ns ed Washington,
States government is the biggest
well as a protection ugalnst night business institution
in the world.
breezes is made of heavy georgette. It was big in the days when Uncle
Here is a georgette cape which, Joo Cannon replied to criticism of
because of Us beauty will undoubt- a "billion dollar congress" by statedly be worn whether there is need ing that "this is a billion dollar
dress.
more.
"Have it right, even If It cost
"Tom will see you In it, too, if for a W(ap or not. It is made of country" and then adding that
more!" Fagin said as ho turned he comes." Mrs. Cummlngs said, a very heavy quality of georgette "this country is a hell of a success."
In
taupe shade and it Ih banded It is much larger now.
away, saying to himself:
"Maybe not realizing sho had put into anda collared
in luxurious sliver fox.
It has not grown as ordinary
it's a good thing the row happened. words Gcrtie'B thought.
It is Just the wrap for
business establishments grow by the
wear and will add a note of smart- application
of
Btrictly business
ness to the simplest summer or- methods and principles,
however.
or
frock.
Its
taffeta
dancing
gandy
It is not a monument to efficiency
sheerness makes it much more suit- rules and practices. A commercial,
able for formal and evening wear industrial or financial institution
than the more ordinary canton that had attained such proportions
crepes with their colored linings. would owe its success to astute and
careful management and would be
Dear Mrs. Thompson:
a
am
I
only thing for you to do Is to get
so organized that it would function
woman twenty-'seve- h
years old and another position where you wiil be FLAPPER'S CLOTHES
like a Swiss watch. Not so with
a
I have real problem. There is a away from temptation. If you
the United States government.
It
KITE
MAKE
WOULDN'T
man at the place where I work who work for a man you love so much
has grown to its present size simply
reis all the world to me. There but cannot have you will' be miserbecause
nothing could stop or
TAIL, SAYS MINISTER
seemed to be an understanding be- able all the time. But if you leave
tard its growth and in spito of untween us from the first and as we him, the knowledge that you have
businesslike
methods that would
(Uj The Anwrnilrd Press.)
worked together love came to both done the honorable thing will give
Hood River, Ore., July 30. A have wrecked a private enterprise
of us. I have entertained this man you peace of mind and contentment.
it got fairly started.
flapper's clothes, said tho Rev. before
or course the wife has a right to W.
But now all this is being changed.
at my home many times. He often
A.
in his annual "at
At
talked of love, but never of mar- him. You have noticed that his home" Sunday,
last
has come to be
preached today in regardedgovernment
love for you Is not great enough for Hood sermonwould
as a business nnd an earn- riage, which I thought he meant.
be
insufficient!
River,
Then one day a woman came in- him to try to get a divorce.
' lo
Y""' 1
for making the tail of a kite.
to the office whom he introduced as
UHma
t
No man," declared Rev. Sunday,
Dear Mrs. Thompson: My fiance "can
his wife. She lives in another town
to
that which earns
comparable
such a sight with dividends
commerbecause the children are going to went out with another girl "without out alook uponblowout.
in
the
every
day
moral
school there and all her friends and telling me, but I found him out. He
cial world. Moreover, tho effort is
story of Abraham
mother live there. She came to see said he was very sorry and would andHe told the
results that can be measured
Sarah, when they visited in getting
never do it again, but I would not
in dollars and cents.
her husband as a surprise.
You can imagine how I felt when forgive him. That happened a year the foreign land tho king's eyes
of the adminisReorganization
he introduced her. If some one had ago, and now I have had a letter fell on Sarah, who was comely. trative branch of tho, government
Mr.
knew
said,
Abraham,
Sunday
was promised
stabbed me I could not have suffer- from him telling me that he has
and ' undertaken
of tho country, months
ed more. My pride made me pre- loved me all this time and that he tho customs
it has been debut
ago,
tend that I was not surprised be- would give anything in the world and he knew that ho would lose layed by controversies between deif
to
the king's harem
cause of her presence.
Her hus- if ho had not lost me. Ho says that his wife
partment and bureau hends. This
band went home with her before he has not been able to think of he told the truth, so he announced would not seem to augur well for
we had a chance to talk. The next any one but me in all this time and that Sarah was his sister.
the now order of things and has dis
"I'd lie to save Mrs. Sunday couraged some of
the ardent admorning when he came down to asks me to give him another chance.
I love him dearly and want to from such an old hellion," said vocates of
work he explained to me that he
business
had loved me so much that he could give him another chance, but I don't Mr. Sunday, "and make It right methods in government.
However,
God
with
afterwards."
not find the courage to tell me he know what to do. What would you
real progress has been made in the
Riverside
church overflowed, desired direction through a series
was already married. He begged a advise?
POLLY.
Since you love the man and want many motor tourists from other of executive orders requiring cothousand pardons and when I told
him I was going to get other work him to come back, I would advise states attending the services. Rev. ordination and
among
he begged me to stay with him.
you to give him another chance. Sunday came in from his ranch officials and between agencies that
He says that his wife loves her Probably ho has learned his leBson near here to make his annual heretofore have acted independmother, friends and children more and will not want to deceive you professional appearance before tho ently.
home folks.
than she does him and she refuses again.
Just as previous to tho Installa- to move where he is and live with
him. He saya his life Is very lonely and now he has learned to care
SMART TOGS LATE SUMMER BRINGS FOR SPORTS WEAR
a thousand times more for me than
he does his wife.
I don't know what to do. It
seems as if I can't go away where
I will never see him again. It has
meant so much to mo to work with
him day by day. I want to do the
I

'"..

"7

right thing though.
Do you think his wife has a right
to him when she refuses to live
with him? Or do you think when
we love each other so much it
would be all right for me to stay
with him and brighten his life in
the small way of working for him?
I have already made up my mind
that I will not let him come to see
me again.
ANXIOUS TO DO RIGHT.
The man has been very unfair to
you and to his wife and he does not
deserve your love. Absolutely the

FOUR EXCELLENT SILK
VALUES, Extra Specials at

Place tho
with bacon drippings.
steak, spread with dressing, then
another steak and dressing until
all are used. Strap top with bacon
and baste well until brown. Garnish dish with parsley, crisp bacon
and sliced lemon.
Baked Onions If large Spanish
onions are used for buking. one of;
the simplest ways is to wash, place
in pan without pooling and bake in
a moderate oven until tender. Then
strip off outer skin and serve with
melted butter. Another nice way i9
to scallop them as you would potatoes. Grease your baking dish,
put onions in, sliced, if large onions
are used, pour hot milk and butter
over them, slightly thickened, if
desired; put bread crumbs or corn
on top and bake
flakes rubbed
an hour.
Filling for Lemon Pie One cup
one
milk, one-hacup sugar,
tablespoon cornstarch, a little salt,
one
and
three eggs,
lemon, juice
grated rind. Cook and put into
baked crust with white of eggs
beaten stiff, three
tablespoons
sugar added, spread on top and
browned.
Suggestions.
Some people seem to think that
when one has to work hard to get
ready for a vacation, the vacation
la not worth while.
The amount
gained by the rest does not seem
to be worth the additional fatigue
and anxiety caused by the preparations. But this is seldom really
the case. Even if you do have to
work hard getting your dally work
Into shape so that you can leave
it, the effect produced
by the
change of scene and air is of enormous value. You may feel a little
direct benefit. But you do not realize what would be the fatigue and
the weariness of working through
the whole year without any such
change.

Changeable Taffeta
This changeable taffeta is a full yard
wide and comes in a pleasing array
of popular colors. A $2.50 value at
$1.99 a yard.

A glance at this plain black mesaa-lin- e
tells the whole story of its great
value. It is a full yard wide. Special
$1.99 a yard.

Beautiful Black Taffeta

Fine Paisley Silk
$1.99 Yard

fl-i- e

lf

tlon of the budget system there was
n0
in estimating and
very little in appropriating, there
was little or no
in expending publio funds. As an illus
tration the disposition made of surplus property may be cited. Each
bureau or holding agency was carrying on this work in its own way
and amazing as it may seem it is
actually true that at one place the
government was selling at a sacrifice supplies that it was buying at
current market prices at another,
(linnet) for Sharp Practices.
Thus it was possible for those
who engage in sharp practices to
buy something from one governmental agency at a price below production cost and turn around und
sell it to another governmental
agency at a substantial profit. Again
instances have been known in which
one department would purchase
desks and other office furniture
while another department had u
of the identical
surplus supply
equipment that was going to wreck
and ruin in storage
This sort of thing was stopped
of a liquidation
by the creation
board to
the sale of nil
surplus property, to provide for
transfers between various governmental agencies, to weld the sales
activities of the several departments into a federal business association and to Install practical
business methods. A total of
was turned into the treasury during the fiscal year just
closed from the sale of supplies and
it is estimated that a sum almost
as large will be realized during tho

current year.
But this iB only part of the story.
The lighthouse servlco of the department of commerce was about to
spend $1,500,0C0
for lighthouse,
tenders.
Mine planters purchased
war
the
which
were idle,
during
and practically valueless were made
over into tenders and the million
nnd a half was saved. Dredges
that would have cost $349,600 were
required by the engineer branch of
the army. Surplus vessels were
transferred from the quartermaster
corps. There are numerous other
examples of similar economies that
come under the head of combon-sens- e
business and the aggregate
saving to Uncle Sam runs into large
Even more important
figures.
perhaps, is the moral effect on of
ficials and employes who are see
hit or miss
ing that slipshod,
methods are no longer in vogue in
the federal service.
In the matter of government
purchasing the work of
tion has been likewise effective.
Twenty-si- x
separate and distinct
purchasing agencies in the treasury
department are being consolidated
and organized on an efficiency basis
and the same thing has already
been done with eighteen such
agencies in the department of ag
riculture. In fact, there was need
for reform in this line In all the de
partments except the navy where
the buying has been done in a
way for
thoroughly
some years.
Listed.
Estate
Real
Still another field for the application of business methods has
been found in dealing with the real
estate and rental problem. Necessarily the government owns a vast
amount of realty, wharves, warehouses, storage buildings, etc., but
up to the present time there has
never been a consolidated list of
such property. One of the results
of this deficiency, which is now
being remedied, has been that in
the same cities one government
agency had property that was not
being utilized while another rented

fifty years.

Sweaters, sweaters everywhere,
no matter how hot the day, is the
edict of the fashionable world
this summer. NobWy stops at
one or even two of them, liut a
Sweater in every colprfprjvery
k

day of the week and perhaps two
for some days is the rule. Hera
are two attractive sweaters,
brown in the center for hiking
and general wear, and a white

LBjlkandwoo

slipn, .mode. at

the left for more dressy ocIf one prefers a frock
at the right is a pretty
style. It is made of white
Japanese crepe trimmed with
gingham collar and cuffs, sash
ftd .Bppjique oaciejs
casions.
the one

.

Black Messaline

$1.99 Yard

51-9-

Yard

9

When black taffeta the quality of
this is offered at $1.99 a yard Albuquerque's most economical shoppers
will not miss the opportunity of

' activities
Other
now under way include a federal
board of hospltlization, a federal
board, the restricspecifications
tion and control of government
orprinting plants and printing, thecable
ganization of telephone and

And here is genuine paisley silk of
an unusual quality. We had it as an
extra value at $2.50 a yard and now
it's priced at $1.99.

We've Just Received a Fresh
Consignment of
Cappi Perfumes

Cappi Compact Powder

Cappi Toilet Water

Cappi Vanities

Cappi Face Powders

Cappi

talcs

V

Have You Tried

CREME ANGELUS
The Lemon Cleansing Cream
Creme Angelus is a marvelous cleansing
working and satisfying. Try some.
Single Strength, 50c.
Double Strength, large size, $1.85

cream, safe, harmless, yet quick
Double Strength, $1.00.
Creme Angelus Skin Food, $1.00

Don't Forget

I:
'

Don't Forget
Your "S. &
H."

Green

Stamps

1

It's Ten Degrees Cooler at Rosenwald's

portatlon bill of some S0, 000, 000
in addition to the expenditures of
the postoffice department for the
moving of the mail. This Is a tre-

mendous business In Itself and yel
there has never been any agency to
act for the government as a whole
in a supervisory way.
Twenty-si- x
departments or sub
ordinate organizations of the government are authorized to spend
money for the transportnUpn of
persons and supplies and the need
of
was obvious. This
has been undertaken by the traffic
oard and already business methods
are getting business results.
No
longer will supplies be sent by express that should be sent by freight.
Carelessness and mistakes tn routing will be corrected and the most
conomical method of shipment will
be insisted upon.
Eventually, if politics and the
politicians do not upset the plans
of those who are trying to make
the government a real business institution as well as the biggest one
in the world, the time may come
when Uncle Sam will get a full
dollar's value for every dollar be
Then the taxpayer will
expends.
feel that he is getting the only
kind of dividends possible on tho
investment which he makes every
year In federal government, common and preferred.

HITS ROCKS
AND 400 PASSENGERS
SPEND NIGHT ABOARD

STEAMER

(Bjr

lb

Auoclntrd I'ren.)

Montreal,

be-in-

r.

Plain

$1.99 Yard

July 30. Four hun
dred passengers were forced to
spend the night on the excursion
steamer Rapid Prince when she
went on the rocks below Lachino
less suitable Rapids tonight.
less desirable and
After shooting Lachlne rapids,
space.
For example, army depots In the steamer drifted on tho rocks.
afforded A broken rudder chain is believed
Brooklyn and Boston
have been the cRuso of tho acci
storage tepace that was not being to
used, while the government was dent. It was at first planned to
paying $275,000 annually for places land the passengers on Heron Is
in which to store seized liquor in land, but this scheme was later
abandoned and the passengers inthose cities. A bit of
and that snug little rental Item formed that they would not be able
It Is rewas saved. Again, in Chicago it to land until tomorrow.
was found possible to cancel leases ported that the ship is well procosting $200,000 every year byd visioned and that 400 passengers
can be easily accommodated.
government-ownemaking available was
Three hundred and twenty-seve- n
standingg
property thnt
passengers wno were on the Rapids
idle, and substantial savings are
accomplished In almost every King, a sister ship, one year ago
other large city in the country. This this month found themselves in a
is just what the real estate depart- similar plight when the boat went
ment of any large
corporation on the rocks below Long Sault
After spending the night
would be doing and there is noth- rapids.
ing new or startling about it ex- on the steamer they were removed
tn
life
hasn't
boat dtawns by a cable and
cept that the government
been doing for the last forty or windlass.

PAYMENT OF DEBTS TO
AMERICA HINGES UPON
WHATGERMANY CAN DO
(By The Associated Fren.)
Washington, July 30 (by the Associated Press). Inauguration of
negotiations here looking to the
refunding of sums due to the United States by entente nations has
developed that an important rebetween such
exists
Gerfunding and the ability of oblimany to meet her indemnity
gations.
It was found by those engaged
in the negotiations that it would be
to carry
impossible
practically
them beyond a certain point without reference to the readjustment
of Germany's war obligations, and.
as the British and French premiers
are to meet within a fortnight to
consider among other important
matters the advisability of reducing the total amount of the Ger
man indemnity, it is regarded as
possible that M. Jean V. Parmen-tlchear of the French mission,
and the American commissioners
dealing with French debt will feel
it advisable to await the outcome
of that meeting before going far
with their own conferences. Such
delay. It was said, would be on the
theory that the measure of French
ability to meet her obligations to
America muRt depend to a large
extent upon the amount of money
France caa secure from Germany,

rage

pnELrs.
I
She's mighty grateful because
didn't make a fuss he never
would
she
he
dreamed
thought
discharge, her "and she'll stay
with me-- think twice before she
throws me over even if she gets
Nice little kid
the chance.
thanking me for calling her 'good!'

OXER,

KINDNESS.

Page Five

CASE THROWN OUT.
Chicago,
July 30. The case
against Samuel B. Sefren, a fur
rler of Des Moines, la., who was
arrested Friday on complaint ot
Frank Wachman, was thrown out
of court by Judge William N.
traffic
a
federal
Gemmlll yesterday. Sefren was acand
operations
board.
cused of perjury, but declared
ImThe latter agency is especially
that It was a case of false arrest
portant in view of the fact that the- resulting from the personal enmity
transan
annual
of Wachinan.
government pays

one doubt the power of Jesus
Christ for transforming lives?"
Mr. MacMillan mentioned particularly the work done by the
Margaret Smith Fowler orphan
age nt Cairo, Kgypt, and Miss Em
ma Dean Anderson's home for out
cast women in India.

EGYPTIAN BOYS
GIRLS

IE

BEING EDUCATED FLAPPER PREACHER

i

HAS BOBBED HAIR

Des Moines, la., Business
Man Tells of Changed
Conditions There Under
Christian Influences.
(Bj The AMOclutcd Praa.)
Monmouth, 111., July 30 (By the
Associated Press.)
Many visitors
who marvel at royal Egyptian
tombs 6,000 years old fall to see

"the great monuments that are

being built every day in the lives
of boys and girls of Egypt that will
be lasting 6,000 times 6,000 years,"
tho national convention of tho
Young People's Christian Union of
the I'nltod Presbyterian church
was told tonight by Frederick C.
MacMillan, a business man of Des
Moines, la.
Mr. MacMillan told ot a world
tour of United Presbyterian mis- -

slons bo had completed, and said
Unit ho had never found a missionary who asked for more money or easier work, but that "every
missionary In every one of our
fields would tell us to pray for
them."
"When I saw the dirty black
Nile river," Mr. MacMillan
said,
"when I saw the women carrying
men
and
tho bundles
tho
riding
tho donkeys carrying blue parasols, and In many cases the women leading the donkeys, when I
saw these men and women and
donkeys all taking a tiring out of
this sfimo Nile river, and when 1
saw these men, women and donkeys all taking a bath at the same
time In this same Nllo river, and
when I saw women doing their
weekly washing in this same Nile
river, it was too much for me. I
was ready to go on and never see
Egypt again.
"But we did return to Egypt,
and when we saw the great girls'
school at Luxor, and when w
went Into some of the Christian
homes and saw the fathers and
mothers who had come out of
these schools, things began to look
entirely different." Mr. MacMillan then traced the route of his
party through the missions of Sudan, and thence to Abyssinia, Palestine and India.
"Ninety-tw- o
per cent of all tho
Christians In ull tho churches In
India come from what is known as
the sweeper class. They are the
lowest of tho lowest In India.
Realising that out of this sweeper
class of people have come beautiful lives, beautiful young girls,
beautiful mothers and their splen
did Christian homes, how can any- -

j
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Mary Agues Vitchestaln.
Mary Agues Vitchestaln, PHts
mixture Si
bur;;, fourteen-year-ol- d
Billy Sunday and the old-tiMethodist evangelist, took her Nov
York congregation by storm wbea
she preached in the Gospel Tabernacle, denouncing evolution. She's
a bunom miss, straight as an arrow,
with bobbed hair and a keen sens

of the dramatic

Cuticura Talcum
Fascinatingly Frasrant

Always Healthful
Attain UlantarlM.Dnl.
fampbfncof
Hut. fc.vrywhre
i

The-- -

Fruitful Grape
"Better be merry
fruitful grape
ter fruit."

with

Than sadder after none, or

RETIRED GENERAL
RECALLED TO DUTY

Book

the

Writers and New Volumes

Corner-Abo- ut

FAMILY FUN
Of the Seventeen

THE CANDIDATE I VIEW.
Why should a man who gets Kick
t9 allowed to think?
Why should this game man be
allowed to make everybody else
think and get sick?
Permanent injury to the man
himself as well as to the public
might be avoided by bavins a
nurse read modern poetry to him,
which a man cannot

What is funnier than the

But it is too late now Candidate Crabb is out. (We hope he
will remain out.)

MM

p IMP
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Maj Gen. Joseph T. Dickinan.
Maj. Gen. Joseph T. Dickman, retired, has been recalled to active
duty to head the army board which,
will supervise the reduction of the
number of regular army officers to
the new figures prescribed by

out discomfort and a seersucker in
January without feeling cold. Anybody's shoes will fit him and all of
his neighbors raise chickens.
He
wields a razor so savagely that
every negro in the community is
afraid to kick one of his dogs or
smile at one of his wives.
We'd Give It Up.
The next PoHaven comedy is to
have the title: "Entertaining the
Boss." It sounds to us more Mke
a tragedy.

Hot Tainale!
Experts declare that apple trees
in
the Manzano mountains
planted
i!50 years ago arc still bearing a
fine fruit crop each season. Just
how nice it would be to
npplCH from your own trees
for 230 years.
think

gather

O

Opinions.
The youth who rocs to bed at night
lias little rhance t future bright;
He'll win a back bedecked withJ
mosH

But not the daughter of the boss.
Tirne3.
The youth who works both
and day,
His'feot are on the winning
When he's old he will have
well.
And he'll be rich anl mean

nieht
way;
done
as

everything.

Houston Chronicle.

The youth who burns the midnight
his platform.
gas
Due to the attitude at Santa Fe
with pretty lass.
the state government has been up Adown the road
will likely wed
in the air long enough, and so wo Another year tired
and go to bed.
appeal to the people of the state And go home
to elect us on a
"MOVE THE CAPITAL TO AL- platform.
Answers to Questions.
WeBuybJKgUE"
nothi ne nn1 if
promise
elected will sUck to it.
We have been married twice and
anare subject to the hives. Other(Any reader can get the
wise we have led a quiet life. We swer to any question by writing
Journal Inforhave learned better than to start the Albuquerque
Has-kimation Bureau. Frederick J. D. c.
anything.
We are not interested In who
director. Washington, to inruns with us, except that men are This offer applies strictly canno
The bureau
not our choice as a rule.
formation.
medical ind
on
Any further
Information
is give advicematters.legal,
It does not
financial
artrictly private.
to settle domestic troubles,
All together now!
'MOVE THE CAPITAL TO ALBU- nor undertake exhaustive research
on any subject. Write your quesQUERQUE!"
O.ve
tion plainly and briefly.
O
en'
full name and address and reWouldn't We.
in stamps for
cents
two
close
.The Jack that we have
let slip
are
All replies
turn postage.
through
sent direct to the Inquirer.)
Our fingers through the years,
If hoarded in a bank or two
n right to
Q. Does a lawyer have
Would pay all our arrears.
refuse to take a rnsc? A. M. N.
of the
article
A The thirty-firs- t
JVe'd have a pile of dough all
of the American
of
Ethics
Canon
right
Bar Association says: "No lawyer
A million men, or double;
is obligated to act either as ad
And in our lonely mansion
might
or advocate for every person
"" ior stomach trouble. viser
who may wish to become his client."
Perhaps they are the wiser men
Who hoard their golden berries;
Q. What varieties of tomatoes
It.
But if we had ours back again
are tho best for canning? I.
A. Among the varieties found
We d spend it on the dearies.
most satisfactory for the purpose
O
Those who have Investigated the are the Greater Baltimore, Red
matter announce that the Mesllla Rock, John Baer and Landreth.
valley is adapted to truck farm- Q. Where is tho longest postal
if We can flnd B"ie route in America? J. R.
huskies
good
who are
A. A postoffice is being estabto
truck farming, business adapted
will pick lished on the delta at the mouth
of the Mackenzie river. This Caas
nadian office will be known
It Is he Expected.
Aklavick. Two mails will leave it
seaUncle Wash says
the
open
that when a by steamer during
be,ow 1,18 ankle son and one by dog team during
"1.re
than
above his collar he has the winter. The sledge trip is cona right to kick.
sidered the longest and loneliest
postal route on the continent.
Eureka!
Q. What ia tho best golf game
All of our life we have heard and
players? J. T. P. for a
read of the "hard facts of life" forA.thrco
best games
but a local company advertises three-som- e One ofis the
one scored by points,
hole
a
of
winner
getting four
the
"Cement Facts."
points and tho player with the secVurslions in Eugenics.
ond best ball scoring two points.
If a young man has an
If the holo Is halved by two of the
ment for marriage with aengageyoung players, each scores three points.
Jady aM he discovers that she has
all three have tho same score,
,a wooden leg. is he Justified in If
each gets two points. If one wins
breaking it off? (Selected.)
the holo and the other two are tied
o
for second place the latter get one
Alu't It Hot?
The game may be
On winter morns wo
point each.
Jump about
And crank and cuss the flivver out. played as a nassau or as an
.

pt

I.
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match.

But in July ambition dies
How many panics have wc
We sit and sigh and swat the flies. had). in the-- lulled Stales? A. Ij. M.
O
A. In the United States the
A diamond is pure carbon (hat most notable crises
sometimes
has been subjected to great prestermed panics have been those of
sure, and often the fellow who 1819, 1837,
1854, 1857, 1873, 1884,

buys one is being subjected to very 1S93, 1307, 1913 and 1921.
great pressure.
Q. Who was the author of the
phraso "These are times that try
Arc Smiles."
A boy and girl on the High school men's mhiIr?" O. H. (i.
A. Thomas l'alne used the exsteps
pression as the opening sentence
Caused many smiles and snickers
the first of his series of politiBhe wore her brother's
Sunday of
cal articles known under the gen
pants.
eral name of "The Crisis." It was
He wore his sister's knickers.
written during the retreat of
Miss Zelia says that she Is going Washington across the Delaware.
to write the great American novel
get
Q. Where did pull mall
-- the story beginning with a girl its nninc? K. L. C.
A.
who falls in love and proceeding
The well known London
through marriage to the happy street derives its name from the
ending where the heroine becomes old game of pall mall, of which
a widow.
croquet is tho modern proto-typQ. What Is the hardest element
Happy Men.
diamond?
It.
'A Georgia newspaper claims to of ore next to tho
A. I'..
have found the happiest man in
A. Corundum ranks next to the
the world. He has six fiddles, ten diamond in hardness, the relative
children, thirteen hounds, a deaf degree of hardness being as D to
and dumb wife, and a moonshine 10.
tilt that has never been found by
Q. Was the late Senator Crane
enforcement officers.
ever secretary of
' A Texas newspaper offers a con- of Maitsncliiiett
testant for tin same honors. He the treaHury?
A.
Wlnthrop Murray Crane was
is a negro about six feet high. He
the summertime and tendered the secretaryship of the
preaches in In
the winter. He can treasury In 1901, but declined the
tihoots craps
wear an overcoat iu August wlth- - appointment.
e.

American family, and who can
better picture it with its children
than Booth
pets and domestics
Tarkington, as a Jolly fat uncle
who sees the amusing side of
Such a story, wholly
everything.
entertaining and chuckle provoking, is "Gentle Julia."
Things revolve atiout Julia. "It's
an outrageous position to be in,"
remarks Julia, "to be the only ghi
between 13 and 41 in :. large collection of near relatives, including
children, who all seem to think
they haven't anything to think of
but Who comes to see her, and
Who came to see her yesterday,
and Who was here the day before,
and Who's coming tomorrow, and
You
Who's she going to marry.
these
really ought to grow toup" small
her
remarks are addressed
niece, Florence "and help me out,
because I'm getting tired of it."
Florence, by the way, Is the real
hero ne of the story. Florence At
water, "thirteen goln' on fourteen"
with an unrequited
passion for
Noble Dill, the least of her aunt s
Florence
How
swains.
devoted
horns in on dates with Julia's set,
how she listens under the porch for
choice bits to relate to her own
family, how she quarrels with her
young brother, how she publishes
a poem in the boys' newspaper, are
all incidents never to be rorgot Dy
the reader.
Equally well drawn characters
are the big black mammy and the
cocky little black French poodle
Gammire for whom she entertains
a peculiar abhorrence and affecwrites exMr. Tarkington
tion.
quisitely of Gammire, his own pet
dog, recently dead.
"Idiot poodle," exclaims Julia's
irate father to whom all animals
"But Gammire's
were anathema.
tricks were not idiocy in the eyes
of Mr. Atwater'a daughter, as she
watched them. They had brought
to her mind the tricks of the Jongleur of Notre Dame, w ho had nothing to offer heaven itself, to mollify heaven's rules, except his entertainment of juggling and nonsense; so that lie sang his thin
jocosities and played his poor
tricks before the sacred figure ot
the Madonna; but when the pious
would have struck him down for
it, she miraculously came to life
lust lone enough to smile on him
and show that he was right to of
fer his absurd best. And thus, as
Julia watched the little Jongleur
upon the lawn, she saw this was
what he was doing: offering all he
knew, hoping that someone might
laugh at Iii in. and like him."
Less serious than "Alice Adams,"
no companion to
the fantastic
"Monsieur Beaitealre," nor the realistic "Turmoil." Tarkington's latest.
"Gentle Julia," is a clote kin of
"Seventeen.
showing the same
famly tral;a an(1 WtM tne same in- heritance of sheer humor.
L

u u

;

Louise

Posthumous

Anil

"flentle Julia." By Booth Tnrklngton.
Doubleday, Page ft Co, (fl.Tn).

think.

The doctor is said to have diagnosed his trouble as a light case
of "flu." It developed into a fatal
case of "run" and he is running
for the governorship of the state
of New Mexico.
We are opposing the candidacy
of Hon. Mr. Crabb for many reasons. Some of these reasons the
Some reasons we
public knows.
alone know. And wo believe there
are good reasons that nobody
knows.
We will now list some of our
own objections.
In the first place Hon. T. Bolter
Crabb has shown in his announcement, his platform, and the outline of his policies that he has the
ability to think. We believe that
this unfits him for public office.
In the second place Hon. Tyrant
B. Crabb is a
bachelor. How in the nuine of Aristophanes Frogs is he going to humble himself to become a public servant having never known servitude? What can he know about
Where has he learned
diplomacy?
to economize?
When did he learn
to pass the buck? And why?
He says ho is a bachelor, confirmed and baptized. How? we
ask, and we will ask it aguin, how
will a confirmed bachelor know
what to do and what to say when
things go wrong? That's why one
is a bachelor.
Ho didn't know
what to do at the right time. Or
he did the right thing at the wrong
time.
i
And then how can New Mexico
agree to have a governor who
feels no concern for the better half
of her population? Unless of
course he has remained single in
justice to womankind.
In the third place Hon. Tyrant
Bolter Crabb has rigged up such a
satisfactory platform and selected
and nligned such a splendid ticket,
IN ICVKRY OTHKlt WAY,, that
we think he ought to withdraw
from the race.
In the fourth place we quote hl.s
own silver-tone- d
words:
"NOBODY CALLED L'S."
We believe him.
A. T.
It is with pleasure we announce
the candidacy of the
HON. A. TRELLIS
for the governorship of New Mexico without party, ticket or free
cigars, and with only one plank in

Variety,

Stedman Bostick

It is with a feeling of lpss that
note in this column where her
little poems have at times appeared,
the passing of Louise Stedman
Bostick, who died ut her home here
on Friday evening.
Illness kept
her shut away from all but a small
and intimate
circle for the four
years the lived in Albuquerque but
her gittcd mind and sheer will
power kept her in touch with llie
world she loved.
Her poems have appeared fre
receiving
quently in magazines,
much encouraging criticism from
some of the leading critics ot mod
ern verse. The few weeks she spent
as a bride in the Orient left an indelible stamp on her mind so thai
every now and then a word of linu
shows where she borrowed from
her memories, as one picks out a
bright shawl or a gleaming Jewel
from some colorful pageant.
Such is the verse published re
cently In the New York Evening Post which she called "At Kama-

InMrs. Gene Stratton-Porter- 's
is so
dian epic, "The
in
concepfnndamentalTy dramatic
tion and so full of stately beauty
to
has
Gertrude
it
that
appealed
of
Boss, the composer of many
Madame Schumann-Helnk- 's
songs
theme
successes, as an inspiring
for orchestration. She has written
to Mrs. Porter that she wishes to
compose an orchestral suite from
Fire-Bird-

,"

'

it.

Cosmo Hamilton's latest book,
"The Rustle of Silk," has gone Into
its fifth printing. He is already
planning its successor, which will
include local color that he will
gather in Buda Pesth and Vienna
after supervising the production in
London of his recent play, "The
Silver Fox."
In the autumn Doubleday, Page
's
will bring out Max
series of cartoons picturing
Rosctti and his circle of friends,
Rusltin, Swinburne, Millais, Morris,
and others who were attracted by
the flame of this unique artist.
The hook will be a companion
volume to "The Survey" but the
cartoons will be reproduced in the
colors.
& Co.

Beer-bohm-

has written another
"Casey Ryan" story of western adventure, in which her amusing and
very human hero of many dexterously solved quandary Is funnier
than ever. "Casey," who had fled
to the Arizona desert to dodge
trouble, met up with it again when
he involuntarily became tangled up
B. M. Bower

with "moonshine"
and
gers, though he was not
man.
His
ing
experiences
Trail of the White Mule"
capital story.

bootlega drinkon "The
make a

The origin of the famous pen
name of O. Henry is thus explained
In
by Prof. C. Alphonso Smith.
18SS there was, published In Paris
a scientific work, entitled "Traite
Pratique d'Analyse Chlmique des
Eaux Minerales. Potables etEcono-mlqueswritten by Ossian Henry
pere et Osslnn Henry flls. On the
back of the book, however, the
combined names of the authors appear only as "n. Henry." and in
the second chapter the name "O.
Henry" occurs twenty-fou- r
times
as author or authors. When it Is
remembered that the American O.
Henry was a drug clerk in North
Carolina. Texas and Ohio, that he
necessarily had ready access to i
copy of the United States Dispensary, and that the nam i "O. Henry" appears in the Dispensatory
(just as it appeared in tho Analyse
Chimlnique) as the originator of
some of tho commonest prescriptions, the conclusion is irresistible
that the French pharmacist Inspired tho now famous
,"

e.

Frequent comment Is being
made upon the popularity,
in
America, of books by English authors. Taking as an example the
fall list of Little, Brown & Co,
It is s"en that this house will bring
out before the end of October seven books of English origin in nddi- -

Bedtime Stories
For Little Ones
By Howard B. Garls.

mi.

Dp McClure
Copyright,
Newspaper Syndicate.
il XCI.E WIGGILV AND THE FIKE
STOXE.

Nurse Jane Fuzzy Wuzzy, the
muskrat lady housekeeper, one day
came around the corner of the hollow stump bungalow, walking on
the shady
In her paws
porch.
Nurse Jane clicked a pair of scissors.
"Oh, ho!. No, you don't!
No,
you don't, if you please!" cried
Uncle Wiggily, leaping up from the
easy chair, where he was sitting.
T can't let you do it Nurse Jane!"
"Do it! Do what?" the muskrat
kura:"
Before"the bronze idol of Buddha lady wanted to know with a smile,
as she kept on clicking the scissors.
We paused;
"Don't you want to do mo a favor,
Tourists,
cameUncle Wiggily?"
with
smuggled
Sightseers
"Of course, I do," answered the
ras.
And discussed in important tones rabbit gentleman, "but I can't let
The length of Buddha's thumb.
The last time
you cut my ,halr.
Through the red autumnal sun- you did it I looked so funny that
even Grandfather Goosey Gander
shine,
Under the shimmer of leaves,
If I need my hair cut
laughed.
Came Japanese sailors from the I'm going to the regular barber.
r.
I'd rather you wouldn't do it."
lusty
We watched them as they wor"Why, I am not going to cut your
hair!" laughed Nurse Jane.
shipped,
"You aren't?" cried the bunny.
And wondered.
"Then why d0 you come at me with
Then our guide
us
Led
with oriental pomp
clicking scissors?"
To the rear of the great, shining
idol,
Ik
A'VV
And, curious,
We entered the pagan.
Damp, musty,
Chilling, sepulchral;
A ghostly air of smothered blackness,
I peered . . . into nothing;
But I tossed into space
A tiny yellow rosebud from my corsage,
Hoping to brush,
In the cool mystic, dark,
The heart of Buddha.

sun-gilde-

light-hearte-

laughter

The bubbling gay music of springtime in streams.
The north wind blew clear and my
dream web lay tangled,
In briar and weed at the falling of

night;

The gold and the silver were tar
nished ana tawary.
Tpara nIoUed tne foolish young
dreams from my sight.
Then I looked at the ruin of youth
without wonder,
For wisdom had come and Illusions
were gone.
And smiling through tears at the
pitiful wreckage,
I held wido my arms to a wond'- rous new dawn.

w. f. TMQMyoM

tUBint:ft
IK VuU tiav
property tor sit
lint It with MfMUMnn
WrtnA
WANTED Lot; must be priced right tot

Sleepy eyed dub,
Turn on the water,
There's "pep" in the tub.

Novel Already Classes

a Masterpiece.

cash.

If contagions were tigers we'd
By Louis
Company).
ill be huntsmen.
novel
a
indeed
that
rare
by
It
Guard you well the desperate
its sheer excellence wins for its
author two monuments of granite hold of the drowning man.
and an editorial in so conservative
a paper as the New York Times.
A pure food handler Is quite as
Yet that is exactly the treatment important as pure food.
Louis
been given
which has
Hcmon's poetic novel of the northA waiter with a positive Was- sermann is a positive menace.
west, "Maria Chapdelalne."
was the
Samuel Chapdelalne
Every fatal case of tuberculosis
type of pioneer whose soul is ever
In the "clearing, not the tilling ot is an unnecessary fatality.
the soil." He hewed down great
Screen the door, boll the water
timbers, grubbed out the roots,
plowed the ground and "made healthy son, healthy daughter.
land." He built a shanty which
Teach your child to walk, then
gradually evolved Into a serviceable house. Then neighbors came; to swim, A good swimmer seldom
a settlement was achieved. Chap- drowns.
delalne grew restless again and
Who his patron's food would
moved on to the new country only
g
to repeat the
expe- serve, must his waiter's health
"Maria Chapdelalne."
(The Macmlllan
Is

home-buildin-

rience.
His daughter, Maria, was born
to that life. She saw its beauty"
and appreciated Its worth. Had
not Intervened, she
Providence
would have faced no struggle between rival attractions. But Providence did intervene and she came
squarely to grips with the question
of moving to the big city In the
prosperous United States or staying in Canada and becoming a
endeavors
partner in
exactly as her mother had been.
The homely ways of the simple
farming folk are presented by the
author with great fidelity and unThe volume Is coderstanding.
herent, sincere and poetic
throughout. Nothing has bee-- , included
which the story Itself did not dehas
mand; yet nothing Integral
been left out. It is a clear demonstration that sophistication
and
smartness
are not needed not
wanted if sympathy and sincerity
dictate the author's choice of material while beauty and poetry determine his use of words.
Small wonder that this posthumous novel has been called "one of
the few great books of our day."
C. P. A.
land-maki-

Hon to "This Freedom."
Four of
the eight have already been published in England.
Of these
In
turn, three aro appearing In the
English lists of best sellers, as reported in the Publishers' Weekly.
They are: "The Puppet Show of
Memory," by Maurice Baring (Au
gust 11); "The Real Tsarltsa." hv
Madarno Leli Dehm (September
16); and "Tho Clash," by Storm
Jameson (August 11). The first
is autobiography, the second, biography, and the third, a novel delineating tho contrasts in the two
temperaments, English and American, as seen in wartime.
"This
Freedom" is likely to be tho biggest seller of the year, in both
America and England, and there
are predictions that it will even
outsell the author's previous novel,
"If Winter Conies," which is now
in Its 115th thousand on the other
side, nnd its S77th thousand
in
America. These are the latest figures from the publishers in both
countries.

CARPENTERING

Real Estate

WANTED

Up from your slumber,

Address

667,

care Journal.

PERSONAL
J. W. BRASPIELU watch, clock and Jew
11s South Second.
elry worn.

LIGHT SHOWER FALLS
IN RAMAH VICINITY

FaRoruTjuSs

ana contract work, call

1.675--

JOB MAN.
ODD
Ph"n HW1-J- .
ail r any part t
your work; I make a apeclalty ot lathW. M. Oliver, phone
ing and ihlngllng.
THE
I'ISTTtKUUD
All klmU cif work.
I WII K r.KTIMATE

u

I

,;

a.

We can reiurface
HANDING
jour old flnore and make them like
new ami make your new fl"nre perfect.
Fl.OOH

Phone

2070-W-

.

figure your new house or re
guaran
palra; rem. .liable prlcfB; work
B
Call 1758-W- .
free.
estlmalea
teed;
13.
John
Johnson
lie
to
''h
.l.ttirm.!
(Special Correnpnndence
ilE FIGURE with you on new and
Itamah, N. . M., July 30. A LET
R.
old houses; eetlmatea guaranteed.
celebration was held in Itamah B. Caldwell. Contractor and Builder,
;;l,'i3-July 24. and 25, consisting of sev- phone
do OtD .'OB carpentering and
eral horse races, foot races, chick- WEShouse
building, reasonable;; Investigate
Phnna
low prices; estimates free.
en pulls, wrestling
and other our
213 Tale.
2:lii-was
a dance held I WANT J F.toKtuktn.
sports. There
low
,'Hces
investigate my
at the Lambson hall both nights on any yuu
kind nt a building proposition
have In view. A. E. Palmer. Bunga-lo- w
that was enjoyed by a great you Builder.
Box 41. city. Phone 1758--

bth outsiders and
town people.
Wednesday, July ID, an airplane
from Gallup visited Ramah and
took several people up. They were
What can't be cured can be pre- as follows: Joy Davis and Hubert
There's typhoid, for
vented.
Merrill, Joe Clawson a'nd Walter
JVIerl Gallagher,
Mrs.
Crockett.
Tom Merrill, Ezra Merrill and
If you're planning a trip where George T. Rhyari then had the
the water Is questionable, vaccina- pleasure of riding to Gallup In it.
tion is protection against typhoid
A light shower
fell In and
'
infection.
around Ramah July 26, which
will be a great help to the
The health of the cook in your crops.
private home is quite as Important
as the health of the cook in your
The river Tiber, in Italy, is 244
favorite cafe.
miles long.
It Is suicide to attempt the rescue ot a drowning person, unless
you are a good swimmer. It you
can't swim you should learn.

LIST

me

many people

TYPEWRITERS
All makes overhauled
TYPEWRITERS
and ri ' aired. Ribbons for every machine.
Typewriter
Albuquerque
uns-.- I
South Tfoiir
nro.n

Real Estate

FOR SALE

Nice lot. 60xH2, on West
Mountain road, one half block from
Fourth; owner leaving city. Call at 1107
North Fourth.
FOR

SA

MATTRESS RENOVATING
1.60 and UP.
TT l K6S RENOVATING.
Rug cleaning, furniture repairing, furnr 2035-niture packing. Phone H13-Ervin Bedding Compana.

M A

Journal Want

Ads Bring Results.

A Capuchin friar has requested
the Spanish government to grant
hirn permission to take part in
the Moroccan campaign with a

flying machine of his own

LEGAL NOTICE
NOTICE OF Al M1MSTKATOK.
In tho Matter of the Estate of J. H.
Holman, Deceased.
Notice is hereby given that Clyde
Holman, Administrator of the Estate ot J. H. Holman, deceased, has
filed in the Prohate Court of Bernalillo county, New Mexico, his
final report as such Administrator
and the court has appointed Mon
day, the fourth day of September,
1922, as the day for hearing objections, if any there be, to the approval of said final report and the
discharge of said Administrator.
Witness "iy hand and the seal of
said Probate Court this thirteenth
day of J;.ly, 1922.
FRED CROiAOTT,
(Seal)
Clerk of Said Probate Court.
AD.MIMSTKATOK'S NOTICE.
In the Probate Court of Bernalillo
County, New Mexico.
In the Matter of the Estate of Bar- tolo C. Chavez, Sr., Deceased.
NTntl.f. lo hapol.tr fflvikn thflt thf
undersigned was. on the thirteenth
day of July, 1922, duly appointed Administrator ot tne estate 01 tsarl'h:vf7.. rtpppased. bV the
tnln
Probate Court of Bernalilli county,
and having qualified as sucn
all persons
having
nlnlma anolnct t lift pafulA nf afl
decedent are hereby notified and
required to, present the same to tne
undersigned in the manner and
within the time prescribed by law.
BARTOLO C. CHAVEZ. Jr.,
Administrator.
Dated July 13, 1922.

y going to do JSjf?
wk.
August JS?

first

I

VALVE'IN-HEASSMT-l- ss
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D
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In entirely different vein is the
one called "Youth," written when
she first glimpsed that "dawn" into which she has stepped. This
poem has not been published previously.
1
Joyed In a cobweb of gold film and
silver,
d
Of
days spun of youth
all aglow,
A shimmering tinsel of tremulous
moonbeams
As glittering bright as the sun on
the snow.
No flaw in Its sheen of the finest-spu- n
fabric,
It shone with the splendor of hopes
and glad dreams,
d
Its fairy strands tinkled with

SUNSHINE CLASSHHEID)
ev pa.,

MAKING SOIL

BOOK ENDS

bit-

Better.

.
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He fell

&owrv,ker-bunko-

!

"I Just want you to take my
shears to the grinder's and get them
sharpened," spoke the muskrat
lady. 'They are so dull they won't
cut cloth, and the
monkey hasn't been along this
week. Just take my shears to the
tinker's and have him grind them
sharp; will you. Uncle Wiggily?"
"I will," promised the bunny uncle gentleman, with a twinkle of
scissor-sharpen-

er

his pink nose. "And on my way
there I may have an adventure."
"Well, be careful you don't fall
down and stick yourself nn the
Ifharp points of the scissors," begged
Nurse Jane. "The points are sharp
enough, even if the edges are so
dull they won't cut cloth,"
"I'll be careful," said Uncle Wiggily, and away he hopped, over the
fields and through the woods.
He had not gone very far before,
all of a sudden, going down a hill
that was covered with stones, the
bunny slipped and fell.
"Oh, I must be careful not to
stick myself with the scissors!" he
thought, and he held them out in
front of him as he tumbled down.
All of a sudden, as ho fell
Unnle Wiggily saw a lot of
fiery eparks, which seemed lo come

from his paw that held
Nurse
Jane s shears.
"Dear
me!
What's
that?"
thought the bunny gentleman. "I3
Mat lightning? I don't
hear anv
thunder! I wonder if I'm burned?"
He scrambled to his feet and
looked at the paw that held the
scissors. It wasn't burned, nor was
there any sign of fire.
"ITet. I saw
sparks come right
out of the ground!" said the rabbit.
"I wonder how it happened
Maybe there is a bad fairy around here
who will turn me into a butterfly or
something like that."
"Ha! Ha! Ha!" laughed a little
voice down oil the ground.
"Oh, are you the fairy?" asked
Uncle Wiggily, getting ready to run.
"No, indeed," was the answer. "I
am a little black ant lady. But It
makes me laugh to hear you say
perhaps the sparks were caused by
You made the fire
by a fairy.
sparks yourself."
"I did? How?"' asked Uncle
Wiggily, looking at the steel scissors.
"When you fell," explained the
ant lady, "Nurse Jane's scissors
struck on the fire stone, and
sparks came forth."
"What's a fire stone?" asked the
bunny, wonderingly.
'.'There It is," answered the ant
lady, pointing to a black stone on
the path where Uncle Wiggily had
stumbled. "That's the fire stone."
, "But I don't see any
sparks coming out of It now," spoke the bunny.
"No, it is only when you strike a
fire stone, or flint, with a piece of
steel that sparks come forth," explained the ant lady, "The fire
stone 18 very hard, much harder
than the steel In Nurse Jane's scissors. And when you struck the
scissors on the hard stone some little crumbs of steel were scraped off.
And they came off so fast that
they were heated red hot, and
that's what made the sparks."
"Oh, It s like Fourth of July fire
works!" cried Uncle Wiggily In delight. 'Do you suppose I could do
it again?"
"Why, of course," said the ant
lady.
80 Uncle Wiggily held the scissors
in his paw, and struck the back
edge a glancing blow on the hard
flint or fire stone. At once a
shower of sparks scattered around.
"That's how they made fire In the
old days," explained the ant lady,
"with flint and steel, and how they
used to shoot guns the flint lock
muskets.
But now I must hurry
home."
"Thank you for telling me about
the fire stone," said Uncle Wiggily.
"I'm going to take it with me."
And he did. And a little later the
Fuzzy Fox chased the bunny. But
Uncle Wiggily lust took out the
fire stone, made a lot ot sparks
come from the scissors, and the Fox
was so frightened that he ran awav
without nibbling the bunny gentleman's ears.
Then Uncle Wiggily took Nurse
Jane's scissors to be sharpened, and
he had carrot shortcake for supper. And If the fire shovel doesn't
go to sleep In the lee wagon and
catch cold In Its handle, I'll tell you
next about UncJe Wiggily and the
honeysuckle.
..

$50,000 ,'FIRE IOSS.
Eugene, Ore., July 29. Fire that
started late today In the art building at the University of Oregon,
destroyed that structure end the
building occupied by the department of physical education and
damaged other nearby buildings.
The loss is estimated at (50,000,
The state carries its own

(l&r J

OTOR CARS

In the Matter of tho Estate of John
F. Wenk, Deceased.
"Kniion i Virphv Hven thfl.f. Carl
F. Wenk, Executor of the estate of
John F. Wenk, deceased, has tiled
in the Probate Court of Bernalillo
county, New Mexico, his final
nn such
Executor, and the
court has appointed Monday, the
fourth day of September, 1922. as
the day for hearing objections, if
nnv thpro bp. to the nnnrovftl of
said final report and the discharge
or said Executor.
Witness my hand and the seal of
said Probate Court this twenty-eight- h
day of July. 1922.
FRED CROLLOTT,
(Seal)

fc

NOTICE OF ADMINISTRATRIX.
In the Matter of the Estate ot Ure- gorita Martinez de Urlego, Deceased.
la tiorehv arlven that Car- iy.r,n
lota Duran de Garcia, Administratrix of the estate of Qregorlta Mar
tinez de Griego, deceased, has men
in th prnhatA Court of Bernalillo
county, New Mexico, her final report as such Administratrix, and
the court has appointed Monday,
the fourth day oi sepiemDer, ui-- ,
the day for hearing objections, if
he. to the aDDroval of
said final report and the discharge
of said Administratrix.
Witness my hand and the seal of
said Probate Court this twenty- seventh day of July, lZ2.
FRED CROLLOTT,
(Seal)
Clerk of Said yronate jourt.
NOTICE OF RET)EMPTION TO
HOLDERS OF VllTOHI
AND OTHERS CONCERNED.
harnhtf trK'ttn M I Ol- V...U.
lows: First called partial redempper
tion of four and
cent Victory Notes, an iour mm
no
rpntVictory
,i
Notes, otherwise known as United
xnoibd
States of America uoia
which bear the distinguishing letters A B C D E or F.
prefixed to their serial numbers, designated for the pur- having been
-t in Vio mnnner nrescrlbr
''
iruac lIJ
ed by the Secretary of the Treas
ury, are called ior reaeiiii""
December 15, 1922, pursuant to the
provision or redemption contained
In the notes and in the treasury de

?i

three-quarte-

i...

1922-192-

ra

3,

IParp much lower
Colorado fprinffeotfipr?

ino.
partment, Circular
una under which the
1

notes we're originally Issued. In
terest on all the iour ana Kotes.
per cent Victory
thus called for redemption, will
cease on said redemption date, De.
cember 15, 1922.
m
Victory Notes ot
per cent series, bear-or
ing the distinguishing letters
n n t vt t L prefixed to their
are not In any
serial numbers,
ior
manner affected ny tnis candue
,ni. ViApnme -- -- ana
.i
ueiupuuu oiiu
on
May zu.
payable as to principal
to
1923, aaccording
r. infrtrmnt.ion as to
j.tniiaj ........
UBWIh
and surrender of
the presention
MAI
hv fPnt
tour ana XL...
inrwMuo
redemption un-- a
Victory Notes I fortrivon
fn tre&flur.v
b
uer .ki.
hub
department circular, No. 299. dated
in wiuw.. .moj
July 2B, tti, copies
be obtained from the Treasury
Division ot Loans and
Currency, Washington, or any Federal Reserve Bank.
A. W. MELLON,
Secretary of the Treasury.
B. A. MeKINNEY.
Governor. Federal Reserve Bank
...
,o. Daliu?, Tjexaj. '
t
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rs

(nipb!o invite? you to h9
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HOME.
rooms and
fflassed-isleeping porch. Hardwood doors. Modern. Garage
and a complete home. Located
close in on a good street and
can be bought very reasonable.
BRICK
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THAT
WHEts

Vt

SO- HE.
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By George McManu;

HE

COlK?

I

lb

TOrsiiHT

1

-

INDEPENDENT

-

...'V

MOTHER,

i

i5

ls

postofflce of Albuquerque, N. M., and
ontry In fnntn, Ke. N. M.. pTitlinir, under
of Congress 0: March 17, 1879,
'
feuii
iwauVftojT
Dally, by carrier or bv mall, one month,
sTm.
yearly. In advance, ID. 00.
MRMBHK OK" THE AsVdalfKD PRESS
Tho Associated Press Is exclusively entitled 4o t!i line, for re publication of all
news credited to it or not otherwise
credited In this paper and also the local
news published herein.

TOMORR.OV.:
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LOCATED
EAST CENTRAL
new brick home.
A brand
floors throughout.
Hardwood
and sleeping
Four rooms
Breakfast nook. All
porch.
n
built-ifeatures. Furof
kinds "
basenace heat. Good-size- d
ment. Large screened porches
and '4an be bought ior only
15,250; on extra good terms.

FIRE

LINCOLN ADDITION
few more good lots to be
had in Lincoln addition, located on North Fourth street
with some jihade and fruit
trees; also extra large lots.
Good terms.

1922
i

OWNER SAYS SELL'
house and sleeping
My
porch, basement, front and service porch, garage, hot water plant',
lawn, shade, fruitr vines, walks,
facing McClellan's park. Call
& GRIFFITH,
ACKERSOX
Realtors.
'
Phono 414.
120 S. Fourth.
..five-roo-

'D, T. KINGSBURY
t

Realtor.
Estate, Loans
Insurance.
Gold.
rimne

'

210 W.

and
007--

FOK'SALE
3.750
.

oak

modern,
Central.

WANT A HOME?
rooms and a large glassed

Six

sleeping porch, hardwood floors,
furnace, gas, garage, lawn. In
fine location on paved street,
arfd the paving is paid. The
price and terms are rigiit. See

jasf

bungalow, new,
floori, fireplace, .East

216

Johnson

Real Estate, Loans.
Phono 240.

Insurance,

frame

lvl.

V. Gold.

R

CO.

218 W. Cold.

mono 407

EXCELLENT
modern, Fourth ward.
l MODERN SEVEN
$5.500
om brick. V. side.
SWELL MOtiERN
$5,000
brick, close In. '
$4,750 SURE GOOD FIVE- roorh modern, W. side.
NEW FIVE - ROOM
$4.600
modern, W. side.
MODERN
SPLENDID
$4,200
Fourth
stucco,
ward.
SNAP IN
$4,200
modern. Fourth ward.
$8,500

SIX-roo-

m

.

Tie

AND 10
for amounts of $500.00 and over
secured by first mortgages on
Albuquerque city improved property. All property to be shown in
person and papers to De examined and prepared by your attorney, our client's expense.

FOUR-ROO-

ICE

mbdarn brick, Fourth ward.
CLASSY

$3,800

'

'

five-roo-

$3,850-'CH,O-

Goodall

FOUR-ROO-

modern, elevation.
GOOD SEVEN ROOM
$8.750
modern. W. side.
SURE FINE IN FIVE
$3,600
room modern, W. side.
AFOUR ROOM
$3,250
modern brick, W. side.
NEW
$3.150
FIVE ROOM
modern, H. W. floors, etc.

Investment
Phone

349.

Real

Insurance, Loans,

WANTED---

THE LARGEST
list In .the city.
No trouble to show. you. At
HAVE

THE
-

We

able for chickens atcd dairv.
and i will Buppo-'100 head of
stock.

Estate

EXCHANGE

216

tOR REN1
FOR RENT Furnished four-rooflat,
at 817 West Silver.
FOR KENT Furnished apartnsent and
010 Forrester.
irarare. Phone 1S90.R,
FOR RENT Three roomi
for light
423
West
Santa Fe.
housekeeping.
FOR RENT Modern outside apartment.
Averlll Apartments. 208 North Second.
FOR RENT LirhOiousekeepIng
rooms,
reasonable. GlWersleeve Electric Co.
FOR RENT Three room and sleeping
15 West Granite,
porch: private bath.
phone 1701-FOR RENT Two furnished rooms, for
.light housekeeping; adults; no sick.
7M South

Record.

FOR RENT-Thre- e
rooms, glassed In sleeping porch, beautifully furnished, close
In.
Phone 1088-.FOR RENT Completely furnished two-rooapartment, screened porch. 1004
Pouth Arno.
FOR RENT Two-rooapartment, newly
furnished,, modern. Apply 31014 West
.rentral or call 679-FOR RENT Furnished front apartment,
three rooms and private bath. 216 Vi
North Second. Attuirjueroue Hotel.
FOR RENT One single, one larger beautifully furnished apartment; hot water.N
131
West Roma, phone 490-FOR KENT Furnished apartment, four
rooms. modern; also two-rooaparr-mewith' sleeping porch. 1104 North
Second.

FOR RENT Nicely furnished
with bath;
housekeeping apartment,
k.
613 South
reasonable; adults;
Arno.
furnished apartFOR RENT Three-rooment, with garage; water paid; adults;
no sick; rent reasonable. 1011 North
two-roo-

'

,

rurnlshed apartFOR RENT Two-rooment; hot and cold water, lights and
421 Vi
phone paid; rent ' reasonable.
South Broadway.
FOR RENT Half of bungalow, three
rooms, community bath, well furnlshd,
centrally located, $35 per month;' no sick.
'
(Ill 'West Coal.
FOR RENT One large and one small
completely for
apartment, furnished
tit
housekeeping. Crane Apartments,
North Seventh, phone 14.
conFOR RENT Furnished apartments,
venient to eanatoriums; four rooms,
glassed-i- n
sleeping porches, gss; on East
Central car lUie. Call 1.121 East Central,
or see McMlllln at Wood. Phone MS.

si

BOT9 OR GIRLS desiring to ksep house
while attending school In Albuquerque
Lucy Boss, WO
North Second.

next term, write vjllss

FOR RENT Furnished front ipartment,
two rooms and kitchenette, bath adIf
joining: large front porch
thoughty clean and sanitary! two
124
South
Arno,
no
ilok.
and
adults only
phone S2--

Livestock

FOR SALE
sfoTSAT&orse
- 10 North Broadway,

phone 1868-FOR SALE -- Cheap, galted saddle
horse and saddle. 400 North tTwelfth.
FOR SALE Six pure-bre- d
Jersey cows,
good milkers; will sell on Installment
.
plan. Phone 2337-FOR SAU Flemish Giants. Rufus Reds4
bucks, does an
Black, Belgians,
fr. ers. HO West Lead, phone 192ti-cow
Jersey-DurhaFOR BALE A- -l
old" calf,
(over four gallons) with day8189-tltS. l0f South Kim, phone
FOR SALE Two carloads of good young
horses, weighing from 1.200 to 1,600
pounds. Martin's corral, Albuqusrquo
Mountain
Horse Market. Slrst street and
'
road.
A BLACK BEAUT Y.Colorado mare, five
years old, good spring wngon and harness; will tell ,or irade for a light Ford
racer In good running condition. Phone
JM0--

.

FOR RENT
K"ilV HKN'T
yon RENT

MitxcHaneoui

Veet' Coa-lTPiano, excellent condition.

Cluratce.

Phons 18H4-- J
FOrt'fiBN'P -- Darage. i'Uvne

liSD--

(08

3

N. M.

HELP, WANTED

West Gold Avenue.
Phono 91)9.

LOAN
On Improved city property In
the following amounts $1,000,
$1,500, $1,700 and $2, BOO.
FOR RENT

SPECIAL VALUE

MONEY

house on South
Broadway, close In, shade and
grape vines. Partly furnished
for $5,000. Terms If desired.
Better see this one.
"Our personal attention to
every llttlo detail- .Phono 057.
Limited amount of money to
loan first mortgage.

Phone 156.

Realtors.
Investments,

Insurance,

TO

bungalow, fcrand
new, fire piace, rurnHce heat,
in Fourth ward. Owner will
lease for six months.
Five-roo-

J, D.sKELEHER

Franklin & Company

Estate, Fire and Auto

211 West

REALTOR
Thono 410
Gold,
1

Loans.

FOR RENT
Money to Loan

Wanted,

lar calls for other amounts.
A BRICK HOME
On Luna boulevard, at a

that

price

J,

PAT, THE

PLUMBER,
216 North Third,- Plumbing and Heating.
Repair Work a Specialty.
'

PHONE 201

ROOMING HOUSE

For Sale or for Rent
rooms
well
Eight
spacious
nd ventilated, located
lighted
on second story at 207 West
Gold avenue. Trlco on attractive terms, $1,450, or will lease
at $65 furnished complete.

'

slnls.
FIREMEN, BHAKEME.V, Beginners $160,
City Realty Co,"
later 1250. No strike. Railway, care
Ufimlna T..nal
Realtors. .
CONCRETE
form carpenters, teamsters,
207 W. Cold.
Phone C07.
FOR RENT Dwelling
laborers; good wages; transportation to
Job. Employment Agency, 110 H. Third.
FOR RENT Four-roonouse, furnished. WANTED At once,
Iwo
shoe
good
makers, bench work, steady Job, good
Tliree-rooFOR RENT
house. Call pay to right men. Electrio Shoe Shop, FOR SALE- - Miscen.ineous
130 South Walter, In rear.
Gallup, New Mexico.
604 North
FOR SALE Navajo Tag:
FOR RENT Two-roorurnlshed house, WANTED Salesman;
"
an
opportunity
Fourth.
with porch. 1022 South Walter.
worth investl)ting
line automobile TRY BODDY'S
.
IN
TOWN.
COST
1
11
aCTeBSOrleB.
MILK;
Vi0tw,Dn
ar,A
HE.n't
Jhree-ruo('nip
FOR
One
furnished
Phone 2411-Bhouse with bath. Call MS South Walter. day only. I,,. ,r, Bneley, Savoy Hotel.
FOR SALE
Airedale pups, pedigreed.
FOR RENT Four-rooFemale.
furnlxhea cot
46.1 West Santa Fe.
tage, August 10. Address 201 South WANTED
A girl for general housework.
ROOFING
Maple.
Inquire a;i North Thirteenth.
.EXPERT guaranteed work, phone 18?4-FOR RENT Ftve-roofurnished house, WANTED Maid.
Apply
Albuquerque
SALE
150.
822
Rmilh Arna
toil
Inuulra
garage.
Thoroughbred Pit bull terSanatorium; do not phone.
'
G. H. Blumenshlne, phone
rier puppies.
phone
2412-RWANTED
one
Some
do
to
houselight
FOR BENT Four-roofurnished house;
work.'
Apply second floor, 423 South FOR SALE One heavy black enamel end
two sleeping porches: modern. VPhone Anno,
one golden oak porch swlngr. 710 viest
1478-V
WANTED Young girl for general house- Lend.
FOR RENT-jCo- zy
lurfiie. four rooms and
half day; must be neat and re- FOR SALE Portable sleel n.'ike oven
work,
S19
to
rosDonslble Dartlea.
West liable, i 105 South Cedar.
bath,
and a lot of bread pans, at Kahn's. !'!
WANTED Housekeeper; will give good North First.
FOR RENT Houses, all klnds:furnlshed
home irf exchange for light housework FOR SALE New
tent, oil stove anil oven.
and unfurnished.
Wootf.
aV
McMlllln
country. Address O. R., care Journal.
two cots, bed springs.
Call at 611
Realtors, 2nd West vflold.
A eomnstent woman for cook
WANTED
Mountain
road.
FOR RENT Four-rootnouse and sleep
ing and general housework. Apply to FOR BALE Roll-to- p
desk
and flllnu
614
Inaulre
ing perch, furnished.
Mrs. John F. Tearce,
718 West Cencabinets.
Star Furniture Co., phone
South Edith, phone 1405-tral. .
FOR RENT Modern furnished cottage.
Male and Wemnle.
TYPEWRITERS, all mdliu. )S and up;
two rooms and glassed sleeping porch.
$3 per month.
SOLICITORS WANTED Good pay. Ap
on car line. 1223 South Edith.
Albuquerque Typewriter
Eirfnange, 123 South Fourth.
Ktudlo.
Emcee
Grant
ply
building.
BoutS
FOR RENT 108
Arno. seven
FOR SALE Fine stock don, imported
First-clas- s
rooms and bath.
man
or
basement.
cook,
vanj.d
from Mexico; kind to children; a
woman; good wages. Address postofflce
Phone 162J-or P. F. McCanna,
218 Vassar, phone 121D-FOR RENT Completely furnished, three bog 745. Santa Fe, N. M.
BAI E Used tractors,
and
room cottage, sleeping porch, near Uni WANTED Stenographer, male or female, FOR
- U-2Plth
for office of mercantile business near
gang plows. Hardware
Phoue 1478-versity ear line.
It
Korber
Company.
Department,
J.
be
must
to
Span-Is!?
shle
Albuquerque:
write
FOR RENT Two-roofurnished house.
and assist with clerical routine. Ap- FOR SALE Fresh buttermilk and cotwith sleeping porches; modern; 130
after O a. m.. Expert Service Bureau,
tage cheese; else fresh milk In gallon
ptr month. Call at 706 East Santa Fe. ply
221 West Gold.
lots.
Bwayne'a Dairy, phone IMii-M- .
LIST your vaoant Bouses with the City
FOR
SALE
Pianos and player pianos;
Co..
and
efficient
for
prompt
Realty
FOR SALE Ranche.
pre-wvalues. Phone 108. Geo. P.
service. 207 West Gold, phone s7.
Irfsmard Piano Co., 214 South Walter.
EURN1SHED HOUSE of 'four rooms, FOR SALE A small ranch, three-fourtFOR BALE Standard make used player
sleeping porch, garage; opposite unimile west or bridge; .modern house.
pianos, in A-- l condition; will sell at
versity; ISO per month, 1820 East Cen A. J. James.
bargain on easy payment plan. Phone
tral.
ROBERTS-TURNER
218 West 14.19-- J.
company,
FOR RENT Modern brick house, nicely
Gold, have established a special land FOR SALE Brunswick cabinet phonofurnished, six rooms, tyont and back department.
graph, like new! with records; double
screened porchea; highlands; close in. FOR SALE We have some
1847-splendid bed, mattress and springs, 708 West Coal,
Phopa
propositions in suburban ranches.
phone 665-FOR RENT 609
South Ninth
treet;
BVEtTtTHINO IN PLUMBING FlX'f-URKthree rooms and imltl porches; $18, FOR SALE Company
Ranch of thirty-tw- o
and material. Pumps and well
acres.
water, paid. City Realty Co., 207 West - twenty-tw- o
acres
of it alfalfa; ranch- points. Thaxton Supply Co., Phone 472-Bold, phone 667.
1111 North Fourth.
man's
barns
for
house,
alfalfa,
storing
house with and complete farm equipment
FOR RENT Three-rooT"
Santiago
chicken house for two hundred chickens Garcia.
Ranchos de Albuquerque.
lt full truck load, dellv- SLAB WOOD
garage, life his and water, 1205 West FOR SALE Eighty-aor- e
ered.
Phone 1693-W- .,
ranch,
490-Iron, phone
adobe house,
water, electrio
FOR
house, partly lights; Ideal placerunning
forchicken ranch or
for making
furnished, with sleeping porch; place for dairy; located six miles south of town. FCt SALE Black ourrents
Jellies, pies, preserves and Jams. Bent- 8$12
for
chickens: excellent
healthseeker,
For
R.
care
address
W
2417-Rto
particular!
n
from
Ranch, phone
per month and water rent, phone 1578-nights.'
morning, It to 1 and 6 to
FOR RENT Desirable unfurnished cor- RANCH
on
must
Look
be
at
sold
this,
CEDR CANTON Firewood Co., firewood
ner house, five rooms, close In; Areola
account falling health;
house,
dlreot from Cedro canyon to user;
heating system!: $45; lease required no gftrage, barn. Implements, with or wlth-or- r. sawed
split In stove or fireplace
or 120.
sick os children. Phone 1162-acres alfalfa, fruits lengths; and
stock; twenty-tw- o
prompt delivery. Phone 2400-Jall kinds; two miles from city. Phone
SPOTS
Heel and arch cushions
SOFT
2417-RBUSINESS CHANCES
or 848. Postofflce box
owner,
prevent fallsn Insteps; cures all foot
192, Old Albuquerque, N. M.
troubles. II. Planter Arch Supports. Thos.
1600 buys ths best small rooming bouse In
F. Kelehsr Leather Co., 408 West Central.
town, ais'.j Boutn aeconq.
FOR SALE Houses
A8BESTOS ROOF PAINT
shoe shop.
FOR SALE First-clas- s
FOR SALE Good home, close In, with r )OD for all kinds of roofs, $1 per galBox 5, care Journah
110 South
Income sufficient for upkeep. Phone
Co
lon.
The Maiuano
orlck bulldlnf. 1S20-FOrl SaLB Two-stoWalnut, phone 1834-Try a built up
South First; location (nod for any
ill
aa
the
will
building.
last as long
$100 CASH, balance like rent buys new roof;
kind of business. .
CHICKENS
modern, three-roohome; good locaFOR BALE Crlspette
popcorn outfit, tion.
808
full et
Csll
hens,
South
FINK
Rhode
Edith.
Island
laying
complete; good proposition for live man. FO.R SALE
and ehthth
school books, seventh
By owner, suburban home,
:
Inquire 611 North First.
some go"'1
one
time:
used
r
only
grades;
rooms
and
sleeping porch; city
nui
K24
FOR SALE Albuquerque
lintel. 31$
Phone 1717-also.
fruit trees, grape arbor, Post-offic- e furnitureSecond.
'
Sooth First, Albuquerque Cafe, pool water, box
North
IlJAcity.
room. 319 South First.
sou two t,.ie fclPFECTO Ainu I'.'l'
SALE Four-roohouse,
A NICB HO.MB and a goud business to FOR
dressing. Effecto Auto Enamel. Vai
modern; completely furntshell, par.
automobiles.
keep the house going. Address Bun- or porches,
Enamel
oq
Valspar
611
without furniture; priced right.
Homestead
galow, care Journal. Plymouth Cottage Print.
South Efhth.
Floor Paint Roof Paint and Cement. Sat- ..
WANTED To buy small grocery store
Lealb-Cohouses
FOR
OR
Several
RENT
SALE
F.
Thos.
Keleher
isfaction
assured.
stock',
with market; good, clean
suitably
near shops; from $10, up; will sell on
4ns Wei. Ontrai.
rbnns 1067-- Jlooated, at reasonable price. Give prico mail
payments.
Apply l(attons Store,
In first letter. Scruggs, 400 West Tenth,
scross Barelas bridge.
FOR RENT Storeijoom
Pallas, Texas.
money-makin- g
WM HAVE A- -l
business FOR SALE Jew homes byoneowner; one FOR TRENT Bulldlng' at 411 Wes Cop-pe- ri
824
West
Gold;
as
auch
merchandise, 114
opportunities,
suitable for garage. Inquire H. E
$10
Maple: one four-roogroceries, garages and other high-clas- s Roberts- NorthNorth
terms. Call 121 West Sil- Sherman, at First Saving Bank and
Maple;1648-Mnot advertised locally.
propositions
Trust
.
phone t.
Company,
ver,
phone
-Turner
Gold.
Co., 818 Wj
Three-rooframe house, FOR RENT Stored room and cellar, ii
GARAGE FOR SALE 100 ft. deep, SO fU FOR SALE
60
rear ot 109 South First,
the
by
feet,
two
at a
water,
frontage; I show rooms; 1 stock room; bargain;porches,
owner leaving city; terms; will accessible by alley' from Second street,
160 ton hydraullo press; full shop equipGold
avenues. Fred Luthy.
and
Central
1823 South
take car In part payment
ment; on main highway. Large estab- Edith.
at Citizens National bank.
r rent $50 per
lished
by
practical WILL arrange to suit tenant a 35x100
month. Price $700.00. Magdatena, N. M. FOR SALE Well-bui- lt
foot brick building; good condition;
Will take Ford or oar part payment. Ad- one-roo-builder, $67$ cash, or- - best offer, buys
reasonable
ana gisnseavin sleeping aorcn. opposite Santa Fe shops;
dress P. O. Dog 80. Albuquerque. N. M.
terms.
8ee or write L. Herman. 109
In
Electrio and city water. The best
1823 N rth Ftrat: Alhnauerque K. at.
town
bsslthseekers.
for
Palmer,
FOR
Kop"? South High phone 17l-FOR RENT Ranches
FOR ilErJT Two office riioiiis'iiver
FOR 6ALB In south highlands, new
$30 , per. month; light,
thiee-roor- a
cottage; two lare screened FOR LEASK 320 sores ot good mountain
heat and water.
in porches, oak floors throughout, built-i- n
grailmt and agricultural land; good
FOR HUNT Office room, ground floor,
features; a real buy: very small pay grass and winter protection; good four-rooment down, balance tike reuu 701 feast
suitable for email amis ot offlue.
housei 25o an acre per year. Call
' '
,
At 1201 Vlrglulu boulevard, .
fayta Fs, or fljuuj tifo

'

'

'

'

RENTOfflce

If

(

i

,1

North Fourth.
KOH KENT
Coul front room,
FOR

2042-J- .

nam.

&0

everything
up to the minute, ron.
RENT Two nice rooms furnished
of
largo lot, plenty
trees, on FOR
for housekeeping. Apply 617 West
paved street in Highlands
and
close in; $1,500 as first payment,
RENT Two rooms furnished fur
balance termsf for appointment FOR
1727
IlKht housekeeping.
West
call
FOR KENT
A, C. STARES
Rooms opposite good board123 North
ing bouse. Phone 30S5-321 W. Gold.
mono 168. Walter.

AUTOMOBILE?,
Mgnt Bulnlc, fHai);
DortKe. lie West Oolrt.
fc.M'IUiT RADIATOR REPAIRING.
O.
K. Sheet Metal Works. 217 North Third.
r

5

FOR SALE Cheap, good truck, uo"od
cnnouion, Morrow Oarase, West Silver.
FOR SALE
5
Bulck touring car;
.USI.-.IH- SS
condition. nond-DUlo- n
Co
city.
FOR

car.

SALE

Second-ha- nd

Mauser's Saddlery,

Ford touring
West Cop-

111

per.
FOR SALE

Overland touring car, first-cla00. - COD West
condition; price

McKinley.
FOR BALIJ Cheap, one Dodge
Car: fi:00!
Comlltlnn. manu touring
Plioim 1BS4-FOR SALE OR Tlt.VUE
For car or good
SL'70

team.
eonltv In
i.i
(lily's Transfer, si'4 Smith Second."
SAVE 60 to 75 per cent on used
parts,
etc.; full stock for over twenty-fiv- e
different cars. Mcintosh Co., 311 West
I WILL take your auto In trade on ray
.
......... 1,,

BEST

ill

nvuia,

university Heights. Inquire at 309 Sottth
FOR SALE
Ilka.. nan'

FOR SALE
corner lot,' Highlands,
with small frame house. Price
cash and
$800. Terms
$100
Good

$20 a month.
double
Concreto four-roohouse,
completely furnished.
HlRhlnnds $1,900; $200 cash
and $50 a month.
Good,
modern house, four
with slceplnt;
rooms,
largo
porch, close to P. O., $3,800.
Terms $250 cash and $63 a
month.
new
Thoroughly
grey brick house, five rooms,
breakfast room, all built-i-

FUR RENT Furnished housekeeping or
sleeping rooms., close in. 207 North
Fifth. FO '. RENT Nice,
clean apartments,
reasonable. Imperial Hotel, 211 V, West
Central.
FOR ItENT Front bed room, adjoining
oath, closs In and private family. 30e
West Roma.
FOR RENT One front room for light
401
per month.
housekeeping, $15
South Seventh. y
e
FOR RENT Nice
sleeping
216
Hotel.
looms.
Albuquerque
North Second.
FOR RICNT One rrout room, for light
Overland Hotel, 30914
housekeeping.
West Central.
FOLt KENT Nicely furnished room, close
n. two blocka from postofflce; no sick.
417 West Load.
FOR RENT
Housekeeping rooms: gas,
bath, phone: v,ell people; no children.
41
,
West (lold.
FOR HUNT Rooms with sleeping porch
for light housekeeping, or lied rooms.
C02 South Arno.
IMPERIAL ROOMS Nice, clean rooms;
rates by day or week. Over Pastime
Theater, ?I1"4 West Central
LINCOLN APARTMENTS, newly furnished rooms; hot water, cool and cloe In.
312 South Third, phone 914-FOR RENT Two beautifully furnished
rooms In modern home.
Apply Mr.
Fred Hamm, (123 North Second
for
furnished
FOR RENT Two rooms,
llqHt houaekeej.lng and three rooms, unSmith
Edith,
furnished. Call l'"
FOR ItENT Two rooms with sleeping
porch, for housekeeping, moiern, garage If desired. I?H South'. Welter
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms; light,
bath, telephone; no children; right
414 West nold.
across from irostcflce.
ELPIN HOTEL Sieepin" rooms and
housekeeping apartments, by the day.
week or inontn. bvi't west leptrai
Front room, well furnished,
FOR RENT
adjoining bath, use of phone, close In;
one or two gentlemen. iu.i weat pnvcr.
FOR RENT Two nice, clean rooms and
for light
sleeping porch, furnished
housekeeping. 821 South Walter, phone

n

features,

Real
'

CONVENIENT,
Four-roo-

lni? porches,

4011
-

brick with two sleep
rlose-in-

,

areola

hrat,

High$500

lands, $5,000. Tonus
cash and $85 a month.
Vacant corner rinse In, 50x
$25 cash and $20 a
150, $550
month..

SEE STACEY

It Lasts

Land
Lumber Co,

BALK

five-roo-

$2$ South

McKinley

FOR

n

Llttls buy in the fourth ward.
Three rooms, one porch, good locality. Tartly furnished, with a
Rood Paris. $1800, easy terms.
call 939. 216
For
West West appointment,
Gold.

PerLoa'd

$10.00

$5,-00- 0.

te

Seventh, phone 729-FOU KENT
Several rooms, unfurnished.
124 South Edith.
FOR ItENT Very pleasant room, close
In. 208 North Sixth.
A Better Grade I1S.00.
FOR ItENT Furnishes, rooms; no chll- dren. 110 South vfalnui.
(Of about 1,000 feet)
FURNISHED modern rooms; no sick; no
children. 414 West Silver.
Call with Wagon
LARGE, cool room, beautifully furnished,
prlvnte bath. 1211 West Roma.
Terms Cash
FOR ItENT Furnished
rooms at 204,1
South Walter; board next door.
FUR RENT Neatly furnished sleeping
room, rlopo in. 331 North Fourth.
FOR KENT
Furnished room and kitchen. 17M
phone 252.
FOR RENT
Piessant
housekeeping
Albuquerque. New Mexico,
rooms, near sanatorium.
Phone 1097.
FOR liENT Rooms r.n light hnusekeep-Ing- .
218 South Walter.
Phons 1567-FOR RENT Nice, cYean sleeping an"d
housekeeping room 121 Vi North Third.
A GOOD BUY
Full RENT Very desirable room, ad- Five-roomodern frame, comlolnlnK bath: close In. 114 SouthArno.
pletely furnished Including piano, FOR RICN'T Two furnished rooms for
has
fine
light housekeeping; no sick. 423 West
fireplace,
basement,

Aa Long As

Pebble dash, eight rooms, modern. Well located, First ward,
Terms, 7 per cpnt on deferred payments.
Close In Second ward, six rooms
room,
and glassed-isleeping
modern,
$5,800. Five hundred
down, balance like rent.
Almost new,
bungalow,
Third ward, fine location, garage,
$4,500.
shade, lawn,
Easy tor.n.
New stucco adobe, five rooms and
bath, fire place, oak floors, cement basement, excellent location
$4,250, terms.
MfMir.TJOX A WOOD. Ronltors.
200 W. Gold. Insurance, Tvonns.

Rooms

210

1'hone

cannot
beat, five
rooms and sleeping porch, fire
place; furnace, garage, lawn,'
trees; part terms.
R. MrCLrGHAX.
REALTOR,.
204 W. Gold. Plinno 412-Real Estate, Insurance, Notary
Public.
yoil

7--

421 South Third.
FOR KENT
Hooms.
FOR KENT
iioom at 616 Weat Copper.
iioom and kitchenette. 413
FOB RUNT
North Pnponii,
a
FOR RENT
Clean, lurnlshed bed room.

op

On good Albuquerque property,
we can place at once $2,500,
$2,250, $3,800 and have regu-

FOR SALE
South Highlands; two houses,
on corner. Bringing $35.00 rent.
$400 down, $1,400.
REALTY SALES CO.
114 S. Second.
Phone 689.

Realtor,

0ESTREICH,

v

Company,
J,LMartin
Realtors.

TRADE

A

a

We want a larger house and
want to trade this property
clear for an equity in a larger
house.

'

SELL Oil TRADE ' .
FURNITURE, ETC.
T. L. & E. L. McSPADDEN
Phone 1111.
BUY

have

nice four-rooframe cottage in the Fourth
ward, value about $,2, TOO,

State

120 W. Gold

five-roo-

T, J, JOHNSON,

te

V

New Mexico

P. O. Hox Z, Socorro,

elevation.-W-

Now ready to move Into, consisting of a combination dining
room, two bed room, nice
kitchen, built-i- n
feature, oak.
floors, well located in Fourth
terms. For
ward. Reasonable
appointment call

E

Room 6 Grant BIdg. i
(Over Golden Rule Store)

iitir

INC

Seven-roo-

FOR
OR TRADE
For Albuquerque property, a
fine little frnlt rarnJi, suit-

Co.

-l

your service.
Members, New MexicoRealty Association.

''

hardwood floors,
built-i- n
features, nicely furnished.
Fine porches,' good garage, four
blocks out. See this one early.
J. P. GILL REALTY CO.
Phono 770.
323 W, Central.

WDWILL GET YOU 8

.

SfUVICl.

FtATURt

makers.

BRICK BTUNGAL0W
Cosy

INT--

OPPORTUNITIES

FOR

$3,800

223 W. Gold.

Apply
McKINLEY LAND AND
LUMBER CO.,

14ye-roo-

HOME

Insurance.

WANTED

A. FLE1ISCME1K, Kealtor
Firs, Accident, Autnraihlle insurance, Thoreau
Surety no Is, Lonns.
No. Ill 8. iourth St.
telephone 074.

A--

NEW

A

Real

brick, modern, well built,
hardwood floora, hot water heat, shade
and fruit treea, Fourth ward.
adobe, stucco, bath, te.,
$4,200
east front, ahSMe and fruit trees, North
Twelfth street.
Boms rood buys In business property.
Lots and houses In all parts of the city.

BY

-

,

4

16.000
ROBERTS-TURNE-

w

Id

,

INSURANCE

When you saw tho other
hou.se burn you thought
of your Tire insurance.
Did you tako out that additional insurance you wanted.
We will bo glad to have a
man call on you and fix it np.
Houses for sale, for rent, for
lease, many furnished houses
for rent or lease.
H, CHAS, R0EHL,
I'liono 61(K

FOR RENT.
We have several good apartments and houses for rent In
all parts $t the city.
A

NKUSPATEK.

Published flv
,
COTItN A TjJMTMI. I SHIM; CO M V S V
r. A. MACPHKHtfOX
7Pr7s7de7it
W. T. McCHKIOHT
Feeretar.v
Entered as second-clou- s
mutter at the.

OX

Rfal

Albuquerque Morning Journal
AN

near Fourth

Estate Exchange,

West Copper Avenue.

PROFESSIONAL CARDS

ward school, Must be sold at once,
A I'I'tlH.V'Kl rl.
terms. See It today.
JOHN W. HU.SON,
,T.
F. OOXC'K. REAIi ESTATE, flocme II, 17 andAttorner.
19, (.'romwell Bulldlnf,
in West Sllvrr. Fliono 477.
1163-Phun
1

For

Rent-Roo-

m

with Board

PHYSICIANS
AMI
Kit. s. i.. mjiuTof;

eH:HK(IN8.

"

Illseiuca of fne Stomach.
FOR RENT Room with board. 218
Suite, 8. Harriett Building.
South Ilroadwav.
DR. MAI.YIiF.T C AliTWHIf.lIT,
ROOM AND BOARD,
i'i a week. ; 611
Residence
23 K.ist
Central
Smith Rroadway.
Phono r.7I.
Olassed-l- n
FOR
s.
RUNT
porch,
majii.f. ski:li.s, it. .
hinrd. 114 North Mn;Ie.
I'lflzt'tis' Hunk IlillMInr,
I'hi.'ie HS1-CANVAS sleeping porcn,
and 20':2-J- .
with board.
$10 per week
1207 East Central.
VR. M. V.
I.ARKE,
ROOM AND HOARD with glnsseil sleepF.ye. I 'ir. Nose and Throat.
Barnett Bo'Mlng.
Phone
ing porch; no sick. 1027 Forrester.
office Hours
FOR RENT Nicely furnlsned rooms with
to 13 a. m.. and 2 to 8 p. ra.
first-clas- s
table board. Fiona 1327-110 SoVth Arno.
W. M. SHERIDAN. M. D.
FOR RENT Large front room, adjoining
Praciico Limited to
bath, for one or two, and board If de
sired. Phone 1340-OKNITO . imiNAKY IMNEASF.q
a
AND
AND
ROOM PORCH
DISEASES OF TDK SKIN
BOARD, t46
monih; trny service; nurse's care 1C Wnsserrmio
Liiliorntory In Connection.
desired. Phone 1S7!I-Cltizensi Hank Dlflg. Phone H8ff.
WANTED A heallhserker
In private
home; nurse care, tray service: good
meals. 207 North High, phone 1748-Fitted
BOARD
Oood home cooking,
rates by Diseases of tho Ere. Glasses
Office removed to 114 N. Bec-o- nd
the meal or week. Mrs. Knight, corst. (Iron nd floor. Phpn 843.
ner roadway and OolcL
FOR KENT Have lovely vacancy for two
CHIROPRACTORS
convalescents. Mrs. W. II, Reed, phone
15:n-,406 South Walter.
E. F, CARMliN.
FOlt KENT Nicely furnished front room
CMrriprnetlc.
ID and 21) Arinljn Bulldlng.
with board, sultnble for oie or two.
618 West Fruit.
Phons 1478-MON EY TO LOAN"
SI.EKPINO rOHCilES
and "board for
five
convalescents:
gentlemen pro- - Mu.NliV .'lo lua.s ou watches, diaferred. 1107 North Twelfth, phone llr,l-.- I.
monds, guns and everything valuable.
llli.S. MARSHALL'S private hums for Mr. B. Marcus. 213 South First.
convalescents and bed patients; nurse's MONET TO LOAN on
diamonds, watches
excellent meals. Phone 1161-cnr;
and good J.weirv; liberal, reliable, oon- 1107 North Twelfth.
fldentlal. Qottll. li Jewelry Co.. 106 N. let,
SPECIAL summer rates. $86 per month; MONEY TO LOAN on close-I- n
city prnp
excellent board, private room with
erty, first
nnrtgnges. TdcMllllon
sleeping porch and tray service. Ht. Wood,
808 V'e3t Gold.
Insurance, real
John's Eplscopsi Sanatorium, phone 491. estate.
FOlt KENT Nice roin with glassed-i- n
G'e LOANS may bo secured for any pursleeping porch. In new home; good
pose on farm lands. Irrigated lands, to
table board. Inquire 1601 East Silver, or
or build homes, cltv or farm, under
buy
907-phone
our first mortgago certificates. Bankers
MI1H. CAUL HEltUI.UND
Private s.in.
Reserve Deposit Company, (las and ElecJ 416
South Edith, two vacancies In trio bldg., Denve
main building. 110 and $75 per month:
service; nurse's
LOST AND FOUND
dining room and tray 13SB-enro If desired.
Phone
LOST Thursday
nigiit. Kappa Kappa
Gamma society pio, inff key with- name
FOR SALE Furniture
Helen "Wilson eiiKravpd ; return to M7
WANTED-;lc- s Furniture,
oil stove.
West Opper. enre nf rvalue lill.
box. Phone 603-.LOST
Last Thursday nifniinif. between
FURNITURE UEPAlrtlNO and upholster622 North. Sixth and Mnkhrldffe,
on
or M35-Krvln North Fourth street, dnrk brown leather
Phone S13-ing.
Bedding Company.
nana nag-- comaimnff jeweiry ana oinnr
one
FOR SALE
Cheap,
mahogany valuable contents; Itherrtt reward If re- extension dining table. tnrned to,. E?H North Pixth,
Queen Anne
AlbuUr(iif-Snnt- u
Call 164-R- .
fp-- X'n
e
PAHA KTAI.K
Buck range, heating
FOlt SALE
I Inirnl
Tn
Tuna
itlnA
stove with pipe, sanitary couch with
.
7 3D a, m.
Leave
pad. 13 North- - Fifteenth, rhone I0S9-W- .
irt-at im
Arrival
FOR SALE Two oak wardrobes. Three
Leave
12:30 it, m.
oak dressers, one wooden bed, three
Leave
.,..12:1u p. m.
springs, three small center tables. 82S
fl:UJ p.m.
Arriv
North Third.
To Albuqoerqne
Ucnd I'd)
Albuquerque ...Arrive... 7:00 p. m.
FOR SALE Flreloss cooker, cfllffonlers,
Panta Fe.
Leave. . 4:00 p.m.
Ivory dressers, Morris chair, wardrobe,
ffanta Fe
roll-to- p
.Arrive. . .1 5
p. trt.
desk. Simmons beds, large stqok
Arrive. ..11:1 ft. m.
Kspam la
325 South
of new and used furniture.
Taos
Leave... 7:30 a. ra.
First.
FARE TO SANTA FK, $4 50
FOR SALE Ivory bedroom suite, dining
TO TAOS,
U.flO.
A ItMinoasnii.
table, chairs, three rugs, library table,
Tl..
m1S i.B
noiitUafnno
muuucnii,
cot, kitchen cabinet, oil stove, etc.; pracBrothers'
110
Oltrai
West Centre..,
Btnre,
tically new; leaving town; a bargain.
LinTake Fourth street bus, get off at
Santa Fe Headquarters
Bank Confec
coln addition, or call 71B-tionery. Phone
FOR SALE Rich Tone phonograph, cabTIME CARDS
inet size, mnhogany case, excellent tone,
buffet. English onk,
twelve records,
20; now rocking chairs, lenlher upholstered, 17; dining chairs. $1 and 2; swivel
chnlr, 3; hall tree, S3; Singer sewing
12.50; baby buggy,
machine, drop-hea$5; two 9x12 Axmlnster rugs, $12; stand
with
table. S2: oil stove, three-burne- r,
oven, 110; beds with springs Snd mattresses, P) to 20; 10x13 wall tent, $7;
cot and pad, 4; large trunk, $5; kitchen
WEBTBCEN.O
Dally.
jars, all sixes; Train.
trble; twenty doien fruit
Arrive.
Depart. ,
freezer, one quart; Coleman lamp, sad No. I The Soout.... 7:30 pro 9:10
irons and board, set of large andirons,
I Calif. Umlted.1t:IQ am 11.00 am
window shades, refrigerator.
No. T Fargo Fast. ,10:110 am 11:20 am
fill North Third.
Nu, t The Nevslo. .12 55 am 1:0. tun

Sl

Late model Ewx roadster.
17.'. ........ I.
v,v wunil caiihh.
or call 607 North Twelfth;inline
de- "iio uiiicr sale.
FOR SALE Owner of light Six touring
wsnts to dispose of It: worth 1500: will
take less; no time or inclination to handle
It. Address Box 15, care Journal.
FOR SALE Four new tires, never been
usea, six4, non-ski- d
cord, guaranteed
10.000 miles;
Just from the factory, 3120
for four. A. Chanvln, 104 South Sixth.
FOR SALE
Ford roadster, with delivery box, cord tires, good condition,
Inprice H50; must sell Immediately.
quire Charles
North Fourth
Schiller,
street camping grounds. '
FOR SALE Ford sodan, nearly new,
with lots of extras; Ford touring, summer or winter top; Ford truck; Bulck
"0" touring; Dodge Brothers touring. J.
Korber ft Co., Auto Department, Dodge 1670-Brothers Dealers, phone 788.
FOR ItENT Two rooms, furnished for
light housekeeping; first floor; private
1921
NASH touring,
driven less than entrance; porch, trees; very 'reasonable.
6,500 miles; hse five good "fires and In 702 North Third.
Ashape; priced to sell. Oden Sulck FOR RENT Downstairs furnished rooms
Co., Fifth and Gold, phone 1300.
with sleeping porch, for housekeeping;
bath connection; water, light and phone
FOR SALE 1921 Bulck
touring; 1021 furnished. 710 West Lead.
foras, as loiiows: Touring roadster, FO:i RENT Exclusive, well furnished
and sedan; 1920 Chevrolet touring. You
room, with large sleeping porch, hot
get your money's
worth from THE water heat and bath; centrally located.
COOPER MOTOR CO., S19 West Central, Phone 1744-21 West coal.
phons 71-FOR RENT Very dysslrable cool oea-rnoAUTO WHSCKINa CO.
ALBUQUERQUE)
with lavatory and shower bathe,
New and Used
In
private home; no sick
REPLACEMENT PARTS
or call 611 West
taken. Phone 1102-In Btock for All Cars:
Coal
ALL psrts tested before leavlnc shop.
houseTwo
Radiators, electrical parts, tops, bodies,. FOR RENTrooms;
gas and water in the
SOUTHBOUND.
keeping
DRESSMAKING
iiHiiiB,
uwiiis, ignition sets, springs, biu. kitchen;
and back yard;
nice porch
10:10 pa
Nc It El Paso Exp
Parte carried for 23 makes ot cars. New
no sick; close in. . 0 West SKWIMi 1109 South High.
11:1 am
No. 27 El Paeo Exp
axles, drive shafts, pinion and ring gears ground floor;
15D0-1010
carried for all cars. Keep us In mind. Iron.
WA.NTKD
Sewing. Phone
No. I The Navajo.. 2:13 pm 1:4 pm
NEW MEXICO'S OLDEST WRECKING
Forrester.
WANTED Position
Nu. 4 Calif. Mmlted. fi.10 pro i:40 pm
Housa
HEMSTlTfHINO pleating. Williams'
61I-6No. I 8. F. Eight.. 7:29 pm 1:10 pm
West Central.
Phone 434.
Housework Ly the day. Phone
yANTEl
J0 South rtr iadwa. ph. ?77-- J
am I:S0 ana
No. 10 The Scoot....
WHEN IN MEED OF
' 161S.
F1KST-CUAdressmaking, work 1731-rp.cxi scrrra.
TIRES, rims, carburetors, springs, mag- WANTED washing and Ironing to take
820 West Lead, phone
1:16
El
Prom
Paso
pns
Ku, it
neto generators, Kneels, gears, axles,
home.
Phone 1S04.
.
aro
25o hour. Sitlsfactlon guar- No 10 From El Paso ?:
SEW1NO
bearings, horns, accessories
WANTED Work by the hour. Phone
No. 10 connects at
Na H
COMK TO PARTS HEADQUARTERS.
Phone
South Harvard.
anteed,
til
217S-S:30
p.
after
ro Clevis. P.we Vstte- Clt
2400 R-WE HAVB SALVAGED TO DATE THE
lawn
C
1IOUSB cleaning, floor polishing-FOLLOWING MAKES OF CARS:
Oast
PLIATINQ.
accordion, side and box;
Bulck C24, CSS. D47. D66; Cadillac,
work. 'Call J. W. Lowe, phone 14ao-t Tiun wim No, Jl
No. 23 connect.
mail orders.
North
N. Crane, 213
and eoato
Chalmera,
from Clnvls end points
Chandler, Chevrolet 490, FB, WA.NTKD Nursing; two years' hospital Seventh. Crane1 Apartments,
314.
phone
t,
Baby Grand:
Hodge, Don,
Phone
reasonable.
Ice
nffi
experience
'
ilEMSTlfCHI!0dine
In
the
H.
30.
Mitch
K.
'
Maxwell.
N.I
Ford, Hup
promptly
.
best possible manner, prices reasonable.
ell Old I, Overland, every model; Saxon i:s-jnd 117 Gold
KALSOM1N1NU.
cleaning paper
4 and
; Btudebaker ,4 and
avenue, jhone 435-J- .
; Willys-KnightSinger
Goodsort,
John
kalsomlne.
Gleaning
Sewing Machine Company.
every model
or 2194-If yon don't sea your ear In the above phone
'
list, remember.
WANTED
Position aa nurse or compiui-loWB ARB SAI.VAfJINd LATH) MODEL
Mrss
best of city references.
CARS EVERT DAT.
600 North- Second. phone 115H-Baker,
In addition to the largest stock of used
CAL1. HUTCHIN80N for house oleanlng
COMparts In the state, we oarry
and wall cleaning, floor iwaxlng. paintPLETE line nf NEW gear, drive shafts,
'
kalsomlnlng. and chimney sweeping;
axle shafts and general accessories, for ing,
A'
Odd
Job Man. phone 082-ev.ry car,
OUr. PRrCES ARB THE LOWEST.
WANTED Position as teacher In inter' Six
VIADUCT OARAGB.
mediate or upper grades; have New
t
rooms, hollow tile, stucco finish, basement, steam
tOO SOUTH
York tate life certificate, and New MexSECOND.
ico first grade certificate, and five yeara'
Lsrgeat parte bouse in the itate.
saraee, fise place, breakfast room. Lot 50x142 feet
heat,
experience In publlo schools ot New York
.5.250
on University Heights. Triced at
state with excellent recommendations;
have health certificate; would consider
A
FOrTClfE Flf&C, n.
Ref iaylnj position aa governess. Address C. B.
'
21, care Journal.
hens.
Bhons 1870-FOlt SAL.K Bargains in a. I'. R. I. lteds,
WELL
CONTRACTOR
twonty-thre- e
19.60;
twenty
buhy rhlcks,
223 West .Gold.
hens, fine Invers. f2 eaoh; four cook WELLS DiuilLKD, (Irivsrt "ami repairSd;
Phono 110.
hlnls, ,3 each, C. P. Hay, :39 North
pumps, rnnKs. towers, j. r. woiKiDg,
1533--

....,

J

.......
......

B3

r.ln

w

HOME

t

High..-

.WILLIAM J, LEVERETT, Realtor

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL
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JUST AS GOOD CORN

EM

As was ever put into a can fir that urnws in any part- of the
U. S. A. This corn is packed irtVlor I ho MONARCH label,
sweet and tender, and wo have it.
'

Extra small Lima Beams Monarch, very fancy.
Monarch rumpkin, extra large can. '

that

None were over

Extra email Green Beans. Monarch. Splendid
salads.
Mesilla Valley Cantaloupes are just right.

WARD'S CASH

,508 West Central.

LET'S GO

I

Majority Favor Acquittal of Woman Charged
With Slaying Kennedy.
(By The Associated PreM.)

Los Angeles, Calif., July 30.
The jury in tho second trial of Mrs.
for the
Obenchaln
Madalynne
murder of her sweetheart, J. Bel-to- n
Kennedy, a broker, had been
hours
out approximately forty-nin- e
B
and
o'clock this afternoon
at
there still was no indication of a
verdict.''
Unauthenticated rumors were
that the majority of the five men
and seven women on the jury favored acquittal, the reports gradually changing from 8 to 4 to 9 to
3 and then to 10 to 2.
Newspaper men assigned to the
case declared they heard occasional bits of the jurors' arguments, such as "I think this woman
has been kept in Jail long enough,"
in a man's voice, and "my mind Is
made up, there is no use arguing,
I will never chango it," in a wom-

STORE, Phone 28
Orders Delivered for 10c

HdlliHE

TODAY

LAST TIME TODAY
William Fox Presents

"WESTERN SPEED"
A Story by William Patterson White
Directed by William Wallace and Scott Dunlap

Latest "FOX NEWS"

Topics of the Day

IN

"THE BIG IDEA"
Regular Admission Prices

LOCAL ITEMS

PORTER RESIGNS AS
SUPERINTENDENT OF '
THE CITY STREETS

I

J

:

Coal Supply Co. Phone 4 and 6.
Herman Mohr, who has spent
the past two weeks In California on
business, returned yesterday.
r,
Born, to Dr. and Mrs. K. T.
at St. Joseph's hospital Sunson.
day, a
Dr. D. R. Murray, Osteopathic and
VioJp.t-ra- y
treatments. Phone 741.
There is an undelivered telegram
at the Postal telegraph office for
O. L. Anderson.
Factory wood, full truck load,
four dollars, lluhn Coal Company
Las-sette-

Bert Calkins
stated last night that he had made
an effort to talk F. E. Porter, superintendent of city parkH and
streets, out of resigning, but adCity

Manager

mitted that he had been unsuccessful and that the resignation
The resignawould be accepted.
tion of Mr. Porter, recently apto
the
pointed
newly created city
berth, is said to be the result of
interference in his department by
Phone 91.
Clyde Tinglcy.
:;.
Charles H. Kern left for Detroit Commissioner
The position will remain vacant
called by
yesterday where heof was
man can he found
tmtil
a
suitable
his mother.
the serious illness
to fill It, Manager Calkins stated
last nisht.
-

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
DOINGS

i University

Heights

HIGHLAND

LADDIES
DEFEAT BROWNS IN
A PRACTICE GAME

will be the

in
tirst distinct residence district of
'the state to enjoy the privileges
.' a community club house ns soon as

Mr. Sulzer completes

Auditorium.

tho Heights

the residents of the
Heights are Is so energetic these
the cool refreshing
warm days
the night.
sleep they enjoy during
for three new
work
Foundation
homes was started last week by
newcomers to the city.
Blank, Brown
The new building containing Jordan.
erected
by
rooms
three store on being
Harvard avenue
E. E. Ward
will be ready for occupancy by
several apSeptember 1. Alreadymade
to rent
plications have beendesire
-is to have
and
them. Mr. Ward's
of business
a different character
the
afford
In each store, so as to
residents of the Heights greater

'

Gibson, Daniels and

FILM SMILES
to forth

By Hi Speed-

convenitnees.

,

DEATHS

THE ORIGINAL.
RIDERS
1UU

JOHNSON Funeral services for
held
Mrs. Laura C. Jobnson will be10:30
at
from French's chapel Rev.
Hugh
o'clock this morning.
A. Cooper will officiate. Burial
will be in Falrvlew cemetery.

V EOSTICK The
Louise Stedman
shipped lastN. night
Y.

IP

of Mrs.

remains

were

Bostick

-

fordisomeoTn
ROUGH

FUNERALS

AND

J

"Love makes the
world go 'round,"
said the poet "after
looking at a lot of
dizzy guys who
had fallen for this
skirts."

"Can one man love two women?"
Her mother
asks W. L. George, the English exHvraeuse.
.mnnniii the body. Wrong 'pert on the sex.
"Not on my salary check," says
Brothers were In charge.
Sclznick Property
Matt
The body "f Mm " O'Hara,
BENNINC.EIl'
be
will
Samuel W. Benninger
chipped this afternoon towhoKansas
Owen Moore says opticians in Los
has
t
His mother,
' City, Mo.
ac- - Angeles have started a campaign
i
in the city, will
against the long skirt. How about
Tompany the body. Strong
the Pacific Coast bathing suit?
era are in chai se.
"Ah. well," said Richard Dix as
CHAVKS The funeral of Mrs.
he sailed out of New York harbor
Andrcita Chaves, wno aieu jmmmj
Alon the good British ship Majestic,
at Old
evening at her residence
will be held this morn- - "the first three miles are the
buquerque
n. o ftVinpir from the family
residence. Burial will bo at the
. Santa
Mack Scnnctt is poing to start
Barbara cemetery. Crollott
a school for his .flock of bathing
will have charge.
beauties.
of
Tho funeral
FAQALEY
Who said there was no future in
died
who
Friday
Rosa Fagaley,
leaching?
held
was
residence
her
at
evening
at 3 o'clock
yesterday afternoon
Cabaret life, according to cabled
family residence. Burial
,rrm theSanta
reports, has started again in MosBarbara cemetery. cow,
was at
One guy, after paying his
Crollott was In charge.
bill, had to send for three more
of rubles to get his hat
truck
loads
LAWYER DIES.
' MARYLAND
check-rooBaltimore, Md., July 30. Kog- - out of the
er W. Cull, a leader of the MaryWriter says Rodolph Valentino
land bar and who for many years
xerted a powerful Influence as has made wonderful progress in this
Came here as a farmer
politics country.
a reformer in Maryland
died today, aged 72. For more and now he's a movie star making
had been on $2,000 a week. Guy that wrote that
.than 25 years he
;the legal staff of the Standard must never see his butter and egg
'
Oil company.
bill.
j

J

.,f

"

'

,

'

"

Tho tJllderslecve Electric
211 East Central. 1'lione 7S7--

'

Co,

MILK THAT" WILL KEEP
Vivian's Dairy,
i

Phone

21U4-J--

4

654TAXI LINE
Phone 654
rkfctiHO

gH(V

SiW- -

-

btheL

appropriate vehicle has been
found to fit Ethel Clayton's personality and talent In "Her Own
Money," which is being repeated
at the "B" theater today for the
last time. Her previous offerings
have not done her Justice from
an emotional standpoint. But in
this contribution by Mark Swan,
a playwright who has been at the
game long enough to know situation and climax, the star has a
role which gives her some ex-

Jiresenfiy

on?

Own

vvHer

Money

(ZCparamoml Qidi

An

.

Added Attractions:

"GO GET 'EM HUTCH"
CURRENT EVENTS

pression. '
There Is a decidedly refreshing
note in the story, which after all
is what makes the picture a satisfying one. The picture is marked
for its intimate domestic touches
which somehow seem to ring genuine. It preaches a little sermon
without making itself obvious.

TnE

NEW ANITA STEWART
PICTURE TIAS DRAMATIC
PUNCH LYRIC .THEATER

large crowd enjoyed every
He
moment of "The Woman
Married," yesterday afternoon and.
evening, at the Lyric theater, and
the picture is being repeated today.
The inimitable Anita Stewart Is
the star of this First National attraction, and it has been directed
Baby Cornelius Vanderbilt Whitney, Jr and its mother, Evan Burroughs by Fred Niblo, the gqnlus who
is
who
father.
its
made "The Three Musketeers."
"Sonny"
Fontaine,
Whitney
charges
combined talents have turn-- !
Will the old Biblical quotation come true in the case of Evan Bur- Their
ed an excellent story into one of
roughs Fontaine and Cornelius Vanderbilt Whitney? Miss Fontaine has the best motion pictures it has
sued Whitney who, she alleges, is the father of her child. Whitney's been our good fortune to see in
family objects to his marriage to the dancer, but they are both living in many months.
Los Angeles and a little child may lead them to the altar instead of the
The theme is undying love the
courtroom
love a wife holds for her husband and which inspires her to
make every sacrifice possible for
his sake. Miss Stewart as the
FLAMING OBJECT
LE&GOI
LOUIS
wife of the young millionaire, who
sticks to him loyally through the
storms that break soon after their
makes an appealing
marriage,
FALLS INTO THE
figure. Darrel Foss Is cast as
the young husband,
and none
have portrayed the difficult
11
FOR
PEN&AHT could
role better than he.
C
OCEAN
The story contains some sharp
contrasts between the "glasses,"
THE
ASSOCIATED
(BY
PRESS.)
and has been developed with such
manager, 'Ty (ohh, stayed on the suspense and dramatic incidents
HUge Ball 0I Fire Oe0n;l.ouis clubs in both major league, right side of the percentage ledger. that It holds one rapt until the
k
setbacks bv their
despite
Washingtinpresented a baseball end.
Traveling at a Terrinc,
yorlc riv;U?i ar8 mnitaininB paradox, getting 103 hits for sixty-thre- e
The Journal Is
to place
races
in
the
runs in its games including "The Woman He glad
IPVPlI
RP
pace
tfl
pennant
steady
Have
Inpprl k
Married"
in
The American league team, shunt today, more than any other club the
category of "better pictures."
ed from the lead on Friday by the In the league, yet lost five out of
Been a Meteor.
The Athletics, too,
Yankees, nosed to the front again nino contests.
today by defeating the Red Sox had a good hitting week, but fared 2 MEN ARE TRAPPED IN
(B The Asnoclntert PrnM.)
'
were
while the Yankees
being as did the Senators as far as games
Santa Barbara, Calif., July 30.
BURNING MINE TUNNEL
are concerned.
Consensus of opinion here today turned back by Chicago.
Below the leaders in the AmeriThe Red Sox, hitting and fieldwas that the great flaming object
andthe
the
Sox,
White
into
lost
Tigers
can,
of
heavens
ing poorly,
the
(By Tbe Aawclatrd I'rcH.)
every game
which fell from tho
all are playing good ball week but one. Starting last Sun.Winnemucca, Nev July 30. Two
the ocean off Santa Barbara or Indians
Cleveonto Santa Cruz Tsland, 18 miles and continue to he menacing. of vic day with a loss to the Yankees, men are trapped in the long tunnel
land, after n long string
they dropped three out of four to of tho burning National mine, sevensouth, last night, was a meteor.
the Lthe
miles north of here, acheavy hitting White Sox and ty-five
No report came from the island tories, had an off week, while
have droppea two straight to the cording to a telephone message tothat anyone there had seen the ob- Tigers, led by their hard hitting Browns
and the Red Sox are in the night which asked
that rescue
ject strike the earth and tho gencellar again.
parties be formed and sent to the
eral belief was that it fell into the
scene
once.
In
at
week's
0FNational
the
the
;
play
sea. The island, however, is of GREATEST NUMBER
was featured by tho slump of the
The 'trapped men are Joseph
considerable size, and the object
IN HISTORY
0ARSMEN
of
who
four
at
the mine,
Cardinals,
dropped
superintendent
might have fallen upon it without
five games to the Giants and then and Peter Madison, a miner.
WILL ENTER REGATTA went
attracting the attention of the fevf
a
A later telephone message said
to Brooklyn and lost In
residents.
contest. Thev came back these two were working about one
One peculiarity of the display,
The Saturday
30.
York.
New
fold
July
into
thousand
the
feet in the tunnel and
again
today,
winning
reported by several persons, was greatest
number of oarsmen
while the Giants were that their escape had been cut oft
that the glowing object apparently in tho history of American rowing however,
second
losing their
straight game because dirt and rock caved in as
divided into two parts as it reached will pull sweeps 1n the golden ju- to
the fire progressed along the tunthe lambasting Pirates.
the island or the water.
tho National Assoof
men
a great hit- nel.
had
McGraw's
bilee
regatta
a ciation of Amateur Oarsmen on
Miss Getrude Wright-KnoLittle hope was held out for the
week, connecting for 103 hits
relative of the late Philander C. the Schuylkill river course at Phil- ting
in nine games, Including that of rescue of the entombed men.
Knox, said she and 'Miss Mabel E. adelphia, next Thursday,
hand
the
On
other
tho
Friday yesterday.
Ellyn were on a ranch 10 milea and Saturday.
One hundred and Cardinals were the poorest hitting
MEXICAN FOOD. TO RIGA.
north of here about dusk, when twenty-tw- o
were accepted club in the circuit excepting Brookentries
Mexico City, July 30. Three
they saw a great ball of fire falling by the association's executive com- lyn. The St. Louisiana had a bad thousand
sacks of corn
three
at terrific Bpeed across the sky mittee here today.
week afield, with sixteen bobbles. thousand sacks of rice and
will leave
emitting sparks as, it fell.
The Cubs kept ahead of all the Mazatlan
An outstanding feature will be
next
for
Wednesday
"At first I thought the moon
five
appearance of Walter Hoover trailers by taking three of from
Riga on board a French ship. The
was falling," said Miss Knox. "It the
of Duluth,
Minn., the worms games from tho Brhves, onf
will represent Mexico's
appeared as large or larger than champion sculler, who has just re- the Dodgers and one of a pair from shipment
to the Russian famine
the moon."
from England with tho dia the hard hitting but lowly Phillies. gift
turned
The ball or fire, sTie added, ap- mond sculls, emblematic of that
The Dodgers and the Reds broke
peared to fall upon Santa Cruz
tit let He won the American cham- - even in their gamrs and the Braves
rrrv electric riior shop
where it burst into fragments nionshln last year and tho gold as U9iial, fair bitters but poor
SIS South Herodd.
fhone S67-which continued to glow brightly challenge inup Just before sailing scorers, dropped a majority of
Frea Call and Deliver j.
for several minutes and then grad- for England.
their contests.
The week's record in each major
ually faded out. The phenomenon
Oarsmen from as far south as
CONTRACTING
was witnessed as far east as Ven- New
played, won and ELECTRICAL
as far west as St. league of games
Orleans,
Electrical Co.
Robert
tura.
E. Clark
of that Louis, as far north as Duluth and lost, 'together with runs, hits and Forrest II. Nourse1253-J.
Phono
town reported that the falling ob- New Brunswick will compete,
errors, including games of Saturday, is as follows:
ject appeared to be a burning airi
Xatlon.nl.
C. H. CONNER, M.JD. D. O.
craft that had fallen from a great
P. W. L. R. H. E.
Osteopathic Specialist.
height. He said it described a TRADING OF PLAYERS
3 62,113 10 Stern
9
325-New York
curve as it fell and that after
Bldg. Tel. 701-31 58 16
PROTEST
1
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7
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IS
St.
Louis
on
the surface
alighting apparently
7
3
41
83
5
.8
of the water, continued to glow
Chicago
Cincinnati .. ..8 4 4 50 9P 8
(B The Aorlr(fd
for more than ten minutes.
:New York, July 30. The "trade" Pittsburgh , . .
3, 3 22 65 10
.5 3 2 23 47 4 Desirable
consummated by the New York Brooklyn ..
unfurnished ' corner
AUTONOMY FOR SMYRNA Giants
3 52 109 13
4
and tho Boston Braves, Philadelphia ..7
five rooms, close In;
house;
5
23
3
8
75
.
.8
a
Boston
Hugh McQuillan,
WILL BE PROCLAIMED bringing hurler
Areola heating system, $45;
American.
to New York in
lease required; no sick or chilIT. E.
R.
W.
P.
I
Fred
for
Toney,
Larry
exchange
or 120.
dren. Phone 1162-(By The Asxnrinted P"
)
4 32 5B
2
6
9
In St. Louis
now
a
young
pitcher
Benton,
London, July 30. A Reuter dis
1 41 70
5
8
York
New
..,..
Walter
association:
tho
Southern
from
Athens says autonomy
patch
67 4
I 44 32 25
for Smyrna and adjacent territory Hulihan, a college pitcher, and a Chicago .
43 72 10
.
Detroit
unuer lireelt occupation Is to be "subtantlal sum" of money, evoked'
4
5
40 7S 14
Cleveland
Under a protest from leaders of the Pi- Washington ......9
proclaimed
immediately.
.... 68 41 45 6018 !853 149 FOGG, The Jeweler
the new regime the people will rates and Cardinals.
Boston
Diamonds, Watches,
Jewelry.
Branch Rickey, of the Cardinals
nave extensive
4
4 42 82 11
Highest Quality, Lowest Pices.
The dispatch adds that It Is and William McKeohnle, of the Philadelphia ...8'
;
Postofflce.
to
have
were
Opposite
reported
rumored Prince Nicholas will be rirates,
' 118 South Fourth.
Puhllo
appointed governor of Smyrna and condemned the action of the New Room 8, McllnlStenographer,
701-Ph.
Bldg.
that elections will be held In the York club for the deal, which was
new state, these to be followed by announced 24 hours before the
45c; for salo al
Eggs,
Gentry's
application for recognition by the time of the closing of big league lead rug groceries.
powers.
trading.
McQuillan, who began with BosWe pay good prices for
ton in 19J9, never has had an unHOOPER IS CALLED TO
arms such as Rifles, Shot
usual hurling record. In 1021 he GUY'S TRANSFER
Must be In
CAPITAL BY PRESIDENT won 13 games and lost 17. This
Guns, Pistols.
AND STORAGE
Acondition.
.
year ho had had five victories and
Souib
SIS
Street
First
Wo
on
a
ten
mnke
lumber
defeats.
specialty
(Bt The .mnclnferi Frrm.)
hauling and hnlldlng material.
Chicago. July 30. Bn W. Hoop
Now don't forget the long trips.
er, chairman of the United States
BREAKS DISCUS RECORD.
331 8. Second
Phone 871. ,
railroad labor board, has gone to
B. C, July 30.
Vancouver,
Washington, it was announced here
Pope, former university of
Reymann's Auto Body
at
the
his
attendance
after
a
tonight
member of the
Washington star,
funeral of a relative in Newport. American Olympic team, broke thj
Works
He is expected to arrive in Canadian
H. E. Kimble Manufacturer and Repairer of
Dr.
Ky.
discus record in th
tomorrow
morning, Caledonian games here yesterday.
Washington
AUTO AND TRUCK BODIES
DENTIST
Mr. Hooper's services were sought His throw of 14.1 feet, eight and
SPRINGS AND- WHEELS
be
was
it
inches
President
exceeded
Harding,
by
the Room 4, Grant Building. Third
and Woodwork
Blacksmlthlng
lieved, in the negotiations seeking best mark made in this country
and Central.
702 6. Second. Pbone 551-a settlement of the railway shop by more than a yard snd within
Phone
402
3 feet of the world record.
men's strike.
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Regular Prices

Lyric Theater'
to n p. m.
LAST TIME TODAY
,

v

ooNTnnjorjs

i

Anita Stewarti
the Woman
HeMarri "1

I

As fine a play as Anita Stew
art has ever made the tale
of the way of a wife.

Added Attraction!

"'TIS

mid-wee-

THE BULL"

Part Comedy Featuring

Two

"

BOBBIE VERNON
Regular Prices

I'SS

DR. FRANK R. MacCRACKEN.
B. Mart RACK
DR. DAISY
Osteopathic Physicians.
1. P. Building. Phone Office 89-Residence 89-J.

Let Us Send a Man

To replace that broken window
glass. Albdquerque Lumber Co.
Pbone 421. 423 ortn uirei.

Phone 962,W. 421

W. Central.

RENT A CAR
Drive it Yourself New Fords
and Dodges, Coupes and Sedans
'
ALBUQUERQUE
DRIVERLESS CAR CO.
Cars Delivered.

GLADIOLI
and
cut

Fresh

dally,

$2.00

$1.50

a dozen delivered..
F.

RAYMOND
Phone

2167-.-

BLOOM,

.

I.

x,

J.

to her home at

:

''

Bo-Ia-

Highland laddies, of the boys'
Junior league, upset all dope by
defeating tho Browns, leaders of
the toys' Senior league, yesterday
in a practice game by a score of 7
to n. The game was played at
Washington park.
Batteries: Highland Laddies
Browns
Reed and Bowman;

Theeason

.

LAST TIME TODAY

e,

$tory-pictur-

ETHEL CLAYTON SHINES
IN "HER OWN MONEY;"
REPEATING AT THE "B"

Judge John W. Shcnk stated that
unless tho Jury summoned him he
would not confer with it before toHe intimated ho would
morrow.
keep it locked up until every possibility of a verdict had been exhausted.
Mrs. Obenchaln was not taken
into the court room during the day
but at the county jail declared she
was confident a verdict would be
reached. She did not say what she
believed it would be.
Arthur C. Burch, her
who has been tried twice, the
times, exjury disagreeing both
outpressed optimism as to the
come.
The deliberations of the Jury
wore disturbed once during the day
in
by a demonstration of prisoners
the county jail.
The inmates gathered near tho
north wall of the jail, only a short
distance from the jury room In the
hall of justice.
One called out: "Three cheers
for District Attorney Woolwine.
A loud groan was the response.
Then came another call: "Three
cheers for Paul Roman."
This was met by louder groans,
cat calls and curses.
Roman, a convict, was a prosecution witness.

IN

:'

THEATRE

J

"Western
Pastime Theater
a great thrilling
featuring "Buck" Jones as
the leading star, is being repeated today at the Tastlme; also recomedy,
peating "The Big Idea"
with Harold Lloyd as the star,
and the "Fox News" pictures.
Speed,"

an'

Charley (Buck) Jones

wi-'-

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

the'

for fancy

Theaters Today

'B" Theater Repeating today
for the last time, Ethel Clayton
and Warner Baxter as the lead"Her Own
in
ing characters
Money;" it is a Paramount picAlso
one.
repeatture and a good
ing the episode of "Go Get 'Em
Events"
"Current
the
and
Hutch,"
pictures.
I.yrlc Theater Anita Stewart,
He Jesse"
starring in "The Woman
tt'titlnj)
Married," presented by Louis B.
Mayer, is being repeated today
for the last time; also repeating
'"Tis the Bull," with Bobbie Vernon as the star.

THE

Unauthenticated Rumor That

imported

were better.

iwipuj t iiiMMiiiH

'AND A LITTLE CHILD SHALL LEAD THEM,"
PERHAPS TO THE ALTAR, WHO KNOWS?

0BENCHA1N JURY

When you want something extra nice
No. 3 cans.

Monarch Tomatoes.

in tomatoes buy Monarch large
Extra small Teas, Monarch.

DECISION IS

July 31, 1922

Smart college guy says maybe
Shakespeare was right about the
BULL GORES MATADOR.
movie magnates when he said "The
El Paso, Tex., July 30. Joaquin
but
with
with
our
Stars
fault lies not
Jlminez, "trinnero," a mnlador in
ourselves."
today's bull fight In Juarez, was
slightly gored in the side, while
using the cape. Physicians say ) e
Must have taken a lot of imagination to make that moving picture will be out of the hospital within
a week. Jlminez Is from Seville
called "The Fast Mail."
.
i
bpuili.

THE IMPERIAL

Navajo Rugs

LAUNDRY CO.
'

"THE

LAUNDRI
OF QUALITY"

Dry Cleaning,
Dyeing, Hats
Cleaned and Blocked, Rug
cleaned
by , latest
process.

Phones 148 and

4491

FOR SALE BY OWNER

(5

FOR RENT

,

,

WANTED J

One of the, finest homes In
the ojty In the most desirable
location on paved street.
4

7 . rooms,
bath breakfast
room, 3 sleeping porches, 2
screened porches.
Ideal Arrangement. Strictly modern In
Steam
heat.
every
respect.
Call 070.
i

Fine weaves, beautiful
Indian designs. Selling at
Reservation prices. Tourists' headquarters. '
Information about roads
and routes. '
BRACEY'S CAFETERIA
Cor. 4th and Central '

For Rent
Desirable unfurnished
house, furnace heat and hardwood floors, $65.00. 823 Forrester avenue'. Inquire
six-roo-

P. F. McCANNAj Inc.
114 South

Scconfl St.

f

GALLUP LUMP COAL
CERRILLOS LUMP COAL ,
CERRILLOS EGG COAL
KINDLING Order a Load of Factory Wood
Dollars
Big Truck Loadt-Fou- r
1

IIAIIII COAL COMPANY

-l

Phone 91

rs

-

three-quart-

er

...i
;

ALASKA OFFERS CO Alr
,nchorage, Alaska, July 30
Mine
operators here announce
that they were prepnred to sun- ply (he entire Pacific coast with
coal, both bituminous and-

furnished
una tliip

during the strike. If
facilities to get it out

MPIRE Cleaners
DYERS AND HATTERS
RUG CLEANING
v
Phone 4.13. Cor. flth snd Gold

V

BOOKKEEPER
Wants Position Toung man,
quick, accurate and reliable.
Wide experience mercantile and
f other lines. Write
Bookkeeper, rare Journal..

under proper conditions
a healthy herd is good, clarification
makes milk better, clarification plus pasteurization makes the' best milk of all.
Fpr hot weather dessert SHERBET is best of all.

ANY.

milk produced

,

ALBUQUERQUE
DAIRY ASSOCIATION

f

CO-OPERATI-

Phone

851

,

.

A

821

North

'

c.

J

